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As online stores are offering an almost unlimited shelf space, users must increasingly
rely on product search and recommender systems to find their most preferred products
and decide which item is the truly best one to buy. However, much research work has
emphasized on developing and improving the underlying algorithms whereas many of the
user issues such as preference elicitation and trust formation received little attention.
In this thesis, we aim at designing and evaluating various decision technologies, with
emphases on how to improve users’ decision accuracy with intelligent preference elicita-
tion and revision tools, and how to build their competence-inspired subjective constructs
via trustworthy recommender interfaces.
Specifically, two primary technologies are proposed: one is called example critiquing
agents aimed to stimulate users to conduct tradeoff navigation and freely specify feedback
criteria to example products; another termed as preference-based organization interfaces
designed to take two roles: explaining to users why and how the recommendations are
computed and displayed, and suggesting critique suggestions to guide users to under-
stand existing tradeoff potentials and to make concrete decision navigations from the
top candidate for better choices.
To evaluate the two technologies’ true performance and benefits to real-users, an
evaluation framework was first established, that includes important assessment standards
such as the objective/subjective accuracy-effort measures and trust-related subjective
aspects (e.g., competence perceptions and behavioral intentions).
Based on the evaluation framework, a series of nine experiments has been conducted
and most of them were participated by real-users. Three user studies focused on the
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example critiquing (EC) agent, which first identified the significant impact of tradeoff
process with the help of EC on users’ decision accuracy improvement, and then in depth
explored the advantage of multi-item strategy (for critiquing coverage) against single-
item display, and higher user-control level reflected by EC in supporting users to freely
compose critiquing criteria for both simple and complex tradeoffs.
Another three experiments studied the preference-based organization technique. Re-
garding its explanation role, a carefully conducted user survey and a significant-scale
quantitative evaluation both demonstrated that it can be likely to increase users’ com-
petence perception and return intention, and reduce their cognitive effort in information
searching, relative to the traditional “why” explanation method in ranked list views. In
addition, a retrospective simulation revealed its superior algorithm accuracy in predict-
ing critiques and product choices that real-users intended to make, in comparison with
other typical critiquing generation approaches.
Motivated by the empirically findings in terms of the two technologies’ respective
strengths, a hybrid system has been developed with the purpose of combining them
into a single application. The final three experiments evaluated its two design versions
and particularly validated the hybrid system’s universal effectiveness among people from
different types of cultural backgrounds: oriental culture and western culture.
In the end, a set of design guidelines is derived from all of the experimental results.
They should be helpful for the development of a preference-based recommender system,
making it capable of practically benefiting its users in improving decision accuracy, ex-
pending effort they are willing to invest, and even promoting trust in the system with
resulting behavioral intentions to purchase chosen products and return to the system for
repeated uses.
Keywords: recommender systems, example critiquing, preference-based organization,
hybrid system, decision accuracy, decision effort, trust building, user experience research.
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Re´sume´
Alors que les magasins en-ligne offrent un pre´sentoir de taille quasi illimite´e, les util-
isateurs doivent de plus en plus s’appuyer sur des outils de recherches et des syste`mes
de recommandations, afin de de´nicher les produits qui correspondent le mieux a` leurs
pre´fe´rences, afin de de´cider quel est re´ellement celui qu’ils sont preˆts a` acheter. Cepen-
dant, a` l’heure actuelle une grande partie de la recherche s’est concentre´e sur le de´veloppement
et l’ame´lioration des algorithmes sous-jacents alors que de nombreuses questions telles
que l’e´licitation de pre´fe´rences et le de´veloppement de la confiance des internautes, ont
rec¸u peu d’attention.
Dans cette the`se, nous cherchons a concevoir et e´valuer plusieurs technologies de
de´cision, tout en mettant les accents sur l’ame´lioration de la justesse des choix des
utilisateurs, graˆce a` des syste`mes intelligents d’e´licitation de pre´fe´rences et des outils
de re´vision. Nous cherchons e´galement a` comprendre comment construire des mode`les
subjectifs, au travers d’interfaces de recommandations dignes de confiance.
Concre`tement, deux technologies principales sont propose´es: l’une est appele´e exam-
ple critiquing, destine´e a` stimuler les utilisateurs afin qu’ils ope`rent un choix de naviga-
tion et qu’ils spe´cifient librement leurs crite`res sur des examples de produits. L’autre
est appele´ preference-based organisation ou` l’interface est conc¸ue pour deux activite´s.
Premie`rement elle explique aux utilisateurs pourquoi et comment une recommandation
est calcule´e ainsi qu’affiche´e. Deuxie`mement elle sugge`re des critiques afin de guider
l’utilisateur pour qu’il comprenne quelles sont les diffe´rences potentielles, l’aidant a` pren-
dre des de´cisions concre`tes lors de la navigation a` travers les meilleurs produits, dans le
but de faire le meilleur choix.
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Dans l’optique de pouvoir e´valuer les performances des deux technologies, ainsi que
leurs bienfaits pour de vrais utilisateurs, un environnement d’e´valuation a e´te´ cre´e´, in-
corporant d’importants standards de ve´rifications, tels que les mesures d’effort et de
pre´cisions, objectives et subjectives. Les mesures de confiance subjective (i.e. percep-
tions de compe´tence et intentions de comportements) ont e´galement e´te´ inclues.
Base´ sur cet environnement une se´rie de neuf expe´riences a e´te´ conduite, dont la
plupart avec des utilisateurs re´els. Trois e´tudes ont focalise´ sur l’agent d’example cri-
tiquing (EC), qui a le premier souligne´ l’important impact des processus de choix, avec
l’aide de l’EC pour l’ame´lioration de la qualite´ de´cisionnelle des utilisateurs. L’agent a
ensuite explore´ en profondeur les avantages des strate´gies multi-attributs compare´es a`
l’affichage unique d’e´le´ments, ainsi qu’un niveau supe´rieur de control-utilisateur re´ve´le´
par le EC graˆce a` son soutient aux utilisateurs, leur permettant de composer des critiques
inertielles pour des dcisions (i.e. choix) simples et complexes.
Une autre se´rie de trois expe´riences a e´tudie´ les techniques d’organisations oriente´es
sur les pre´fe´rences. A propos de son pouvoir d’explication, une e´tude mene´e avec grand
soin et une e´valuation quantitative ont de´montre´ qu’il est possible d’augmenter les per-
ceptions de compe´tences des utilisateurs, et en meˆme temps d’augmenter l’intention de
revenir utiliser le service en question. En meˆme temps, l’e´tude montre une re´duction
de l’effort cognitif dans les recherches d’information, par rapport aux me´thodes tradi-
tionnelles d’explication de type “pourquoi” dans une vue ordre´e par rang. En addition,
une simulation re´trospective a montre´e la supe´riorite´ de pre´cision algorithmique dans les
critiques de pre´dictions et choix de produits que de vrais utilisateurs avaient l’intention
de faire, en comparaison a` d’autres approches de ge´ne´rations de critiques.
Motive´s par ces de´couvertes empiriques respectives a` ces deux technologies, un syste`me
hybride a e´te´ de´veloppe´ dans le but de les combiner en une seule solution. Les trois
expe´riences finales ont e´value´ ces deux conceptions et ont avant-tout valide´ l’efficacite´
universelle de la solution hybride, pour des utilisateurs d’horizons culturels diffe´rents:
culture orientale et occidentale.
Pour terminer, une collection de principes de conception a e´te´ de´rive´e a` partir de
tous les re´sultats expe´rimentaux. Ils sont utiles pour le de´veloppement d’un syste`me de
recommandation base´ sur les pre´fe´rences d’utilisateurs. Cela permet de faire be´ne´ficier les
utilisateurs d’une qualite´ de de´cision accrue, de faciliter les efforts que ceux-ci sont preˆts
a` consentir, et meˆme d’augmenter leur confiance dans le syste`me avec pour re´sultat des
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intentions d’acheter accrues et une envie de retourner plus fre´quemment sur le syste`me.
Mots-cle´s: syste`mes de recommandations de produits, example critiquing, organisa-
tion bae´se sur les pre´fe´rences, syste`me hybride, pre´cision de de´cision, effort de de´cision,
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The recommender system has emerged as an important research area in online environ-
ments over the last decade [SKR01, AT05]. It is a software application that aims to
support users in their decision-making while interacting with large information spaces.
It has been originally proposed to be based on collaborative filtering techniques to rec-
ommend items (e.g. letters, movies, musics, books) that may interest the current user
given that she has similar interests with other like-minded people [RIS+94, SM95].
Such “word of mouth” recommending technologies have been usually applied to low-
risk “social” products, for which users would like to rely on the others’ opinions and
suggestions to make their decisions. For example, while choosing a movie to watch or
a music to listen, the one rated positively higher by people who have similar tastes will
be likely accepted by the current user to have a try. Even though she may regret after
watching or listening it, it will not cause a big financial burden or emotional damage to
her.
However, as for so called high-risk products, such as computers, cars or even houses,
purely depending on other customers’ feedbacks to recommend products will be not
enough to convince the user to make a purchase decision. People will be willing to spend
considerate effort in arriving at a choice as the best as possible satisfying their personal
desires in order to avoid financial loss. Accordingly, such products are usually constrained
by a set of features (for example, the digital camera has features like price, optimal
zoom, resolution, etc.) on which users could specify their concrete value preferences to
filter out the available large data set. To facilitate users in specifying filtering criteria
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Figure 1.1: An example of “nothing found” return message in current e-commerce web-
sites.
and making in-depth product comparison, current e-commerce websites provide some
facilities including browsing function, sorting by features and comparison matrix.
A “nothing found” phenomenon happens with existing e-commerce decision aids,
since products are simply retrieved if they completely match all of the user’s criteria.
Imagine a user takes effort of entering the set of preferences successively for each at-
tribute, the space of matching products suddenly becomes null with the message “no
matching products can been found” (see Figure 1.1). At this point, the user may not
know which attribute value to revise among the set of values that she has specified so far,
except backtracking several steps and trying different combinations of preference values
on the concerned attributes.
Although browing-based interaction techniques have been used to prevent users from
specifying conflicting preferences, a user is only allowed to enter her preferences one
at a time starting from the point where all of the product space is available. As she
specifies more preferences, she essentially drills down to a sub product space until either
she selects her target in the displayed options or no more product space is left. For
example, if someone desires a notebook with minimal weight (less than 2 kilos), then
after specifying the weight requirement, she is only allowed to choose those notebooks
whose weights are less than 2 kilos. If the price of these light-weight notebooks is very
high, she is likely to miss a tradeoff alternative which may weigh 2.5 kilos and is much less
2
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expensive. Thus, this interaction style is very limited since users are unable to specify
contextual preferences and especially tradeoffs among several attributes.
Given these limitations, product recommender systems have been proposed which
engage users in a constructive preference elicitation process, and generate recommenda-
tions and tradeoff alternatives based on preferences they have expressed, either explicitly
or implicitly [PK04, ZA01]. We also call such systems interactive preference-based rec-
ommender systems. They do never return “nothing found” messages, but always a set
of recommended examples. They help overcome the information overload problem of
current e-commerce settings by exposing users to personalized recommendations, and by
offering novelty, surprise, and relevance.
In this thesis, we have mainly focused on designing, developing and evaluating
preference-based recommender systems to make them applicable at the complex e-commere
platform to assist customers in achieving the best accuracy possible for whatever effort
they are willing to invest, as well as building highly positive subjective perceptions with
their choice and the system.
1.1 System Components
The type of preference-based recommender systems can be described by a generic model
as depicted in Figure 1.2. A user first interacts with such systems by stating a set
of initial preferences. After obtaining that information, the system filters the space of
options and recommend items to the user based on her preferences. This set is called the
recommendation set. At that point, either the user finds her most preferred item in the
recommendation set and thus terminates her interaction with the system, or she revises
the preference model in order to obtain more accurate recommendations. This last step
is called preference revision or user feedback step.
The search task is performed on multi-attribute products with complex features,
rather than on free text as in keyword-based search. Multi-attribute products refer to
the encoding scheme used to represent all available data with the same set of attributes
{a1, , ak} where each attribute ai can take any value v, from a domain of values d(ai)
[PBJ93, KR93]. The list of attributes as well as the domain range varies among product
domains. We assume that users’ preferences depend entirely on the values of these at-
tributes, so that two items that are identical in all attributes would be equally preferred.
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Figure 1.2: The generic system-user interaction model of a preference-based recom-
mender system.
Furthermore, products considered by the system, such as digital cameras, portable
PCs, apartments, demand a minimal amount of financial commitment. They are called
high-involvement products because users are expected to possess a reasonable amount of
willingness to interact with the system, participate in the selection process and expend
a certain amount of effort to process information [SP02]. Users are also expected to
exhibit slightly more complex decision behavior in such environments than they would
in selecting a low-involvement product such as a book, a movie, or a news article.
The search environment can be modeled as an interactive process where the employed
search tool helps users identify their most preferred item, called the target product,
among a large set of options. We assume that the search tool will be guided by an
explicit preference model, consisting of a set of individual preferences. These models
are acquired and constructed over the course of end users’ interaction via a question-
answer procedure or a graphical user interface. We do not consider recommender systems
which base their prediction of users’ interested items based on their past behavior or on

















Figure 1.3: The main design and evaluations issues for preference-based recommender
systems.
1.2 Problem Definitions
Two research challenges, as will be introduced in Chapter 2, occur in the broad domain
of recommender systems. We have addressed them particularly with preference-based
recommender systems (see Figure 1.3 for the system’s main design and evaluation issues).
1.2.1 How to help an adaptive decision maker make accurate decision?
According to adaptive decision theory [PBJ93], human decision process is inherently
highly constructive and adaptive to the current decision task and decision environment.
In particular, when users are confronted with an unfamiliar product domain or a complex
decision situation with overwhelming information, they are usually unable to accurately
state their preferences at the outset, but likely construct them in a highly context-
dependent fashion during their decision process [TS93, PBS99, CP02].
The problem is therefore that how the decision aid could help to accurately construct
user preferences and aid them to target at their best choice efficiently. In addition, users’
inherent decision heuristics should be also considered while resolving the problem. For
example, given the fact that people are often willing to tradeoff accuracy to reduce
cognitive effort [BJP90, HT00], the system can try to help the user reach the best
decision accuracy within her acceptable level of effort or stimulate her to voluntarily
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consume more effort to obtain more benefits. Indeed, the tradeoff relationship between
accuracy and effort is an inherent dilemma in decision making that can not be easily
reconciled.
On the other hand, decision makers often avoid explicit compensatory reasoning
process (tradeoffs between more of important features and less of less important ones)
due to emotional and cognitive reasons [PBS99]. However, this process is crucial for
high-quality and rational decision making. A decision aid, such as the recommender
system, should therefore take the role in guiding users to make effective tradeoffs so as
to improve their decision quality and accuracy.
Two system components are crucial to accomplish these goals.
Recommendation Computation
The recommendation computation primarily considers how many and what products to
be recommended during an interaction cycle. Two principal search technologies have
been used for generating the recommendation set: the content-based [AT05] and the
case-based technologies [ABMA01, Shi02]. Both analyze the attribute values of available
products and the stated preferences of a user, and then identifies one or several best-
ranked options according to a ranking scheme. Tools using these technologies have also
been referred to as utility and knowledge based recommender systems [BHY96, Bur02],
or utility-based decision support interface systems (DSIS) [SP02]. The utility can refer
to the multi-attribute utility theory or the case-based similarity degree to calculate a
product’s relevance to a user’s stated preferences. A third technology specialized in
searching configurable products uses the constraint satisfaction technology [PF04].
However, there is lack of in-depth exploration of these technologies’ actual abilities
in addressing the following questions:
• How to address users’ potentially unstated preferences? The purpose is using the
recommendations to stimulate users to expose their hidden preferences for the
system to better predict what they truly need.
• How to compute partially satisfied solutions to resolve preference conflicts? Rather
than “nothing found” message, the system needs to help users resolve preference
conflicts by returning partially best satisfied items.
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• How to provide for diversity among recommendations? Including more diversified
items in addition to similar ones will provide more valuable information, which
would be especially useful when the user’s preferences are incomplete.
• How to propose possible tradeoffs a user may be prepared to accept? Suggested
tradeoffs may reveal to users the existing recommendation opportunities and guide
them to conduct compensatory decision strategies.
We have investigated the related work (as will be discussed in Chapter 2), and identi-
fied their pros and limitations. We developed a preference-based organization algorithm
to improve the recommendation quality. Its ranking mechanism was based on the multi-
attribute utility theory (MAUT) to explicitly resolve conflicting values [KR93]. It further
applied data mining techniques and diversity strategy to suggest tradeoffs and products
adaptive to users’ current preferences and potential needs. The algorithm will be de-
scribed in Chapter 4 and associated experiments will be introduced in Chapters 8 & 9.
We also studied the recommendation set’s display strategy (i.e. one item vs. multi-item)
in Chapter 7.
Preference Revision/Critiquing Aid
The ability of supporting users to revise and refine preferences is very important for a
preference-based recommender system. The popular method existing nowadays is provid-
ing a critiquing aid (or called a tradeoff assistance) that engages users in a conversational
dialog where users can provide feedback to items that are currently recommended. The
system with such aids is also called the critiquing-based recommender system [CP06], the
conversational recommender system [SMRM04], the conversational case-based reasoning
system [Shi02], or the knowledge-based recommender system [Bur02].
It has been accepted that the critiquing aid can act as an effective feedback mech-
anism supporting users’ preference refinement and tradeoff-making [BHY97, RMMS04,
PK04]. The user’s feedback is concretely formalized as a critique (e.g. “I would like
something cheaper” or “with faster processor speed”) relative to the current recommen-
dation. The critique enables the system to more accurately predict what the user truly
wants and then recommend some products that may better interest her in the next
conversational cycle. The main mechanism of this interaction model is therefore that
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of example-and-critique, which is also named as tweaking [BHY97], critiquing feedback
[MS02], candidate/critiquing [LHL97] and navigation by proposing [Shi02].
Three elementary questions should be considered for the development of an effective
critiquing aid:
• How to design the critiquing aid to best serve users? One popular method that has
been proposed in recent years is to pro-actively generate a set of knowledge-based
critiques that users may be prepared to accept as ways to improve the current
recommendation. This method has been adopted in FindMe systems [BHY97]
and the more recent dynamic-critiquing agent for suggesting compound critiques
[RMMS04, MRMS05]. We have been interested in exploring other potential ap-
proaches and making them compensate for existing methods’ limitations.
• How much improvement of accuracy the critiquing aid could allow a user to obtain?
This question asks about the inherent benefit of a critiquing support could give.
In addition to accuracy, it would be also interesting to identify its effect on users’
subjective perceptions such as decision confidence and cognitive effort.
• How much user-control is optimal for a critiquing aid design? User control has
been determined as one of the fundamental principles for general user interface
design and Web usability [Shn87, Nie94]. It would be meaningful to determine on
the optimal degree of user-control a critiquing-based recommender system should
support given that users are in essence highly involved in interacting with the
system.
To answer these questions, we have developed an example critiquing recommender
agent facilitating users to freely build their truly intended feedback criteria (see Chapter
3). We have demonstrated its positive impact on accuracy improvement (Chapter 7).
We have compared our user-initiated critiquing facilities with system-suggested critiquing
approaches, and identified their respective strengths (Chapter 7). The preference-based
organization algorithm, we proposed for recommendation computation, was also found
as an alternative and more accurate method in predicting users’ tradeoff directions than
the other typical system-suggested critique generation algorithms (Chapter 8). We have
finally proposed to combine all of the effective components into a hybrid system to
maximally enable the unified advantages such as the optimal user-control. We have
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verified the hybrid system’s outstanding performance among users from different cultural
backgrounds (Chapter 9).
1.2.2 How to build user trust in the online recommender system?
Another research dimension has been the investigation of impactful system-design fea-
tures on the promotion of user trust in the recommender.
Trust has been in nature regarded as a key factor to the success of e-commerce
[JTV00, GKK03]. Due to the lack of face-to-face interaction with consumers in online
environments, users’ actions undertake a higher degree of uncertainty and risk than in
traditional settings. As a result, trust is indeed difficult to build and easy to lose with the
virtual store, which has impeded customers from actively participating in e-commerce
environments. Empirical research has shown that trust can increase a customer’s inten-
tion to purchase a product from a website as well as her intention to return to the website
for future use [JTV00]. Due to the importance, trust-related issues have been broadly
investigated in the e-commerce area, and various trust models have been validated in
different circumstances.
Recommender systems have been increasingly employed in websites to assist users
in choosing products and making decisions. Therefore, trust issues are critical to study
for recommender systems used in the e-commerce where the traditional salesperson,
and subsequent relationship, is replaced by a product recommender agent. However, so
far, less attention has been paid to evaluating and improving the recommender system
from the aspect of users’ subjective attitudes especially the perception of the system’s
trustworthiness.
Thus, it can be seen that the first challenge is essentially about the ability of a rec-
ommender system in improving a user’s decision accuracy, and the second one is mainly
about its influence on the user’s trust building and trust-inspired behavior intentions.
Trust Model
We have first attempted to develop a trust model for the recommender system, com-
prising all the possible system-design features that may contribute towards building
competence-induced trust and trusting intentions. We primarily considered the compe-




• Will competence provide the same trust-induced benefits as other constructs like
benevolence and integrity? Most notions of trust have concentrated on how to im-
prove the online shop’s security, privacy policy and reputation, i.e. the benevolence
and integrity aspects, and less on its competence in aiding users’ decision making.
On the other hand, it has been established that customer trust is positively associ-
ated with the customer’s intention to transact, purchase a product, or return to the
website, referred as “trusting intentions” by McKnight et al. [MC02]. Therefore,
for a recommender system, it is necessary to identify which trusting intention(s)
its competence aspect would be mostly significantly influential on.
• Do there exist other competence-inspired behavior intentions? Except for purchase
and return intentions that have been broadly accepted as being trust-inspired,
we have been interested in identifying the existence of other potential behavior
intentions that are particularly induced by a recommender system’s competence
perception and specifically benefiting consumers, such as effort-saving.
• How system-design features affect a user’s perception of the system’s competence?
As for a preference-based recommender system, its display strategy, recommenda-
tion quality and interaction model (e.g. user-control issue) would be fundamentally
crucial for the system’s competence construction. It is interesting to reveal each
feature’s effect on actual subjective attitudes (e.g. perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use) that the competence perception consists of.
Thus, the trust model contains three principal components: system-design features,
competence constructs and trusting intentions. Propensity to trust was regarded as
mediate variable that would or not have significant relationship with trusting intentions.
We will describe the established trust model in Chapter 6. It has performed as a major
part of evaluation framework based on which our system evaluations were conducted.
The hypotheses related to the model and causal relationships between different model
constructs were assessed through user survey and quantitative experiments, which will




Being able to effectively explain results is especially important for product recommender
systems. When users face the difficulty of choosing the right product to purchase, the
ability to convince them to buy a proposed item is an important goal of any recom-
mender system in e-commerce environments. Therefore, among different aspects of the
system design, we in particular considered the role of explanation-based recommendation
interfaces and their media format on building trust.
Previous work on explanation interfaces has demonstrated their role in providing
system transparency and increasing user acceptance [HKR00, SS02], but has not ex-
plored their potential for building user trust in a recommender system. We have hence
researched the following questions:
• Will explanation interfaces contribute to enhancing user trust in recommenda-
tions? If the answer is yes, there is need to further detail the concrete competence
constructs and trusting intentions it would be dedicated to. Another related hy-
pothesis is that if users know the underlying computational reason, they would less
likely want to see products that the system does not recommend.
• How to allocate appropriate media for explanations? Carenini and Moore indicated
that explanation generation comprises the steps of content selection and organiza-
tion, media allocation, and media realization and coordination [CM98]. The media
(e.g. natural language or graphics) is important while realizing the explanation.
We were interested in understanding which media is acceptable by most of uses or
the preference is divergent between users with different cognition degrees. More-
over, the explanation’s information richness (concise vs. detailed) should be also
examined.
• Do alternative explanation techniques exist performing more effectively than tradi-
tional “why” approaches? The explanation interface can be implemented in various
ways. For example, some commercial websites use the tool tip with a “why” la-
bel to explain how each of the recommended products matches a user’s stated
preferences. Alternatively, it is possible to design an organization interface where
explanations could be well summarized and categorized to potentially save users’
cognitive effort in information searching.
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We have studied the explanation’s modality and richness, in addition to its role in
trust building, by means of a carefully constructed user survey (see Chapter 8). We have
designed an organization-based explanation interface where the best matching item is
displayed at the top along with several categories each labeled with a title explaining
the similar characteristics of recommended products contained by the category (Chap-
ter 4). We have compared the organization view with the “why” based list view and
demonstrated its superior performance in promoting users’ competence perception and
trusting intentions (Chapters 8 and 9).
1.3 Objective and Main Contributions
The objective of our work was therefore to find solutions to the above questions and
realize them in a preference-based recommender system to achieve all of the potential
benefits such as accuracy improvement and trust promotion. More precisely, we also
called our system the critiquing-based recommender system, since its central compo-
nent is the critiquing aid which was not only embodied by a user-initiated critiquing
facility but also implemented into recommendations as proposed critiques. The main
contributions of this thesis can be briefly summarized as follows:
Recommendation computation to apply the multi-attribute utility theory and hu-
man decision heuristics for preference modeling and the generation of partial satis-
faction set. Default preferences were added to stimulate discovery of hidden needs
and diversity strategy was integrated to suggest various options.
User-initiated critiquing support for aiding users to freely revise preferences and
perform tradeoff navigations. Users can choose a near-target as the reference prod-
uct and critique it with simple or complex tradeoff criteria. The critiquing process
may continue as long as users want to further refine the results. We named the
support example critiquing. The recommended products are treated as examples
to be critiqued.
Preference-based organization algorithm for computing recommendations, gener-
ating explanations and suggesting tradeoff directions. It is capable of taking these
multiple roles, owing to its design principles and generation procedure. The data
mining tool was employed for the generation of representative explanation titles
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(also as suggested tradeoff directions) and utility theory was based for ranking
mechanism and recommendation selection.
Hybrid system to combine both user-initiated critiquing facility and system-suggested
critiques into a single system. The respective limitations can be therefore compen-
sated by each other and their advantages to be unified. For instance, suggested
critiques are to expose recommendation opportunities and accelerate user critiquing
process if they match what users are prepared to make, and the user-initiated cri-
tiquing support is to be applied if necessary when users want to specify their own
criteria.
Evaluation framework containing important standards to appraise the true benefits
of a recommender system. It involves both effort-accuracy measures (in objective
and subjective ways) and the trust model comprising critical trust-related subjec-
tive constructs and behavior intentions.
A series of experiments most of which were participated by real-users, were con-
structed to evaluate our proposed techniques. Particularly, the experiments showed
the example critiquing agent’s significant ability in improving decision accuracy,
and the preference-based organization interface’s explanation role in building trust
and critiquing aid function in increasing critique suggestions’ prediction accuracy.
Their combination in a hybrid system was further evaluated in a cross-cultural
validation.
Design guidelines derived from our experimental results, should be helpful for other
researchers to design and develop their preference-based recommender systems.
The guidelines cover the crucial design dimensions, including recommendation
computation, explanations, preference revision (tradeoff assistance), results dis-
play strategy, and hybrid critiquing aid.
1.4 Overview of the Dissertation
This chapter introduced the motivation of our research and primary system components
we have worked on. Two problems we have been in particular interested in addressing:
one is about how to improve users’ decision accuracy with the system, and another
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is about trust building. We briefly listed our main contributions when resolving the
concrete research questions. The organization of the rest content is listed as follows
(Figure 1.4):
Chapter 2 in detail discusses two research challenges that exist in the current domain of
recommender systems, followed by related work on preference-based recommender
systems starting from traditional approaches to recent conversational systems. It
then introduces related researches on explanation interfaces and their limitations.
Chapter 3 describes the example critiquing recommender agent. It presents the ex-
ample/critiquing interaction model and explains how the system models user pref-
erences and how it elicits initial preferences and supports preference revision via
tradeoff aid. Two prototype systems are then introduced. It also indicates the dif-
ferences of the example critiquing approach with related work, especially system-
proposed critiquing systems.
Chapter 4 explores the alternative explanation technique and proposes the preference-
based organization algorithm. The design principles are first provided, followed by
concrete interface design and algorithm steps. It also explains the organization
algorithm’s function in producing system-suggested critiques for aiding tradeoff
navigation, in addition to its explanation ability.
Chapter 5 introduces two versions of hybrid critiquing-based recommender systems.
One is the combination of example critiquing with dynamic critiquing (a typical
system-suggested critiquing system proposed by other researchers), and another is
combining the example critiquing with the preference-based organization interface.
Chapter 6 presents the evaluation framework containing two major parts: objective/subjective
measurements of decision accuracy and decision effort, and trust model for recom-
mender systems.
Chapter 7 gives three experiments’ results focusing on the evaluation of the example
critiquing system. The first two respectively compared it with the ranked list and
the dynamic critiquing system, and the third one compares two modified versions
of example critiquing and dynamic critiquing which differ only on their critiquing
aids.
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Chapter 8 emphasizes on the preference-based organization interface. Two experi-
ments are about its explanation ability in increasing users’ competence-inspired
trust, and one measures its algorithm accuracy in predicting users’ intended cri-
tiques and target choices.
Chapter 9 evaluates the proposed two hybrid critiquing systems. It first measures user
performance on the example critiquing plus dynamic critiquing, and then com-
pares it with the example critiquing plus preference-based organization to identify
the second system’s superior benefits. The final experiment further evaluates the
example critiquing plus preference-based organization in a cross-cultural design to
understand whether it works equally effectively among people from both western
and oriental cultures.
Chapter 10 summarizes all of the experimental results and derives a catalog of de-
sign guidelines, associated with explanation interfaces, recommendation strategy,
tradeoff assistance and user-control issues, for the development of an effective and
intelligent preference-based recommender system.
Chapter 11 concludes the main contributions of this thesis, and indicates the limita-
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2.1 Research Challenges in Recommender Systems
Formally, the recommendation problem can be formulated as: let C be the set of all
users and let S be the set of all possible items that can be recommended, such as books,
motives, or labtops. The space S can be very large, ranging in hundreds of thousands
or even millions of items in some applications (e.g. e-commerce environments). The
problem is therefore that for each user c ∈ C, the system can identify a smaller set of
items (i.e. R(s) ∈ S) that maximize the user’s potential interests.
Recommender systems emerged as an independent research area since the appearance
of papers on “collaborative filtering” in the mid-1990s to resolve the recommendation
problem [RIS+94]. The automated collaborative filtering (ACF) originated as an infor-
mation filtering technique that used group opinions to recommend information items to
individuals. For instance, the user will be recommended items that people with similar
tastes and preferences liked in the past. Various collaborative algorithms based on data
mining and machine learning techniques (e.g. K-nearest neighbor, clustering, classifier
learning) have been developed to reach the goal. A typical application is MovieLens that
predicts the attractiveness of an unseen movie for a given user based on a combination
of the rating scores derived from her nearest neighbors [MAL+03]. At Amazon.com,
the “people who bought this book also bought” was one example of the commercial
adoptions of this technology. Recently, Bonhard et al. showed ways to improve the
user-user collaborative filtering by including information on the demographics similarity
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[BHMS06].
In the case that relationship among products is stronger than among customers,
content-based recommender methods, such as item-item collaborative filtering, have been
often used to compute the set of items that are similar to what the user has preferred in
the past [AT05]. For example, Pandora, an online music recommender tool, can suggest
a sequence of musics the user would probably like according to the features (e.g. genre,
musician) of ones she indicated her likeness on.
Another branch of recommender systems, called preference-based or knowledge-based
systems, has been mainly oriented for high-involvement products with well-defined fea-
tures (such as computers, houses, cars), for whose selection a user is willing to spend
considerable effort in order to avoid any financial damage [TFP02, PK04]. In such sys-
tems, a preference model is usually explicitly established for each user. A preference
elicitation agent acts to build and refine the user model, and search out items that best
match the user’s current preferences.
Researchers have previously indicated the challenges for different types of recom-
menders. For example, as for the collaborative system, its main limitations are new
user problem (i.e. a new user having very few ratings would not be able to get accurate
recommendations), new item problem (i.e. until the new item is rated by a substantial
number of users, the system would not be able to recommend it), and sparsity (i.e. the
number of ratings is very small compared to the number of ratings that need to be pre-
dicted) [AT05]. In order to address these problems, the hybrid recommendation approach
combining two or more techniques (the combination of content-based and collaborative
filtering) has been increasingly explored [Bur02].
In the following, we mainly discussed two dimensions of research challenges vital for
preference-based recommender systems, which are also important in the general domain
of recommender systems but commonly overlooked in related work.
2.1.1 Adaptive Decision Maker
The goal of preference elicitation is to facilitate the construction of an accurate user
model that can be used by a decision support system to assist the user in making an
informed and balanced decision consistent with her values and objectives. It is basic
and fundamental for the recommender system to generate products or services that
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may interest its users. Most of preference elicitation procedures in recent recommender
systems can be classified into two main technologies: implicit preference elicitation which
has aimed to infer user preferences according to her demographic data, personality, past
decision behavior, and so on [Kru97, BHMS06]; and explicit preference elicitation that
has emphasized on explicitly asking for the user’s preferences during interaction, such
as her rate on an item (in collaborative filtering systems) or value functions over item
features (in utility-based systems).
However, recommender systems, that simply depend on initially obtained user pref-
erences to predict recommendations, may not help the user make an accurate decision.
According to the adaptive decision theory [PBJ93], user preferences are inherently adap-
tive and constructive depending on the current decision task and environment, and hence
their initial preferences can be uncertain and erroneous. They may lack the motivation
to answer demanding initial elicitation questions prior to any perceived benefits [SP02],
and they may not have the domain knowledge to answer the questions correctly.
As a matter of fact, in the last four decades, the classical decision theory has evolved
into two conceptual shifts. One shift is the discovery of adaptive and constructive nature
of human decision making. Individuals have several decision strategies at their disposal
and when faced with a decision they select a strategy depending on a variety of factors
related to the task, the context, and individual differences. Additional studies indicated
that individuals often do not possess well-defined preferences on many objects and sit-
uations, but construct them in a highly context-dependent fashion during the decision
process [TS93, PBS99].
Another shift has occurred in the field of prescriptive decision making and it is called
value-focused thinking [Kee92], different from the traditional attribute-focused thinking.
In this approach, once a decision problem is recognized, fundamental and relevant values
are first identified to creatively identify possible alternatives and to carefully assess their
desirability [CP02].
Based on the two shifts, researchers in areas of decision theory have identified the
following typical phenomena that may occur in a person’s adaptive decision process.
Context-dependent preferences. An important implication of the constructive na-
ture of preferences is that decisions and decision processes are highly contingent
upon a variety of factors characterizing decision problems. First, choice among
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options is context (or menu) dependent. The relative value of an option depends
not only on the characteristics of that option, but also upon characteristics of other
options in the choice set. For example, the relative attractiveness of x compared
to y often depends on the presence or absence of a third option z [TS93]. Second,
preference among options also depends upon how the valuation question is asked.
Strategically equivalent methods for eliciting preferences can lead to systematically
different preference orderings. Third, choice among options depends upon how the
choice set is represented (framed) or displayed. Finally, the process used to make a
choice depends on the complexity of the decision tasks: the use of simple decision
heuristics increases with task complexity [PBS99].
Four decision metagoals. Evidence from behavioral studies indicates four main metagoals
driving human decision making. Although individuals clearly aim at maximizing
the accuracy of their decisions, they are often willing to tradeoff accuracy to reduce
cognitive effort. Also, because of their social and emotional nature, when making
a decision people try to minimize/maximize negative/positive emotions and maxi-
mize the ease of justifying a decision [BLP98]. When faced with a decision, people
make critical assessments of the four metagoals contingent on the decision task
(e.g. number of alternatives) and the decision environment (e.g. how information
is presented to the DM). Especially in unfamiliar and complex decision conditions,
decision makers reassess the metagoals and switch from one strategy to another as
they learn more about the task structure and the environment during the course
of decision making [PBJ93].
Anchoring effect. Researches suggested that people use an anchor-and-adjust strategy
to solve a variety of estimation problems. For example, when asked questions
about information that people do not know, they may spontaneously anchor on
information that comes to mind and adjust their responses in a direction that
seems appropriate [KST81]. This heuristic is helpful, but the final estimate might
be biased toward the initial anchor value [EG01].
Tradeoff avoidance. Decision problems often involve conflict among values, because no
one option is best on all attributes of values, and conflict has long been recognized
as a major source of decision difficulty [She64]. Thus, many researchers argued that
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making tradeoffs between more of one thing and less of another is a crucial aspect of
high-quality and rational decision making [FC94]. However, decision makers often
avoid explicit tradeoffs, relying instead on an array of non-compensatory decision
strategies [Pay76]. The explanation for tradeoff avoidance is that tradeoffs can be
difficult for emotional as well as cognitive reasons [Hog87, LPB99].
Means objectives. According to value-focused thinking (VFT), the decision maker
should qualitatively distinguish between fundamental and means objectives. Fun-
damental objectives should reflect what the decision maker really wants to accom-
plish with a decision, while means objectives simply help to achieve other objectives
[KR93]. However, inadequate elicitation questions can easily circumscribe a user in
thinking about means objectives rather than fundamental objectives. For example,
a traveler lives near Geneva and wants to be in Malaga by 3:00 pm (her fundamen-
tal objective), but if she was asked to state departure time first, she would have to
formulate a means objective (i.e. departure at 10:00 am), even though there is a
direct flight that leaves at 2:00 pm.
Therefore, as suggested in [PBS99], metaphorically speaking, preference elicitation is
best viewed as architecture (building a set of values) rather than archeology (uncovering
existing values). In order to avoid human decision biases, preference elicitation tools must
attempt to quickly collect as much preference data as possible so that users can begin
working towards their goals. Furthermore, they must also be able to resolve potential
conflicting preferences, discover hidden preferences, and make reasonable decisions about
tradeoffs with competing user goals.
Pu and Kumar summarized a set of requirements for decision search tools, motivated
by the adaptive decision phenomena and their previous empirical findings [PK04] (see
Table 2.1).
Unfortunately, most of related recommender system designs did not recognize the
importance of these implications. In order to help the user make an accurate and con-
fident decision, we have been mainly engaged to realize a decision aid that can embody
all of the requirements. In addition, by means of user experience research, we have at-
tempted to extend the catalog and derive more useful principles for the development of
an intelligent and adaptive preference-based recommender system.
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Table 2.1: A requirement catalog of preference elicitation for decision search tools [PK04].
R1: Incremental effort of elicitation. The interface should allow users to
make an incremental rather than a one-shot effort in constructing their pref-
erences, due to the highly adaptive nature of decision process and users’ lack
of initial motivation in stating them.
R2: Any order. The interface should not impose a rigid order for preference
elicitation.
R3: Any preference. The interface should let users state preferences under
relevant contexts.
R4: Preference conflict resolution. The decision search tool should solve
preference conflicts by showing partially satisfied results with compromises.
R5: Tradeoff analysis. In addition to search, the system and the interface
should help users perform decision tradeoff analysis.
R6: Domain knowledge. The system and the interface should reveal domain
knowledge whenever possible.
2.1.2 Trust Building in Online Environments
The second challenge is about how to build user trust in recommender systems. Less
attention has been paid in related work to evaluating and improving the recommender
system from the aspect of users’ subjective attitudes. Among the many factors, the
perception of the recommender’s trustworthiness would be most prominent as it facili-
tates long-term relationship and encourages potential repeat interactions and purchases
[Gan94, DC97].
Trust has been in nature regarded as a key factor to the success of e-commerce [Gef00].
Due to the lack of face-to-face interaction with consumers in online environments, users’
actions undertake a higher degree of uncertainty and risk than in traditional settings.
As a result, trust is indeed difficult to build and easy to lose with the virtual store,
which has impeded customers from actively participating in e-commerce environments
[JTV00].
The definition of trust has varied from study to study. The most frequently cited
definition of trust in various contexts is the “willingness to be vulnerable” proposed by
Mayer et al. [MDS05]. Adapting from this definition, Chopra and Wallace defined trust
in the electronic environment as the “willingness to rely on a specific other, based on
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confidence that one’s trust will lead to positive outcomes.” [CW03] More specifically,
consumer trust in online shopping was defined as “the willingness of a consumer to expose
himself/herself to the possibility of loss during an Internet shopping transaction, based
on the expectation that the merchant will engage in generally acceptable practices, and
will be able to deliver the promised products or services.” [LSLB06]
As these definitions indicate, consumer trust is essentially leading to kinds of behav-
ioral intentions [GRT03], referred as “trusting intentions” by McKnight et al. [MCC98].
Consistent with the Theory of Planned Behavior [Ajz91], consumer trust (as a belief) will
influence customer intentions. Empirical studies have shown that trust in a e-commerce
website increases customer intention to purchase a product from the website, as well as
intention to return to it for future use. Other potential trusting intentions include provid-
ing personal information (email, phone number and credit card number) and continuing
to transact with the website [GKK03].
Many researchers have also experimentally investigated the antecedents of on-line
trust. For example, Pavlou and Chellappa explained how perceived privacy and perceived
security promote trust in e-commerce transactions [PC01]. De Ruyter et al. examined
the impact of organizational reputation, relative advantage and perceived risk on trust
in e-service and customer behavior intentions [RWK01]. Jarvenpaa et al. validated that
the perceived size of an Internet store and its perceived reputation are positively related
to consumers’ initial trust in the store [JTV00].
The effect of experience with website interface on trust formation has been also inves-
tigated based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [Dav89]. TAM has long been
considered a robust framework for understanding how users develop attributes towards
technology and when they decide to adopt it. It posits that intention to voluntarily
accept and use a new information technology (IT) is determined by two beliefs: the
perceives usefulness of using the new IT, and the perceived ease of use of the new IT.
According to TAM, Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa established a trust model and demon-
strated that both the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use of the website
are positively associated with customer trust in the online company and customer’ in-
tentions to purchase and return [KHS02]. Gefen et al. expanded TAM to include a
familiarity and trust aspect of e-commerce adoption, and found that repeat customers’
purchase intentions were influenced by both their trust in the e-vendor and their per-
ceived usefulness of the website, whereas potential customers were only influenced by
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their trust [GKS03]. Hassanein and Head identified the positive influence of social pres-
ence on customers’ perceived usefulness of an e-commerce website and their trust in the
online vendor [HH04].
However, although trust-related issues have been explored so broadly in the field of e-
commerce, most focuses have been mainly on the online website’s general ability to ensure
security, privacy, reputation, ease of use and usefulness, and less on the concrete trust-
worthiness perception of decision-aiding agents, such as recommender systems, which
have been increasingly integrated in current websites to assist users in choosing products
and making decisions [HT00]. Another main limitation is the lack of empirical studies
detailing the exact nature of trust-induced benefits, and which trust construct most con-
tributes to one specific trusting intention. It is also unclear whether users, rather than
e-stores, can actually benefit from trust relationships. For instance, can users improve
their task performance once they possess a high level of trust in the website?
In the domain of recommender systems, trust value has been noticed but it has been
primarily used to empower the prediction of user interests, especially for the system
based on collaborative filtering (CF) techniques. For instance, O’Donovan and Smyth
have proposed a method to incorporate the trustworthiness of partners into the standard
computation process in CF frameworks in order to increase the predictive accuracy of
recommendations [OS05]. Similarly, Massa and Bhattacharjee developed a trust-aware
technique taking into account the “web of trust” provided by each user to estimate
the relevance of users’ tastes in addition to similarity measure [MB04]. Few literatures
have highlighted the importance of user trust in recommender systems and proposed
effective techniques to achieve it. The studies done by Swearingen and Sinha showed
the positive role of transparency, familiarity of the recommended items and the process
for receiving recommendations in trust achievement [SR02]. Zimmerman and Kurapati
described a method of exposing the reflective history in user interface to increase user
trust in TV recommender [ZK02].
The limitations are that there is still lack of in-depth investigations of the concrete
system design features that could be developed to promote user trust, and lack of em-
pirical studies to measure real-users’ trust formation and the influential constructs that
could be most contributive to users’ behavioral intentions in a recommender system.
Considering these limitations in both e-commerce and recommender system research
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fields, our main objective was therefore to explore the crucial antecedents of trustwor-
thiness for recommender systems and their exact nature in providing benefits to users.
In particular, we have developed a trust-inspiring recommender interface with advanced
explanation technologies.
2.2 Preference-based Recommender Systems
As mentioned in Chapter 1 (“Introduction”), the goal of our research has been to assist
users in resolving preferential decision problems. Preferential decision problems [PBJ93],
also called Multi-Attribute Decision Problems (MADP), are typically well-structured
using three basic components: 1) a set of alternatives available to the decision maker
(i.e. O = {o1, o2, · · · , on}), 2) a set of attribute values to specify each alternative (i.e.
X = {x1, x2, · · · , xm}), 3) events or contingencies that relate actions to alternatives, as
well as the associated probabilities of those events (e.g. value function v(o) : O → R)
[KR93].
In the e-commerce environment, the set of alternatives is a large electronic product
catalog containing well organized information about products and their features. Most e-
commerce websites, such as Amazon (www.amazon.com), Expedia (www.expedia.com),
or eBay (www.ebay.com), use such catalogs. A crucial element of these electronic cat-
alogs is a decision agent that takes the customer’s needs and preferences as input and
returns a set of recommended items. When products can be represented by the same
set of attributes, a search tool often uses a utility model to determine the attractiveness
(or utility) of an item based on users’ preference specification [KR93]. These systems
are also known as content-based recommendation systems [BHY97], decision support in-
terface systems [SP02], product search with personalized recommendation systems, and
utility-based product ranking systems [Sto00, ZP04]. We refer to them as multi-attribute
preference-based recommender systems (MAPST).
Determining a good match between a product and a user’s product desires requires
accurate information on the user’s preferences, known as the preference model. Thus, a
crucial element in MAPST is a preference elicitation tool. The user’s participation of the
elicitation process varies depending on the effort expected of her. For the so-called high
involvement products, more refined preference models are favored which involve asking
users to state their needs and preferences up-front or interactively with varying degrees
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of effort. In this section, we briefly introduce several typical MAPST with the emphasis
on their preference elicitation mechanisms. Most of them are based on the additive
independence assumption of user preference structure, to decompose a high-dimensional
value function into a simple combination of low-dimensional sub-value functions.
2.2.1 Traditional Decision Supports
The traditional elicitation approaches required users to answer a fixed set of need or
preference assessment questions in a fixed order. Two typical methods are respectively
known as Value Function Elicitation [KR93] and Analytic Hierarchy Process [Saa00].
Value Function Elicitation
Given that the size of outcome spaces with only a few attributes can be potentially large,
decision support systems must take advantage of any structure inherent to the user’s
preferences in order to facilitate an effective interaction between both the system and the
user. Research has identified a variety of independence that potentially allows decision
makers to consider the components of a given decision problem piecemeal. A strong
independence, called additive independent, can be identified in a preference structure if
the following condition is met: the value function on each attribute (Xi) is independent
of the value functions on the other attributes.
More formally, the preference model can be represented as ({V1, · · · , Vn}, {λ1, · · · , λn})
where Vi is the value function for each attribute Xi, and λi is the component scale con-
stant (or called weight) of Xi. The value function of each alternative (<X1, · · · , Xn >)
can be formulated as V (X) =
∑n
k=1 λiv(Xi). The assessment of the additive value func-
tion therefore only needs to determine the component value function of each attribute
v(Xi) and the scale constant λi.
Keeney and Raiffa gave a procedure of eliciting the additive independence value
function by creating scale for each component of the value function and querying the user
about the behavior of each sub-value function [KR93]. Formally, here is the procedure
with two attributes:
Assume the additive value function (V ) with two attributes is in the form V (x, y) =
λ1v(x) + λ2v(y), where v(x0) = v(y0) = 0 and v(x1) = v(y1) = 1; λ1>0, λ2>0, and
λ1 + λ2 = 1.
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Figure 2.1: The value function elicitation facilities provided by Logical Decisions.
The assessment procedure is as follows:
1. Obtain v(x);
(a) Find the midvalue point of [v(x0), v(x1)], call it v(x.5) and let v(x.5) = 0.5;
(b) Find the midvalue point v(x.75) of [v(x.5), v(x1)] and let v(x.75) = 0.75;
(c) Find the midvalue point v(x.25) of [v(x0), v(x.5)] and let v(x.25) = 0.25;
(d) As a consistency check, ascertain that v(x.5) is the midvalue point of [v(x.25), v(x.75)],
if not, judge the entries to get consistency;
(e) Fair in the v(x) curve, passing through points (xk, k) for k = 0, 1, .5, .75, .25
and perhaps additional points obtained by a midvalue splitting technique.
2. Repeat the same process for v(y);
3. Find the scale factors λ1 and λ2. Choose any two (x, y) pairs that are indifferent,
for example, (x′, y′) and (x′′, y′′), and λ1v(x′) +λ2v(y′) = λ1v(x′′) +λ2v(y′′). Since
v(x′), v(x′′), v(y′), v(y′′) are known numbers and since λ1 + λ2 = 1, we can solve
for λ1 and λ2.
Differentially value-equivalent. The pair (xa, xb) is said to be differentially value-
equivalent to the pair (xc, xd), where xa<xb and xc<xd, if whenever we are just
willing to go from xb to xa for a given increase of Y, we would be just willing to
go from xd to xc for the same increase in Y.
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Midvalue point. For any interval [xa, xb] of X, its midvalue point xc is such that the
pairs (xa, xc) and (xc, xb) are differentially value-equivalent.
This procedure can be extended to the additive value function with more than two
attributes. The number of questions asked to a decision maker is at least 4×n+(n−1) =
5 × n − 1 where n is the number of all attributes. Figure 2.1 shows screenshots of a
multi-criteria decision support software (Logical Decisions, www.logicaldecisions.com)
that evaluates choices based on such elicitation approaches.
Analytic Hierarchy Process
The Analytic Hierarchy Process was also used to solve multi-attribute decision problem
(called multi-criteria decision problem (MCDP) in its algorithm) [Saa00]. By using
pairwise comparisons, it can obtain the weights of importance of the decision criteria, and
the relative performance measures of the alternatives in terms of each individual decision
criterion. If the comparisons are not perfectly consistent, it provides a mechanism for
improving consistency.
Formally, it models the MADP in a decision matrix (see Figure 2.2), where each cell
(aij , i = 1, 2, . . . , M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N) denotes the performance value of the ith alternative
(Ai) in terms of the jth criterion (Cj), and the Wj is the weight of the criterion Cj . Given
the decision matrix, the final performance denoted by AiANP of the i
th alternative in
terms of all the criteria can be determined according to the formula: AiANP =
∑N
j=1 aij×
wj , for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
The aij and wj are estimated by the use of pairwise comparisons. The decision maker
has to express her opinion about the value of one single pairwise comparison at a time.
Usually, she has to choose the answer among 10-17 discrete choices, each of which is a
linguistic phrase such as “A is more important than B” or “A is of the same importance
as B”. The linguistic phrase selected by the decision maker is then quantified by using a
scale. Such a scale is a one-to-one mapping between the set of discrete linguistic choices
and a discrete set of numbers representing the importance or weight. According to the
scale introduced by Saaty [Saa80], the available values for the pairwise comparisons are
members of the set: {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9}.
The next step is to determine the relative importance implied by the comparisons.
Saaty asserted that calculating the right principal eigenvector of the judgment matrix
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Figure 2.2: The decision matrix used to model the Multi-Attribute Decision Problem
(MADP) in Analytic Hierarchy Process.
can answer the question. Given a judgment matrix with pairwise comparisons, the
corresponding maximum left eigenvector is approximated by using the geometric mean
of each row. That is, the elements in each row are multiplied with each other and then
the nth root is taken (where n is the number of elements in the row). Next the numbers
are normalized by dividing them with their sum.
After the alternatives are compared with each other in terms of each criterion and the
individual priority vectors are derived, the decision matrix is determined. The priority
vectors become the columns of the decision matrix, and the weights of importance of the
criteria are also estimated by pairwise comparisons.
If a problem has M alternatives and N criteria, the decision maker is required to
perform O(M2 ×N +N2) times of pairwise comparisons.
2.2.2 Preference-based Search Tools
It can be seen that the traditional elicitation methods will be very time consuming,
tedious and sometimes error-prone, especially in the condition of overwhelming alterna-
tives with complex attributes such as in the current online-shopping environment. To
simplify the elicitation task and adapt to the user’s constructive preference nature, more
interactive decision aids have been proposed in recent years to enable a potentially more
effective preference elicitation procedure. One branch has been engaged in simplifying
the complexity of elicitation questions and providing facilities such as ranked list and
comparison matrix to facilitate human decision process, as popularly employed in current
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e-commerce websites.
Ranked List and Comparison Matrix
Individuals tend to use two-stage processes to reach their decisions in complex environ-
ments, where the depth of information processing varies by stages [Pay82]. At the first
stage, consumers typically screen a large set of available products and identify a subset
of the most promising alternatives. Subsequently, they evaluate the latter in more depth,
perform relative comparisons across products on important attributes, and make a pur-
chase decision. Given the different tasks to be performed in such a two-stage process,
interactive tools that provide support to consumers in the following respects are partic-
ularly valuable: 1) the initial screen of available products to determine which ones are
worth considering further, and 2) the in-depth comparison of selected products before
making the actual purchase decision [HT00].
Two kinds of interactive tools have been developed respectively for assisting the two
stages. The first is called ranked list (RL, or recommendation agent in [HT00]), allowing
consumers to more efficiently screen the set of alternatives available in an online shop-
ping environment. Based on self-explicated information about a consumer’s own utility
function (e.g. attribute importance weights and minimum acceptable attribute levels),
the RL generates a personalized list of recommended alternatives. Usually, the alterna-
tives are displayed in a list in the order of their utilities or values on a default attribute
(e.g. price), and users can rank products on other quantitative or qualitative attributes,
but one at a time. This model implements the lexicographical ordering decision strategy,
which is known to be a low effort requiring and non-accurate heuristic strategy [PBJ93].
Elementary forms of this type of decision aid have been popularly implemented on a
number of online retail sites (e.g. www.pricegrabber.com, www.shopping.com).
The second decision aid, a comparison matrix (CM) is designed to help consumers
make in-depth comparisons among those alternatives that appear most promising based
on the initial screening (see Figure 2.3). The CM allows consumers to organize attribute
information about multiple products in an alternatives x attributes matrix and to have
alternatives sorted by any attribute. It enables shoppers to compare products more
efficiently and accurately. While viewing detailed information about an alternative,
a consumer can choose to have the product added to her personal CM. This type of
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Figure 2.3: The comparison matrix used to facilitate in-depth comparison among prod-
ucts in terms of their feature values’ differences.
decision aid has been also provided on many retail sites such as www.amazon.com and
www.compare.net.
Haubl and Trifts [HT00] demonstrated that both interactive decision aids have a
substantial impact on consumer decision making. Use of RL reduces consumers’ search
effort for product information, decreases the size but increases the quality of their con-
sideration sets, and improves the quality of their purchase decisions. Use of CM also lead
to a decrease in the size and an increase in the quality of consumers’ consideration sets,
and has a favorable effect on some indicators of decision quality. They concluded that
RL and CM might have strong positive influences on both the quality and the efficiency
of purchasing decisions.
Jedetski and Adelman [JAY02] investigated whether consumers adapted their de-
cision strategies on e-commerce Web sites to the presence of the comparison matrix
technology. They compared two web sites: CompareNet (compare.net) and Jango
(jango.com). At the time of their experiment, CompareNet used a comparison ma-
trix to display products side by side based on a set of attributes, and Jango simply
presented the alternatives in a list without a comparison matrix. As demonstrated by
their experiment, consumers employed more compensatory decision strategies when us-
ing CompareNet, and they were also more satisfied with it than with Jango. Another
premise they proved was that the number of alternatives had a significant effect on de-
cision strategies. Consumers use more compensatory strategies with a smaller number
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of alternatives (fewer than 30). Since the more compensatory decision strategies con-
sumers use is directly related to making more accurate decisions, the authors suggested
site designers to use decision technology (e.g. CM) to support product comparison and
reduce the appearance of a large number of product alternatives.
Needs-Oriented Preference Elicitation
Regarding products with complex features that users are unfamiliar with and hence hard
to specify their preferences, researchers have suggested a needs-oriented method, which
is in nature different from the commonly used feature-oriented elicitation approach. For
example, instead of asking uses’ value constraints on a digital camera’s resolution and
optical zoom, we can ask “what do you want to do with your camera?” or “what type
of camera are you looking for?”.
Markus Stolze [SS03, SN04] proposed an approach for interactive eCommerce systems
that support the necessary guided transition from a needs-oriented to a feature-oriented
interaction, and thereby enable consumer learning and foster confidence building. The
user preferences model is a scoring tree with multiple levels of criteria assessing attributes,
which allows the hierarchical aggregation of utilities to produce a cumulated score for
an outcome. In their example scenario, the outcomes are digital cameras and their
attributes are camera features such as pixel resolution and weight. The highest level
evaluation criteria in the scoring tree are “uses” representing the potential needs for
the desired product by the consumer. The score of a use is the weighted score of its
associated feature criteria, and the score of a feature criterion is the weighted sum of its
attributes’ utilities.
The hierarchical structure of the user model allows a system to explain to user why
a product is recommended for a specific use. If a product achieves a high score for a
specific use, the recommendation can be drilled down to the domain features contributing
the highest values or having the highest importance, and further down to the attributes,
which again might have a high utility or high importance for this use. As an example
of the explanation, “the Canon S45 received a score of 81% for ’taking baby pictures’
because it is rated ’very good’ with respect of its Usability, ’good’ with respect to its
Dim Light Performance, ’very good’ with respect to its Casing Sturdiness, and ’good’
with respect to its Weight”.
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Figure 2.4: The needs-oriented preference elicitation questions [SS03].
According to the two-stage process of consumer decision making [Pay82], they refined
whole interaction into seven phases which emphasize three main aspects: preference
discovery, preference optimization and preference debugging. In preference discovery,
consumer needs to formalize her potential uses of a product, maybe discover additional
uses, and learn how features relate to these uses. The preference optimization and
debugging are for users to further understand and optimize feature criteria, and verify the
completeness and correctness of the evaluation structure (scoring tree) to gain confidence
in the final choice.
2.2.3 Example-based Search Tools / Conversational Recommender Sys-
tems
Incremental preference elicitation, as suggested by Pu et al. [PFT04], has been ac-
cepted as an efficient way to accumulate user model and improve their decision accuracy.
The typical systems that respect this requirement, are popularly named example-based
search tools [PK04], conversational recommender systems [SMRM04] or critiquing-based
recommender System [CP06], since they enable users to incrementally refine their search
by providing feedbacks (i.e. critiques) to recommended examples in a conversational
procedure. The main interaction model is therefore called example/critique.
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To our knowledge, the feedback mechanism was first mentioned in RABBIT systems
as a new interface paradigm for formulating queries to a database [WT82]. In recent
years, it has mainly been developed in three types: natural dialog that acts as an
artificial sales agent to communicate with the customer in a dialog interface; system-
suggested critiquing that proposes a set of static or dynamic critique suggestions
for users to select as ways to improve the current recommendation; user-initiated
critiquing that provides some facilities to stimulate users to freely create critiquing
criteria on their own.
Natural Conversation Dialog
ExpertClerk. The ExpertClerk [Shi02] is an agent imitating a human salesclerk. It
interacts with shoppers in natural languages and narrows down matching goods by asking
effective questions (Navigation by Asking). Then it shows three contrasting samples with
explanations of their selling points (Navigation by Proposing) and observes the shopper’s
reaction. This process repeats until the shopper finds an appropriate good. Thus its
interaction belongs to the example/critique model.
More concretely, the user’s initial preferences (buying points) are identified by asking
a few questions in a natural language dialog. The system translates the user’s request
into a SQL query and passes it to the database. If there exist too many matching goods,
the Navigation by Asking would calculate the information gain of possible questions and
ask appropriate questions to the shopper so as to narrow down the matching goods. After
merchandise records are narrowed down to a pre-defined threshold number, Navigation
by Proposing would show three significantly different samples and explain their selling
points. The first sample good is the good record closest to the center point of all matching
goods. Its selling points directly reflect the customer’s request. The second sample good
is the record positioned most distantly from the center point, and the third sample good
is the one positioned most distantly from the second sample. The explanation of the
sample’s selling point is like “this is twice as expensive as those because it is made of silk
and the other two are made of polyester.” While seeing the explanation, the shopper
can more easily exclude one of the three proposed goods with a specific reason “this
one is too dark for me compared to the other two.” The ExpertClerk will observe the
shopper’s reactions and accordingly modify the sample picking strategy.
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First Case. Similar to ExpertClerk, McSherry proposed a method based on case-based
reasoning to propose recommendations and ask for feedbacks in a dialog mode [McS03].
It retrieved items in which similarity and compromise play complementary roles, thereby
increasing the likelihood that one of the retrieved cases will be acceptable to the user.
While interacting with the system, the user can inquire of the reason why an item is
recommended (e.g. “why this”) and critique it in terms of a specific feature (e.g. “like
this desktop but more memory”).
Adaptive Place Advisor. The Adaptive Place Advisor, presented by Thompson et
al. [TGL04], also adopted a natural language dialog for personalized recommendations.
It treated item selection as an interactive and conversational process, with the program
inquiring about item attributes and the user’s responses. Individual and long-term user
preferences are obtained in the course of normal recommendation dialogues and used to
direct future conversations with the user. Here is a sample of the conversation:
1. Inquirer: Where do you think I should eat tonight?
2. Advisor: What type of food would you like?
3. Inquirer: What types are there?
4. Advisor: You can say things like Chines, Indian, and Mediterranean.
5. Inquirer: Oh, maybe a cheap indian place.
6. ......
The natural dialog approach to conversational recommender systems, as indicated
by [TGL04], is particularly applicable for recommendations delivered by speech rather
than visually, for example, those engaged in while the inquirer is driving. It also seems
ideal, independent of modality, for tasks like destination selection or help-desk support
in which users needs to converge on at most a few items.
Discussion. However, since dialog interaction models requires relatively high involve-
ment from users and they may not very effectively help to improve users’ decision perfor-
mance especially when they are given complex or unfamiliar decision tasks, researchers
have developed different types of graphical user interfaces to facilitate the conversational
example/critiquing process.
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Static Critique Suggestions
FindMe. The FindMe uses knowledge about the product domain to help users nav-
igate through the multi-dimensional space by recommending one product and a set of
static critique suggestions at a time [BHY97]. An important interface element in FindMe
is called tweaking or assisted browsing, which enables users to navigate from an item
to its tradeoff alternatives and compare them. For example, a user can critique a rec-
ommended apartment by selecting one of the system pre-designed simple tweaks (e.g.
“cheaper”, “bigger” and “nicer”) as her improvement criterion. When a user finds the
current recommendation short of her expectations and responds to a tweak, the remain-
ing candidates are filtered to leave only those satisfying the tweak. For example, if the
user responds to item X with the tweak “cheaper”, the system determines the “price”
value of X and rejects all candidates except those whose value is cheaper (see Figure
2.5).
Figure 2.5: Tweaking an apartment in RentMe and getting the satisfying apartment
[BHY97].
There are five FindMe systems developed for different product domains: Car Nav-
igator, PickAFlick movie recommender, RentMe apartment-finding, Entree restaurant
recommender, and Kenwood for home theater system configurations [Bur00]. The user’s
preferences model underlying all FindMe systems is a feature vector obtained from entry
example or the user’s initial constraints. When the user performs tweaking application,
the model is updated accordingly. Additionally, a knowledge base was established for
each system to achieve retrieval and tweaking goals. For instance, in RentMe, it must
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Figure 2.6: Suggested “cheapest” and “best non-stop” trips in ATA [LHL97].
have knowledge about the features of apartments and know how they can be evaluated
to arrive at relative levels of niceness, convenience, etc.
Automated Travel Assistant. In ATA (Automated Travel Assistant) [LHL97], a
system for flight selection, examples with extreme attribute values (e.g. cheapest trip
and best non-stop trip) are suggested to provide the user with critical information about
how much a potential solution could be improved in terms of a specific attribute.
More specifically, ATA makes the assumptions that the preference structure is ad-
ditive independence and constructs an error function which provides a partial ordering
over all solutions. The algorithm of ATA starts with the user’s initial preferences over
itineraries, perhaps the departure and destination cities and the approximate dates of
travel, and incorporates a set of default preferences into the user’s expressed preferences:
price sensitivity, lowest number of stops, and a few preferred airlines. The system finds
flights that satisfy the given preferences, groups the flights into trips, and ranks the
trips using the error function. Among the top-ranked trips, three significantly different,
undominated trips will be displayed along with two extrema: the cheapest trip and the
best non-stop trip (see Figure 2.6).
Discussion. Thus, both FindMe and ATA contain static critique suggestions (i.e.
tweaks and extrema) that users may accept as their feedback criterion. However, since
these suggestions are pre-designed and fixed within a user’s whole interaction session,
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they may not reflect the user’s changing needs as well as the status of currently available
products. For instance, a critique would continue to be presented as an option to the
user despite the fact that the user may have already declined it or there is no product in
the remaining dataset satisfying it. In addition, each of these critiques can only constrain
over a single feature at a time (so called the unit critique in [RMMS04]) so that users
may be misled that individual features are independent and hence engaged in extra and
unnecessary cycles when searching for their desired product. For example, a user might
be inclined to critique the price feature until a product with an acceptable price has been
achieved, but at this time she finds another important feature does not satisfy her need
(e.g. lower processor speed). She will have to roll back these price critiques, and will
have wasted effort to little or no avail [MRMS05].
Dynamic Critique Suggestions
Dynamic Critiquing Systems. An alternative strategy is to consider the use of so-
called compound critiques, each of which can be regarded as a combination of multiple
unit critiques to operate over multiple features simultaneously. For example, one com-
pound critique can be “Different Manufacture, Lower Processor Speed and Cheaper”
representing a set of products with all of such differences compared to the current rec-
ommendation. With these suggested compound critiques, users can see which features
are highly dependent between each other and are able to choose to make multiple feature-
constraints in a single cycle.
In order to generate such compound critiques as well as making them dynamically
reflect the availability of remaining items, the dynamic critiquing method [RMMS04,
MRMS04a] and its successor, incremental critiquing [RMMS05], have been proposed
(see Figure 2.7 of an interface sample).
They are essentially grounded on the association rule mining technique to discover
frequent sets of value differences between the current recommendation and the remain-
ing products. The Apriori algorithm [AIS93], a broadly applied association rule mining
tool, was chosen to fulfil the task. More specifically, they use the Apriori algorithm to
discover highly recurring compound critiques that are representative of a given data set.
They then filter all possible compound critiques by using a threshold value, favouring
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Figure 2.7: The Dynamic Critiquing interface with dynamically generated compound
critiques for users to select [RMMS04].
those critiques with the lowest support values (“support value” referring to the per-
centage of products that satisfy the critique). Such selection criterion was motivated
by the fact that presenting critiques with lower support values provides a good bal-
ance between their likely applicability to the user and their ability to narrow the search
[MRMS04a, MRMS05, MRSM05]. Once the user selects a critique, a product satisfying
the chosen critique as well as being most similar to the current recommendation is re-
turned as a new recommendation in the next cycle. In the dynamic critiquing system
with incremental extensions (incremental critiquing), the recommended product must
additionally be compatible with the user’s previously selected critiques in order to avoid
repeatedly endorsing any attribute value(s) that the user does not like [RMMS05].
Discussion. However, the critique selection process purely based on support values
does not take into account user preferences. It can only reveal “what the system can
provide”, but does not consider “whether the user will be interested in the proposed
critiques”. For instance, the critique “Different Manufacture, Lower Resolution and
Cheaper” will be proposed only if there are a lower percentage of products satisfying it,
but it may not be corresponding to the user’s current needs. Even though its succes-
sor, the incremental critiquing extension keeps a history of the user’s previous critiques
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[RMMS05], the history only influences which product to be recommended when a specific
critique is picked (i.e. requiring the product compatible with the user’s previous critique
history as well as her currently selected critique), not the process of critique generation.
Therefore, we call such systems purely data-driven system-suggested critiquing methods.
MAUT-based Compound Critiques. With the purpose of more seriously respect-
ing user preferences in the dynamic critique generation process, Zhang and Pu [ZP06]
have proposed an approach to adapting the generation of compound critiques to user
preferences modeled by the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [KR93]. Specifically,
during each recommendation cycle, according to the user’s current preferences, top k
products with maximal utilities (highest matching degrees with user preferences) are
first determined. Then the ranked first one is regarded as the top candidate, and for
each of the others, its detailed value differences from the top candidate will be presented
as a compound critique. Each compound critique is hence a detailed explanation of the
corresponding recommended product in comparison with the top candidate.
Discussion. It was shown that the MAUT-based compound critiques can more likely
match users’ intended critiquing criteria and lead to better recommendation quality than
the dynamic critiquing method [ZP06, RZM+07]. However, they are inevitably limited
in representing remaining recommendation opportunities since each suggested critique
only corresponds to one product.
User–Initiated Critiquing Support
Another main branch of critiquing-based recommender systems is called user-initiated
critiquing support, which aims to allow users to fully control over their critiquing process
by creating and composing critiques on their own.
Apt Decision. The Apt Decision agent [SL01] learns user preferences in the domain
of rental apartments by observing the user’s critique of apartment features. The user
provides a small number of criteria initially, and receives a display of sample apartments.
She can then react to any feature of any apartment by changing the feature’s weight (see
Figure 2.8). The agent uses interactive learning techniques to build a profile of user
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Figure 2.8: Sample apartments for users to build profiles (Apt Decision agent [SL01]).
preferences, which can be saved and used for further retrievals, for example, taking to a
human real estate agent as a starting point for a real-world apartment search.
The user model is formally represented as a weighted feature vector. Each feature of
an apartment has a base weight determined as part of domain analysis. Using an initial
profile provided by the user (number of bedrooms, city, price), the system displays a
list of sample matching apartments as shown in the figure above. The features of the
selected apartment are showed on the right side of the window, so user can discover new
features of interest and change the weight on individual feature by dragging the feature
onto a slot in the profile. The profile contains twelve slots: six positive (1 to 6) and six
negative (-1 to -6) with more important slots on the left and less important slots on the
right.
The communication between users and Apt Decision agent can be classified as user-
controlled example/critiquing interaction, since users can choose which item to be cri-
tiqued and how to critique it. The sample apartments are examples, critiqued by the
user while creating her profile.
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Figure 2.9: Adding constraints (critiquing criteria) in the SmartClient travel planning
system [TFP02].
SmartClient. The SmartClient systems were examples of more typical user-initiated
critiquing supports. They provide three primary components: a recommender agent that
provides a set of k items that best match users’ current preference model, a critiquing
component that allows users to freely select an item among the k items and actively
build and compose critiques to it themselves; and a comparison list that enables users
to compare the set of tradeoff alternative with the critiqued object. Therefore, users can
select any of the displayed items and navigate to products that offer tradeoff potentials
according to their self-specified feedback criteria.
SmartClient was initially implemented in ATP [TWF97]. Later on, ATP became
an online preference-based search tool for finding flights [PF00, TFP02]. The method
was subsequently applied to catalogs of vacation packages, insurance policies and apart-
ments. The search engine to find tradeoff alternatives is adjusted for different decision
environments. For configurable products, it employs sophisticated constraint satisfaction
algorithms and models user preferences as soft constraints [TFP02]. For multi-attribute
products, it basically applies the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [KR93] under
the additive independence assumption, so as to resolve conflicting values explicitly to
produce accurate outcomes [PBJ93].
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2.2.4 Limitations of Related Work
To our knowledge, no prior work has evaluated the exact impact of critiquing process
on users’ decision quality. There is also few work comparing the different critiquing
approaches. Especially, there is lack of comparison of the system-suggested critiquing and
the user-initiated critiquing in terms of real-users’ decision performance and subjective
perceptions with the two different critiquing aids. We believe that if we could understand
their respective pros and cons, it would be possible to develop a more effective and
intelligent conversational recommender system to unify their strengths.
Moreover, little attention has been paid to the measurement of users’ decision ac-
curacy. According to Spiekermann and Paraschiv [SP02], minimizing consumers’ time
should not be the only design goal for MAPST. Minimizing purchase risk is equally im-
portant. Since decision accuracy is important in minimizing purchase risk, it should be
measured at the same time. Therefore, evaluation based on session length (interaction
cycles) alone, as most of related work did [MRMS05], may not indicate the fundamental
user benefits.
Another limitation is that there is need of improvement on current system-suggested
critique generation algorithms, in order to make the critique suggestions not only dy-
namically representative of remaining data set, but also adaptive to the user’s changing
preferences. To reach this goal, it may be promising to embody the advantageous charac-
teristics from both dynamic critiquing [RMMS04] and MAUT-based compound critiques
[ZP06] methods.
2.3 Explanation Interfaces for Recommender Systems
The importance of explanation interfaces in providing system transparency and thus
increasing user acceptance has been well recognized in a number of fields: expert systems
[KS94], medical decision support systems [PAP01], intelligent tutoring systems [SA02],
and data exploration systems [CM98]. Being able to effectively explain results is also
essential for product recommender systems. When users face the difficulty of choosing
the right product to purchase, the ability to convince them to buy a proposed item is an
important goal of any recommender systems in e-commerce environments.
In recent years, Herlocker et al. addressed explanation interfaces for ACF (automated
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collaborative filtering) recommender systems, and showed that providing explanations
can improve the acceptance of ACF systems and potentially improve users’ filtering per-
formance [HKR00]. Sinha and Swearingen found that users like and feel more confident
about recommendations that they perceive as transparent [SS02].
We have mainly studied explanation techniques in terms of their effects on user
trust formation, because we believe that trust issues are critical to study especially
for recommender systems given that they represent the traditional salespersons and
subsequent relationship with customers.
We have mainly explored three design dimensions of explanation-based recommender
interfaces: explanation generation – how to generate explanation content and display
them along with recommendations; explanation modality – the use of graphics versus
text; and explanation richness – the amount of information used to explain.
2.3.1 Explanation Generation
The explanation generation mainly comprises the step of content selection and organi-
zation [CM98]. Content selection determines what information should be included in
the explanations. For instance, the neighbors’ ratings can be included to explain the
recommended items computed by collaborative filtering algorithms [HKR00]. Klein and
Shortliffe produced a rich quantitative model that can serve as a basis for strategies to
select and organize the content of explaining decisions based on the multi-attribute value
theory [KS94]. Carenini and Moore further integrated computational linguistics in this
model to generate evaluative arguments for suggestions tailoring to the user’s preferences
[CM98].
Once the content is selected, we must know how to organize and display it. The sim-
plest strategy is to display the content in a “why” component for each computed item,
explaining the computational reasoning behind it (see Figure 2.10). This strategy has
been broadly adopted by case-based reasoning recommender systems and commercial
websites. For example, ExpertClerk explained the selling point of each sample in terms
of its difference from the other two contrasting samples [Shi01]. In a similar way, First-
Case can explain why one case is more highly recommended than another by highlighting
the benefits it offers and also the compromises it involves with respect to the user model
[McS03]. In TopCase, the relevance of any question the user is asked can also be explained
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Figure 2.10: The explanation interface with a “why” tooltip for each recommended
product (powered by Active Decisions).
in terms of its ability to discriminate between competing cases [McS05]. Some commer-
cial “why” explanation interfaces can be found in classic decision support systems such
as Logical Decisions (www.logicaldecisions.com), and e-commerce websites like Active
Decisions (www.activedecisions.com) and SmartSort (shopping.yahoo.com/smartsort).
As an alternative method, McCarthy et al. proposed to educate users about product
knowledge by explaining what products do exist instead of justifying why the system
failed to produce a satisfactory outcome [MRMS04b]. This is similar to the goal of
resolving users’ preference conflicts by providing them with partially satisfied solutions
[PFT04].
2.3.2 Explanation Modality
Media allocation and realization considers the concrete mapping between the different
portions of the selected content and the appropriate media. Currently, there are mainly
two media used to implement explanations (see Figure 2.11). One medium is the nat-
ural language such as the explanations implemented in ExpertClerk [Shi01], FirstCase
[McS03], TopCase [McS05] and Active Decisions. This research direction has been to
make the explanation more conversational and argumentative so as to make people feel
at ease and persuade them to accept the suggestions.
Another medium uses graphics to visualize explanation content, like the explanation
realized in a decision support system known as Logical Decisions (www.logicaldecisions.com).
Pu and LaLanne [PL02] implemented a visualization-enabled mixed initiative system
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The ranch house is better than Japanese 
house according to your preferences, since 
it has advantages on garage size, condition, 
needed repairs, purchase price, systems and 
kitchen which features are important to you. 
The Japanese house dominates on some less 
important features including surroundings 
quality, operating costs, exterior appearance 
and upstairs size. 
Figure 2.11: Explanation realized in natural language vs. graphics. The right figure
(adapted from Logical Decisions software) is using graphics to explain the difference
between two houses regarding their attribute values. The left text gives the same content
in the style of conversational sentences.
that supported people in solving complex problems by visualizing and explaining the
tradeoff relationship between suggestions.
The advantage of information visualization it that it allows people to develop a
clear and deep understanding of the data. Herlocker et al. have demonstrated that the
histogram with grouping of neighbor ratings was the most compelling explanation com-
ponent for collaborative filtering based recommendations among subjects they studied
[HKR00]. They also indicated that simple graphs were more compelling than complex
ones. However, their experiment did not compare the histogram with the text for the
same explanation content. Actually, few existing works indicate which medium will be
likely preferred by users in general or in a specific circumstance.
2.3.3 Explanation Richness
Carenini and Moore have developed one method to generate argumentative text tailored
to the user’s multi-criteria preference model [CM00]. They did one experiment showing
that the effective arguments should be concise, presenting only pertinent and cogent
information. However, their evaluation was specific in the domain of searching for a
house, and also did not measure the effectiveness of conciseness from the aspect of trust
building. In fact, the issue of media richness for explanations was not well understood. It
would be still interesting to know whether a short and concise explanation is preferred to
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a long and detailed one by the majority of users in general or only for a specific product
search domain (see Figure 2.12).
House 18 is nearly matching your criteria. In 
fact, it has a convenient location in the 
Ecublens neighborhood, and is close to your 
work place (1.7 miles). 
House 18 is nearly matching your preferences. In 
fact, it has a convenient location in the Ecublens 
neighborhood. Even though it is somewhat 
smaller (40 m2), it is close to your work place 
(1.7 miles) and a rapid transportation stop (1 
mile). House 18 offers a beautiful view, and it has 
a wonderful exterior. 
Figure 2.12: Short and concise explanations vs. long and detailed ones.
2.3.4 Limitations of Related Work
In order to induce competence-inspired trust, we believe that the explanation facility
would be an effective approach. However, current related work has not related the ex-
planation’s benefit to trust building. As mentioned before, trust has been regarded as an
important factor affecting the long-term relationship between a user and the organiza-
tion that the recommender system represents. Given the potential ability of explanation
interfaces in increasing users’ acceptance of system and confidence, it would be interest-
ing to understand its inherent and direct benefits for trust formation. That is, whether
explaining how recommendations are computed can increase users’ trust in the recom-
mender agent and, more importantly, their trusting behavior intentions.
Concretely, we were interested in considering trust formation process in respect of
different design dimensions of explanation interfaces (e.g. explanation modality and ex-
planation richness) and further investigating whether alternative explanation techniques
exist that are more effective in trust building than the simple “why” approach used in
current e-commerce websites. Moreover, it would make sense to integrate explanation in-
terfaces into critiquing aids so that users’ trust as well as their objective decision quality
could be both highly improved.
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2.4 Summary
In this section, we first introduced recent progressive works on recommender systems,
and two primary challenges that exist respectively regarding the adaptive and construc-
tive nature of human decision-making and the importance of trust formation in online
environments.
We then in depth investigated related multi-attribute preference-based recommender
systems in terms of how they model and elicit user preferences. The methods start
from the traditional value function elicitation and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
to preference-based search tools including ranked list, comparison matrix, need-oriented
questions, and more advanced conversational recommender systems that adopt an exam-
ple/critique interaction model. We categorized conversational systems into three prin-
cipal types: natural conversation dialog, system-suggested critiquing (i.e. static and
dynamic critique suggestions), and user-initiated critiquing facility. We indicated their
design and evaluation limitations.
On the other hand, in addition to the need of an intelligent and personalized recom-
mender system adaptive to users’ changing needs, it is also important to improve on the
current recommender interface to build user trust. With respect to this challenge, we
explored the role and potential impact of explanation components (i.e. explaining the
underlying reasoning of recommendations). We concretely showed the proven benefits of
explanations in increasing users’ system acceptance and confidence from related work,
and classified current techniques in three dimensions: explanation generation, explana-
tion modality and explanation richness. We expressed our interests to study the effect
of explanations on trust formation, and the plan to integrate explanation facility in the
critiquing-based recommender system so as to improve users’ subjective attitudes as well






In this section, the Example Critiquing refers to the name of recommender agents we
have developed, because their inherent mechanism is based on the example/critiquing
interaction model. They originated from SmartClient systems [PF00], as introduced
in Chapter 2, but with fundamental changes on interface designs, user modeling and
retrieval strategies, targeted for popular multi-attribute decision problems in current
online environments. In the following, we first summarize the previous work, and then
describe the details of our implementations regarding how they model and elicit user
preferences with illustrations of concrete prototypes.
3.2 Summary of Previous Work
The example critiquing interaction paradigm, initially used in Air Travel Planning Sys-
tems (ATP) [TWF97], was developed at around the same time as FindMe [BHY97].
Later on, ATP became SmartClient, an online product catalog (called ISY-travel) for
finding flights and vacation packages [PF00, TFP02]. Due to the complexity and config-
urable nature of travel planning problems, it employs sophisticated constraint satisfaction
algorithms and models user preferences as soft constraints. Constraints are formed by
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the available means of travel (flights, hotels, car rental), integrity constraints (arrive at
destination before departure) and user preferences (avoid leaving at 6:00 am). ISY-travel
assigns each constraint a weight and performs an optimization that produces the 30 best
solutions with the least penalties.
Several visualization and interactivity methods have been designed to augment visual
affordance, enable users to discover hidden constraints, express contextual constraints,
and formulate tradeoff criteria in the solution space. For example, the system facili-
tates adding a constraint on the departure time for the return trip at the destination.
Constraints can be posted on any individual attribute or on pairs of attributes (e.g. “if
departure is from Zurich, the flight can not leave before 10:00 am”). It also provides a
tradeoff map, where solutions can be visualized according to two different criteria, each
of which can be chosen by the user. The tradeoff map allows visualizing the tradeoff be-
tween different criteria, such as how much extra has to be paid for a convenient departure
time or a shorter travel time.
3.3 User Preference Model
In our work, we have employed the SmartClient architecture into less complicated but
more popular product domains in current e-commerce settings, such as apartments,
digital cameras, computers, and so on. The common characteristic of these products
is that they can be well described on a set of descriptive attributes (e.g. attributes of
apartments include type, size, price, etc.). Users’ preferences are defined as objectives
(or called constraints) on these attributes.
In order to simplify the complexity of user preference structures and improve the
efficacy and quality of preference elicitation and refinement processes, we have modeled
user preferences based on the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [KR93] under the
additive independence assumption.
3.3.1 Multi-Attribute Utility Theory
The concept of utility applies to both single-attribute and multi-attribute alternatives.
The fundamental assumption in utility theory is that the decision maker always chooses
the alternative for which the expected value of the utility (expected utility) is the max-
imum. If this assumption is accepted, utility theory can be used to predict or prescribe
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the choice that the decision maker will make, or should make, among the available al-
ternatives.
For this purpose, a utility has to be assigned to each of the possible alternatives. A
utility function is the rule by which this assignment is done and depends on the prefer-
ences of the individual decision maker. In utility theory, the utility measures u of the
alternatives are assumed to reflect a decision maker’s preferences in the sense that the
numerical order of expected utilities of alternatives preserves the decision maker’s prefer-
ence order among these alternatives [KR93]. For example if there are three alternatives
x, y, z, and the decision maker prefers z to y, and x to z, the utilities U(x), U(y), U(z)
respectively assigned to x, y, z must be such that U(x) > U(z) > U(y).
The Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) is applied to cases where each of the mu-
tually exclusive alternatives has several attributes. MAUT is a structured methodology
designed to handle the tradeoffs among multiple objectives (i.e. criteria on attributes).
Multi-Attribute Value Function
For a decision problem that there is no uncertainty involved, the goal would be straight-
forward to maximize the outcome of a well-specified value function. In this case, the
“utility” is called “value”. In fact, “utility” is often associated with uncertain problems
(e.g. lotteries) where each outcome is bound with a probability. We have mainly focused
on certain decision problems.
Formally, a function v, which associates a real number v(x) to each point x (i.e.
an alternative) in an evaluation space, is said to be a value function representing the
decision maker’s preference structure provided that x′ ∼ x′′ ⇔ v(x′) = v(x′′), and x′ 
x′′ ⇔ v(x′) > v(x′′). If v is a value function reflecting the decision maker’s preferences,
her problem can be put into the format of the standard optimization problem: find
x ∈ X to maximize v(x).
Some typical examples of value functions for n = 2 are: v(x) = c1x1 + c2x2, v(x) =
xα1x
β
2 , v(x) = c1x1 + c2x2 + c3(x1 − b1)α(x2 − b2)β.
The following axioms hold for the value function:
Reflexivity: x  x, ∀x ∈ X;
Completeness: for any x, y ∈ X, either x  y (i.e. v(x) ≥ v(y)) or y  x (i.e.
v(y) ≥ v(x));
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Transitivity: x, y, z ∈ X, if x  y, and y  z, then x  z (i.e. v(x) ≥ v(z)).
Additive Independence
The advantage of an additive formulation is its simplicity, but assumptions can be re-
strictive. It is only valid when preferential and additive independence conditions are
satisfied [KR93]. It takes the form





where x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X (the set of attributes), vi is a single value function over xi,
and λi is called scaling factor.
Preferential Independence. The set of attributes Y ⊂ X is preferentially independent
of its complementary set Z = X−Y when the preference order over outcomes with
varying values of attributes in Y does not change when the attributes of Z are fixed
to any value. More symbolically, Y is preferentially independent of Z if and only
if for some z′ and z, [(y′, z′)  (y′′, z′)]⇒ [(y′, z)  (y′′, z)].
Mutual Preferential Independence. The attributes X = x1, x2, . . . , xn are mutually
preferentially independent if every subset Y of X is preferentially independent of
its complementary set.
Theorem of Additive Value Function. An additive value function v(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =∑n
i=1 λivi(xi) exists if and only if the attributes are mutually preferentially inde-
pendent.
3.3.2 Assumption and Definitions
Under the additive independence assumption, we model user preferences as a set of single
constraint (v(xi)) and weight (the scaling factor λi, indicating the importance of each
attribute constraint). The purpose is to use the user model to impose a total order over
all alternatives by the arbitrary weighted sum formula.
Therefore, assuming additive independence simplifies the model specification, reduc-
ing it to n single attribute value functions and n weighting coefficients, and simplifies
the notion of what a critique is. If the assumption holds, the quality of an alternative
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can be incorrectly computed for only one of two reasons: either the value function of one
of the attributes is incorrect, or one of the attributes is weighted improperly.
Another reason of applying the additive value function is that it is naturally in
accordance with the Weighted Additive Rule (WADD) [PBJ93], which is a normative
and compensatory decision strategy people use to process all of the relevant problem
information and resolve conflicting values explicitly by considering tradeoffs. However,
due to cognitive and emotional reasons, more often people appear to make decisions
using simpler choice heuristics such as noncompensatory strategies. As indicated by
[HT00] and [JAY02], decision aids should have significant impact on consumers’ choices of
decision strategies. Thus, in order to help the user make a rational and accurate decision,
we have adopted the WADD compensatory heuristic as the fundamental modeling and
ranking mechanism in our recommender agents.
Development of Single-Attribute Value Function
Two main types of attributes have been considered in our domains: numerical and
nominal attributes. Before defining the multi-attribute value function, we first give the
value function for each single attribute (va(x)→ [0, 1]).
Numerical attributes are further classified into three sub-types: more-is-better (MIB),
less-is-better (LIB), and nearer-is-better (NIB). For example, the processor speed of a
PC is MIB which user would prefer to maximize, the price is LIB to minimize, and the
screen size could be NIB.
More-Is-Better Attributes. The value function changes depending on the input of





where min(a) and max(a) are the minimum and maximum values of attribute a in
the data catalog.
If the user states a preferred minimal value pref.min(a), the function is:
va(x) =
{
1 x ≥ pref.min(a)
x−min(a)
pref.min(a)−min(a) x < pref.min(a)
 3.3
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If the user specifies a preference range [pref.min(a), pref.max(a)]:
va(x) =

1 pref.min(a) ≤ x ≤ pref.max(a)
max(a)−x
max(a)−pref.max(a) × β x > pref.max(a)
x−min(a)
pref.min(a)−min(a) × α x < pref.min(a)
 3.4
where α and β are called penalty factors ([0,1]), and α < β (default α = 0.75, β = 1).






If the user states a preferred maximal value pref.max(a), the function is:
va(x) =
{
1 x ≤ pref.max(a)
max(a)−x
max(a)−pref.max(a) x > pref.max(a)
 3.6
If the user specifies a preference range [pref.min(a), pref.max(a)]:
va(x) =

1 pref.min(a) ≤ x ≤ pref.max(a)
x−min(a)
pref.min(a)−min(a) × β x < pref.min(a)
max(a)−x
max(a)−pref.max(a) × α x > pref.max(a)
 3.7
where α and β are called penalty factors ([0,1]), and α < β (default α = 0.75, β = 1).
Nearer-Is-Better Attributes. If the user states a preferred value pref(a), we defined
the function as:
va(x) = 1− |x− pref(a)|
max(a)−min(a)
 3.8




1 pref.min(a) ≤ x ≤ pref.max(a)
x−min(a)
pref.min(a)−min(a) x < pref.min(a)
max(a)−x
max(a)−pref.max(a) x > pref.max(a)
 3.9
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Nominal Attributes. A nominal (or called symbolic) attribute is a discrete attribute
whose values are not necessarily in any linear order. For example, a variable representing
color might have values such as red, green, blue, brown, black and white (which could
be represented by the integers 1 through 6, respectively).
We support flexible queries by which the user can specify any number of preferred
values over a nominal attribute. For example, the user can select “Toshiba”, “Acer”, and
“HP” as her preferred manufacturers of laptops. Assuming the set of preferred values is
pref.set(a) = {pref1, pref2, ..., prefm}, the value function is:
va(x) =
{
1 x ∈ pref.set(a)
0 x /∈ pref.set(a)
 3.10
Development of Multi-Attribute Additive Value Function
All attributes (i.e. A = {a1, a2, ..., an}) that describe an alternative can then be combined
into the multi-attribute additive value function:





where vai(x) is the single-attribute value function over ai, and wi is the scaling factor
λi in Formula 3.1, and called weight of attribute ai in our function (
∑n
i=1wi = 1, wi > 0).
Weight. The weight is an important component in the preference structure, which
represents the relative importance of each attribute compared to the others. Due to it,
the conflict among different single-attribute value functions can be resolved by explicitly
considering the extent to which one is willing to trade off among attribute values. For
instance, we could ask users to explicitly state weight values (e.g. ranging from 1 “least
important” to 5 “most important”) for all concerned attributes, and then normalize them
to be summed to one.
The weighted additive rule develops an overall evaluation of an alternative by multi-
plying the weight with the sing-attribute value function for each attribute and summing
these weighted values over all attributes. It is assumed that the alternative with the
highest overall evaluation is the best satisfying the user’s stated preferences.
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3.4 Preference Elicitation and Refinement
Based on the preference model, the system’s goal is then to elicit user preferences and
allow the user to refine her model in order to eventually reach for a desired choice.
3.4.1 Example Critiquing Interaction Model
Tversky and Simonson showed that users’ preferences are largely context-dependent
[TS93], which finding contradicts established belief in the theory of rational choice that
preference between options does not depend on the presence or absence of other options.
To account for the phenomenon, the decision support system should better provide many
competing choices for users to examine, rather than showing only one or a few “optimal”
outcomes. It also needs to exploit tradeoff opportunities for eliciting preferences, rather
than asking users to state preferences without providing them any context.
Our resolution to these requirements is example-and-critique. A system implement-
ing this interaction model elicits a partial preference model in the beginning and then
generates a set of “example” outcomes based on the user’s stated preferences (see Figure
3.1). The user can accept one of these example solutions, in which case the interaction
stops. Otherwise, she can indicate what is wrong with one or several of the example out-
comes by formulating critiques. Critiquing can be performed either by adding additional
preferences, or by revising stated ones.
As shown in Chapter 2, the example/critiquing interaction model has been broadly
Figure 3.1: The Example Critiquing recommender agent’s interaction model.
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accepted as an effective feedback mechanism guiding adaptive decision makers to con-
struct their preferences and find their ideal items. The differences of our system from
related ones [BHY97, LHL97, Shi02, RMMS04] primarily exist in three aspects: 1) how
to elicit users’ initial preferences and establish user model; 2) how to compute examples
and assist users in resolving preference conflicts; and 3) how to support users to build
their truly-intended critiquing criteria.
3.4.2 Initial Preference Elicitation
According to Formula 3.11, we use P = (vai , wi) (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n) to specify a user’s
preferences over a total of n attributes of the product. vai represents the desired charac-
teristic on the ith attribute and wi is the degree to which such desire should be satisfied.
It seems straightforward that a user’s preferences could be elicited simply by asking
her to state them. However, according to the behavior decision theory, people construct
preferences rather than revealing them as if they possess them all along [PBJ93]. Fur-
thermore, users are likely to establish tenable preferences, i.e., those that they can state
fluently, only after a careful analysis of all options and a certain experience with them.
Therefore, the user model initially elicited may describe only a few of the user’s
true needs. As weights are adjusted or constraints are added or updated, the user
model becomes a more accurate reflection of her preferences. Thus, in the beginning
of preference elicitation stage where users have not examined concrete alternatives and
do not have completely certain needs, we obeyed the following two guidelines to obtain
their initial requirements:
Any preferences and any effort. The idea is that a user can start the search by
specifying one or any number of preferences in the query area. She can choose an
effort level that is compatible with her knowledge of product domain. We do not
force users to state preferences that they do not have, and do not force them to
follow a rigid elicitation procedure. Using a system pre-designed elicitation order
would make users fall prey to means objectives, rather than fundamental objectives.
Add default preferences in the user model. We added default preferences on the
attributes the user did not express explicit requirements initially, with the purpose
of generating a user model that is likely to more accurately reflect the user’s hidden
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needs. For example, if the user did not specify a preference over price of the laptop,
she is assumed to prefer cheaper prices (i.e. the price is “Less-Is-Better” attribute).
Adding default preferences saves the user effort by allowing her to provide fewer
initial preferences, and stimulates her to discover more specific value needs when
the examples with default preferences are shown.
3.4.3 Preference Stimulation with Examples
It has been frequently observed that people find it easier to construct a model of their
preferences when considering examples of actual options. This constructive view of
human decision making also applies to experts. According to Tversky [TS93], people do
not maximize a pre-computed preference order, but construct their choices in light of
the available options. Therefore, to educate users about the domain knowledge and help
them construct complete and sound preferences, the next step following initial preference
elicitation is showing examples to help people gain preference fluency.
Two issues are critical in designing effective example-based interfaces: how many
examples and which examples to show in the display. They are driven by two main
considerations: 1) the examples must motivate the user to correctly state her preferences,
and 2) when the user has completely stated her preferences, the most preferred solution
must be among those displayed by the system so that the user can choose it.
How Many Examples to Show
Previously, Faltings el al. investigated the minimum number of items to display so that
the target choice is included even when the preference model is inaccurate [FTP04].
Various preference models were analyzed. If preferences are expressed by numerical







where d is the maximum number of stated preferences, the error of the preference
function is bounded by a factor of epsilon  above or below, and t is the number of dis-
played items so that the target solution is guaranteed to be included. Since this number
is independent of the total number of available items, this technique of compensating
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inaccurate preferences by showing a sufficient amount of solutions scales to very large
collections. For a moderate number (up to 5) of preferences, the correct amount of dis-
play items typically falls between 5 and 20. When the preference model becomes more
complex, inaccuracies have much larger effects. A much larger number of examples are
required to cover the model inaccuracy.
On the other hand, Pu and Kumar conducted a comparative user study to compare
an example critiquing based system (with 7 examples ranked by utility scores) with a
system using the ranked list display method (all alternatives ordered by a user selected
attribute such as price) [PK04]. While users performed the instructed search tasks more
easily using example critiquing (EC) with fewer errors, more of them expressed a higher
level of confidence that the answers they found were correct in the ranked list interface.
Further analysis of users’ comments recorded during the user study revealed that the
confidence issue depends largely on the way items were ordered and how many of them
were displayed. Many users felt that the EC system (displaying only 7 items) was hiding
something from them and that the results returned by EC did not correspond to their
ranking of products.
In a follow-up pilot study, we compared the original example critiquing interface
with the same one except we displayed all items ordered on the utility scores and used
the scroll bar to display items beyond the top 7 candidates. We observed that users
generally did not scroll down to check the products, but their confidence level increased
in the latter interface. In addition, the increase in the number of displayed items did not
contribute to longer user interaction time either.
Therefore, combining the results from above empirical studies, we suggest that dis-
playing a sufficient amount of examples is necessary to increase users’ sense of control
and confidence as well as covering their preference inaccuracy. We have verified this
claim by comparing the multi-item strategy against the single-item display (that has
commonly adopted in related system-suggested conversational systems) (see Chapter 7
for experimental results).
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What Examples to Show
The examples to include in the display can be those that best match the user’s currently
stated preferences. For example, all of the products can be first ranked by their utili-
ties according to the additive value function (Formula 3.11), representing the order of
their matching degrees. The top k items with highest scores are then displayed in the
descending order.
However, this strategy proves to be insufficient to guarantee optimality. For complex
decision environments, time efficiency is important to be considered while retrieving
appropriate examples. Additionally, since most users are often uncertain about their
preferences and they are more likely to construct them as options are shown to them,
it becomes important for a recommender system to stimulate the user to refine her
preference model as complete and accurate as possible.
Therefore our retrieval engine was implemented based on the following mechanisms:
Soft constraint satisfaction problem. The retrieval engine is adjusted for different
decision domains. For configurable products (e.g. travel planning), it employs sophisti-
cated constraint satisfaction algorithms and models user preferences as soft constraints
[TFP02].
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is normally characterized by a set of n
variables X1, ..., Xn that can take values in associated discrete domains D1, ..., Dn, and
a set of m hard constraints C1, ..., Cm, each of which is a constraint function on a subset
of variables X to restrict the values they can take [Kum92]. Solving a CSP means
finding one or several combinations of complete value assignments such that all hard
constraints are satisfied. Besides hard constraints that can never be violated, a CSP
may also include soft constraints. These are functions that map any potential value
assignments to indicate the preference this value combination carries. Solving a CSP
with soft constraints involves finding assignments that are optimally preferred.
There are various soft constraint formalisms, and the weighted CSP (the optimal
solution minimizes the weighted sum of preferences) has been found corresponding best
to the multi-attribute decision problem (MADP) since it considers tradeoffs. Using the
weighted CSP, a complex MADP can be modeled by formulating each criterion (on one
or multiple variables) as a separate soft constraint. Efficient searching algorithms, such
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as the Branch and Bound algorithm, can then be applied to solve the CSP to produce a
set of feasible solutions [LW66].
Human decision heuristics. In the condition that each constraint is specified on
only one variable and all criteria are preferentially independent among each other, purely
ranking all products by their weighted additive sum values (WADD) can more directly
generate the set of optimal solutions matching the user’s current preferences. This
condition usually applies to well-structured products (e.g. digital cameras, laptops,
apartments) described by a set of attributes.
However, the time complexity of this algorithm will linearly increase depending on
the amount of alternatives and the amount of attributes (i.e. O(n×m), n is the size of
dataset and m is the number of all determinative attributes). Another concern is that
the examples computed by WADD may not be acceptable by users since it is not the
common decision strategy they use when there are a huge amount of items. In fact,
Johnson and Payne reported that although WADD strategy can enable users to achieve
high level of accuracy given its compensatory characteristic, it is more effort consuming
compared to the other less compensatory heuristics [PBJ93, ZP04]. For example, equal
weight heuristic (EQW) can achieve 89% of the relative accuracy of WADD, but with
only about half of the effort in the low-dispersion, dominance-possible task environment.
The lexicographic strategy (LEX) can achieve 90% relative accuracy, with only about
40% of the effort in the high-dispersion task environment. Moreover, people shift decision
strategies in response to a context change, and under time constraint, several heuristics
are more accurate than a normative procedure such as WADD.
Therefore, in order to reduce the ranking algorithm’s time complexity and increase
users’ acceptance of returned examples and hence their decision confidence, we adopted
combined strategies. In the initial phrase, poor alternatives are first eliminated with
non-compensatory methods, such as the elimination-by-aspect (EBA) approach that
can efficiently reduce the number of alternatives to a small set. A second phase then
follows to examine the remaining alternatives in more detail.
Concretely, one combined strategy we implemented is EBA+WADD: combining the
elimination-by-aspect strategy and the weighted additive rule. It begins with EBA to
first process all items until the number of remaining alternatives reaches k (e.g. k = 30).
The removed products are usually the ones that do not satisfy the minimal acceptable
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values (i.e. cutoff) of the most important attributes. Then, the WADD is applied to
rank the remaining alternatives according to their compensatory values.
Show partially satisfied solutions. When a user’s stated preferences are in conflict,
such as a query for a spacious apartment with a low price range, she will learn very little
about how to state more suitable preferences if the system’s reply is “nothing found”. A
sensible method that manages a user’s preference conflicts is allowing her to state all of
her preferences and then showing her options that maximally satisfy subsets of the stated
preferences. Based on the soft constraint satisfaction technique or the multi-attribute
utility theory, our system can return partially satisfied set, since it resolves conflicts
explicitly by involving attributes’ relative importances while generating the retrieval set.
These maximally satisfied products educate users about available options and facili-
tate them in specifying more reasonable preferences. For example, in the above case the
system will show two examples, each satisfying either the apartment’s size or the budget
constraint. This approach requires less effort from the user than systems that simply
indicate that no solution has been found, or those which require the user to change
preference values without contextual knowledge.
In the same spirit, McCarthy et al. proposed to educate users about product knowl-
edge by explaining the products that do exist instead of justifying why the system failed
to produce a satisfactory outcome [MRMS04b]. FindMe systems rely on the background
information from the product catalog to explain the preference conflicts at a higher level
[BHY96, BHY97]. For example, if a user wants both a fuel-efficient and high-powered
car, FindMe attempts to illustrate the tradeoff between horsepower and fuel efficiency.
3.4.4 Preference Revision via Tradeoff
Preference revision is the crucial critiquing component of our example critiquing
agents. Displayed examples may stimulate users to argument and refine their preferences,
which process is exactly done during the preference revision session. In a single critiquing
interaction, the user is able to select one product (that she currently considers most
attractive) among the examples and change one or more desired characteristics of the
product, the degree to which such characteristics should be satisfied, or any combination
of the two. Thus, users are stimulated to critique the attribute values of the current
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example. After such critiques are specified, the system will display a set of tradeoff
alternatives relative to the chosen product.
Two frequently encountered cases often require preference revision: 1) when a user
cannot find an outcome that satisfies all of her stated preferences and must choose a
partially satisfied one, or 2) when a user has too many possibilities (few preferences) and
must further narrow down the space of solutions. The challenge is how to help users spec-
ify the concrete revision criteria. Here we present a unified framework of treating both
cases as a tradeoff process, because finding an acceptable solution requires choosing
an outcome that is desirable on some aspects but perhaps not so attractive on others.
Importance of Tradeoff
Preference construction is rather straightforward as long as outcomes more or less satisfy
all of the user’s preferences. In most practical situations when there is no outcome
that satisfies all preferences, finding a solution requires making a tradeoff : accepting
an outcome that is undesirable in some respects but advantageous in others. In fact,
the presence of such preference conflicts is a fundamental aspect of decision processes.
Human decision makers are observed to use more rational and accurate decision strategies
(compensatory heuristics) for confronting these conflicts by making explicit tradeoffs
based on processing all relevant information.
Therefore, a constructive preference elicitation system should support various tradeoff
strategies and exploit them to update the preference model. A tradeoff strategy is a
sequence of actions during which a user refines the preference model to make its tradeoffs
compatible with her own. We have identified the following three strategies:
• Value tradeoff : the user changes the preference value of a particular attribute value
combination;
• Utility tradeoff : the user changes the weight of a preference in the combined rank-
ing;
• Outcome tradeoff : motivated by a certain outcome, the user adds additional pref-
erences that increase the utility of that outcome.
A preference model based on the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) is a good
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basis for supporting the various tradeoff types because it allows a preference model to
be decomposed into single preferences over attributes.
Based on MAUT, a decision support system can provide competing choices (i.e.
partially satisfied solutions) for users to examine. If a decision maker is not content
with any recommended solutions, the system should support her to further explore the
product space by navigating from one product to others, so as to locate better deals.
Support of Tradeoff Navigation
With example critiquing interfaces, users can conveniently start the tradeoff navigation
process from a shown example, post a critique and see a new set of products. Critiquing
can be performed either by adding additional preferences, or by following one of the
tradeoff strategies above. We therefore view critiquing as a tradeoff navigation process,
and use it as a way to elicit preferences. More precisely, tradeoff navigation involves
finding products having more optimal values on one or several attributes, while accepting
compromised values for other attributes.
As number of attributes becomes larger, the complexity of the tradeoff task increases.
We defined each tradeoff task as having two variables: (optimize, compromise), where
optimize represents the set of attributes to be omptimized, and compromise the set of
attributes to be compromised. So ({price}, {size of room}) denotes that a user want to
get a better price by sacrificing the size of her room. ({price}, {size of room, distance
to work}) denotes that the user wants to get a better pice by sacrificing the size of her
room, the distance to work, or both.
Furthermore, we use pairs (x, y) to specify the complexity of tradeoff tasks. (1, 1)
denotes that one attribute is being optimized, while at the same time another attribute
is being compromised. (1, 2) denotes the participation of two attributes for the com-
promising process, and one attribute for the optimization process. It is clear that (1,
1) entails one single tradeoff scenario, so we called it simple tradeoff. As for the (1,
2) case, there are three scenarios because there are three ways to compromise two at-
tributes. As the number of variables participating in a tradeoff process increases, the
optimize/compromise scenario pairs will increase exponentially. For the case of (1, 3),
there are seven optimize/compromise pairs. That is, there are seven different ways to
compromise in order to gain on one attribute. Therefore, we named the tradeoff tasks
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involving two or more tradeoff scenarios as complex tradeoffs.
Refinement of Preference Model
We now explain how the preference model is refined according to the user’s tradeoff
criteria. The MAUT-based preference model enables the user to construct her tradeoffs
by manipulating the different criteria directly. Single-attribute value function can be
easily added and edited. This makes it easy to focus the user’s effort only on specifying
preferences for the parts of the outcome space where tradeoffs are actually required.
As an example, consider the following apartment examples which are shown after the
user states initial preferences.
Table 3.1: Apartment examples for preference revision.
Price Surface Location Bus
1 800 25 Center 12min
2 600 24 Renens 15min
3 900 30 Morges 8min
4 800 35 Renens 2min
If the user is not content with none of the displayed apartment examples, her pref-
erence model will be refined with respect to the type of tradeoffs she made:
1. Assume that the user’s initial preference on location is “Center”. An example of
value tradeoff would be to reverse the preferences for location after realizing that
“Morges” offers better residence environment. The user is hence willing to examine
more apartments in “Morges”, which can be done by changing the preference on
location. “Morges” is then given a value 1, and others are 0 in the user’s normalized
preference model.
2. An example of utility tradeoff is to change the weight of surface preference from
initially 2 to 5 (the highest weight), given that the user realizes that the surface
is more important to her relative to the other attributes. The system modifies the
corresponding weight in the weighted additive formalism.
3. Imagine the choice 4 is nearly matching the user’s desire, except that its price
is high. An example of preference revision after outcome tradeoff is that a new
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preference on price (e.g. less than 800 francs) is added which was not specified
initially.
Therefore, tradeoff criteria will be reflected in the refined preference model, that the
system established for each user. The system will then accordingly produce a new set of
examples that may better interest the user in the next recommendation cycle.
3.5 Prototype Systems
In this section, we describe two applications we implemented with the example critiquing
agent.
3.5.1 Apartment Finder
The Apartment Finder is used to search apartments to rent. The reason of choosing
this product domain is that it is a typical multi-attribute product (e.g. each apartment
constrained by multiple attributes including type, price, area, etc.). It is also feasible
to find appropriate and sufficient subjects to evaluate the performance of our interfaces
because the task scenario is intuitionally related to their life scenarios (e.g. foreign
students looking for apartments to rent near to school).
The interface mainly contains a “critiquing module”, a “search results” and a “bas-
ket” (see Figure 3.2). The “critiquing module” assists users to encounter and resolve
tradeoff decisions. “Search results” are computed by the search engine which helps users
narrow the product space down to a smaller consideration set. The search engine can
be a simple ranking function according to the weighted additive formula. The “basket”
helps users memorize interesting products and compare them side-by-side based on their
attribute values.
A user starts the search by specifying one or any number of preferences in the query
area. Based on this initial preference model, the search engine will find and display a set
of matching results (see Figure 3.2). She is able to revise her preferences if the displayed
results are not satisfactory.
When a user is ready to select an apartment to put in the basket, the example
critiquing interface will first show a pop-up window (see Figure 3.3) where she can




Figure 1. Step one in example critiquing: system showing a set of 7 results after a user query. Figure 3.2: Step one in Apartment Finder: system showing a set of examples after a
user’s initial query.
suppose that the current selection is apartment 34. In the comparison window, the user
can specify her desire for a bigger apartment by clicking on the checkbox next to the
“bigger area” label. However, knowing that she may sacrifice something for a bigger
apartment, she specifies compromise for both “distance” and “kitchen” attributes by
clicking on the checkboxes next to them. Compromise means that a user is willing to
accept a lesser value of the attribute.
Once a set of critiques has been composed, the system will show another set of
matching examples (see Figure 3.4). Apartment 31 seems quite interesting, since it is
around the same price, but 5 square meters bigger, although it needs 10 minutes more
commuting time and the bathroom is shared. The system does not resolve tradeoffs for
the user, but provides relevant information for her to understand the decision context.
The final choice is left to the user.
This query/critiquing completes one cycle of interaction, which can continue as long
as users want to refine the results. The “Compare” pop-up window becomes accessible
by clicking the “Compare” button and will not be forced on users when they put items
in the basket.
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Figure 2. Step two in example critiquing: guiding users to find tradeoff alternatives in the product 
comparison pop-up window. 
Figure 3.3: Step two in Apartment Finder: guiding users to specify tradeoff criteria in
the pop-up window.
 
Figure 3. Step three in example critiquing: the system showing tradeoff alternatives. Figure 3.4: Step three in Apartment Finder: the system showing tradeoff alternatives.
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3.5.2 Online Product Finder
Later on, we implemented the example critiquing system in an online environment to
simulate the current e-commerce website. Different from the Apartment Finder that
was developed by Java Applet, the new Product Finder was in PHP and data recorded
in XML format, so as to behave more similarly to a commercial website and adapt to
the structural requirement of online product catalog. The presence of such websites
should potentially attract more subjects to participate in our system evaluations and
more realistically motivate them to find a product that they are prepared to “purchase”,
equivalent to their actual behavior in a real e-commerce website. Therefore, by means
of user studies, we could understand whether our technologies could be ideally beneficial
to the e-commerce setting regarding improving customer decisions.
We extracted various types of commercial products such as digital camera and tablet
PC from real websites. For example, by using the web service provided by Amazon.com,
we wrapped different product catalogs from it. All of the products are multi-attribute
items (e.g. digital camera constrained by manufacturer, price, resolution, optical zoom,
etc.), appropriate for the applicable domains of our MAUT-based user modeling.
The entry to a specific Product Finder (e.g. digital camera finder) is with a preference
specification page to first get users’ initial preferences. A user can start the search
by specifying one or any number of preferences in the query area. Each preference is
composed of one acceptable attribute value and its relative importance (i.e. weight).
The weight ranges over five values, from “least important” to “most important”. A
preference structure is hence a set of (attribute value, weight) pairs of all participating
attributes.
Based on the initial preference model, the search engine will find and display a set
of matching results. In our current prototypes, seven best satisfying items are returned.
If a user finds her target choice among the seven items, she can proceed to check out.
However, if she likes one product (called the reference product) but wants something
improved, she can come to the critiquing interface (by clicking the “Value Comparison”
button1 along with it, see Figure 3.5) to produce simple or complex tradeoffs based on
1Note that the label of tradeoff button for invoking the critiquing panel has been studied via user
interviews. It was found that “Value Comparison” is still hard for users to connect it with the meaning
of “critiquing the current product to see options with some better values”. Therefore, we have recently
changed it to “Better Features” and added a tooltip to explain its function.
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Figure 3.5: The online Product Finder shows a set of digital cameras after the user
specified his/her initial preferences.
the reference product.
In the critiquing panel (see Figure 3.6), three radio buttons are next to each feature,
respectively under “Keep” (default), “Improve” and “Take any suggestion”, thus facili-
tating users to critique one feature by either improving its current value (i.e. selecting
“improve”) or accepting a compromised value suggested by the system (via “Take any
suggestion”). Particularly, users can freely compose compound critiques by combining
critiques on any set of multiple features. The interface also supports different types of
critiquing. For example, users can just keep all current values (selecting the default
option “Keep”) and click on the “Show Results” to view the products that are purely
most similar to the reference product, or they can select a concrete critiquing option in
the drop down menu under the “Improve” column. For instance, for the price, there are
options “less expensive” (general improvement), or “$200 cheaper” as exact quantity to
be improved.
Once the critique has been composed, the system will refine the user’s preference
model and adjust the relative importances of all critiqued attributes accordingly. Con-
cretely, the weight of improved attribute(s) will be increased and that of compromised
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Figure 3.6: The online Product Finder provides a critiquing interface where the use can
freely create and compose his/her tradeoff criteria.
attribute(s) will be decreased. The acceptable attribute values will be also updated based
on the reference product and the user’s critiquing criteria. With the refined user model,
the search engine will compute and return a new set of tradeoff alternatives for the user
to compare with her selected reference product. This query/critiquing completes one
interaction cycle, and it continues as long as the user so desires.
In addition, users can view the product’s detailed specifications with the “detail”
link, and save all their near-target solutions in a consideration set (i.e.,“saved list”) to
facilitate comparing them in detail before checking out.
3.6 Comparison with Single-Item System-Suggested Critiquing
Our example critiquing systems inherently focuses on showing multiple examples and
stimulating users to make self-initiated critiques (so also called multi-item user-initiated
critiquing approach). In consideration of related work, most of them can fall into an-
other specific branch: single-item system-suggested critiquing given that the system only
recommends one item at a time and guides users to provide feedback to it by selecting
one of system-suggested critiques [BHY97, RMMS04, ZP06].
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In the following, we will in depth discuss the differences between our approach and
the single-item system-suggested critiquing method.
3.6.1 Single-Item System-Suggested Critiquing
As introduced in Chapter 2, the FindMe system was the first known single-item system-
suggested critiquing system [BHY96, BHY97]. It uses knowledge about the product do-
main to help users navigate through the multi-dimensional space. An important interface
component in FindMe is called tweaking, which allows users to critique the current rec-
ommendation by selecting one of the proposed simple tweaks (e.g. “cheaper”, “bigger”
and “nicer”). When a user finds the current recommendation short of her expectations
and responds to a tweak, the remaining candidates will be filtered to leave only those
candidates satisfying the tweak.
The critique suggestions in FindMe are called unit critiques since each of them only
constrains a single feature at a time. More recently, a so-called dynamic critiquing
method [RMMS04, MRMS04a] has been developed to automatically generate a set of
compound critiques each operating over multiple features simultaneously (e.g. “Differ-
ent Manufacture, Lower Resolution and Cheaper”). A live-user trial showed that the
integration of dynamic critiquing method can effectively reduce users’ intention cycles
from an average of 29 in applying unit critiques to 6 when users actively selected the
suggested compound critiques [MRMS05]. The compound critiques can also perform as
explanations revealing to users the remaining recommendation opportunities except for
the current displayed product [MRMS04b]. Therefore, we used the dynamic critiquing
system as the representative of system-suggested critiquing systems and compared it
with our example critiquing agents.
Dynamic Critiquing. Figure 2.7 shows a sample dynamic critiquing interface where
both unit and compound critiques are available to users as feedback options [RMMS04,
MRMS05]. It mainly contains three components: a single item as the current recom-
mendation, a unit critiquing area and a list of compound critiques. In the first
recommendation cycle, a item that best matches the user’s initially specified preferences
is returned, and then after each critiquing action, a new item that satisfies the user’s
critique as well as being most similar to the previous product will be displayed as the
current recommendation. In the unit critiquing area, the system determines a set of
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main features one of which users can choose to critique at a time. For each numer-
ical feature (e.g. price), two critiquing directions are provided: increasing the value
(e.g. more expensive) or decreasing it (e.g. cheaper), and for the discrete feature (e.g.
brand), all of its options are shown under a drop-down menu. It hence functions more
like a user-initiated unit critiquing aid, rather than a limited set of system-suggested
unit critiques as in FindMe systems. The list of three compound critique suggestions
are automatically computed by discovering the recurring sets of unit differences between
the current recommended item and the remaining products using an association mining
tool [RMMS04].
3.6.2 Example Critiquing vs. Dynamic Critiquing
We have summarized two dimensions usable to characterize the two systems and illustrate
their main differences (see Table 3.2):
Table 3.2: Comparison of Example Critiquing and Dynamic Critiquing.
Example Critiquing Dynamic Critiquing
Critiquing coverage Critiques are made on one
reference product user se-
lected from multiple exam-
ples







Users are able to freely cre-
ate and compose critiques
over any combination of fea-
tures
System suggests compound
critiques for users to select
Critique
modality
Support of various types of
critiquing: similarity-based
(e.g. “similar to this one”);
quality-based (e.g. “simi-
lar, but cheaper”); quantity-








Simple and complex trade-
offs
Unit and compound cri-
tiques
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Critiquing Coverage (Number of Recommendations)
We refer the critiquing coverage to the number of example products that are recom-
mended to users for their critiquing process. In the example critiquing system, since its
focus is how to stimulate users to make self-initiated critiques, multiple examples are
usually displayed during each recommendation cycle among which users can locate a
final choice or a near-target to be critiqued. The FindMe and dynamic critiquing agent,
however, only present one product, based on which the system-suggested critiques are
generated. This simple display strategy has the advantage of not overwhelming users
with too much information, but it deprives users of the right of choosing their interested
critiqued object, and potentially brings them the risk of engaging in a longer interaction
session.
In depth, this variable can be further separated into two sub-variables: the number
of recommendations after users’ initial preference specification (called NIR), and the
number of items (tradeoff alternatives) coming after each critiquing process (called NCR).
The two numbers can be equal or different. For example, in dynamic critiquing and
example critiquing, they are both equal to 1 or 7. However, it is possible to set NIR as
1 and NCR 7 if the user is only interested in one best matching product corresponding
to her initially specified preferences, but if she critiques a product, she would like to see
more alternatives so that they can be used to compare with the critiqued reference.
Critiquing Aid
After one or multiple recommendations are displayed to the user, the critical concern
now should be how to aid users in producing critiques on the recommended item(s).
As introduced before, there are mainly two types of critiquing aids: the system-
suggested critiquing approach that generates and proposes a limited set of critiques
for users to select, and the user-initiated critiquing approach that does not offer pre-
computed critiques, but allows users to create and compose critiques on their own. It
can be seen that the user-initiated method, such as the example critiquing interface (see
Figure 3.6), should be more flexible to support various sorts of critiques. For example,
users can choose to make similarity-based critiquing (e.g. “Find some camera similar to
this one”), quality-based (e.g. “Find a similar camera, but cheaper”) and even quantity-
based (e.g. “Find something similar to this camera, but at least $100 cheaper” if they
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have concrete value constraint). However, the system-suggested critiquing approach is
limited in this respect, since it is the system to determine the critiquing type, not the
user. In fact, FindMe and dynamic critiquing only suggest quality-based critiques (e.g.
“cheaper”, “bigger”, or “Different Manufacture, Lower Resolution and Cheaper”) and
they viewed them as a compromise between the detail provided by value elicitation and
the ease of feedback associated with preference-based methods [SM03, MRMS05].
In reference to the dynamic critiquing interface, the critiquing aid can contain two
sub-components: unit critiquing (on a single feature) and compound critiquing (on mul-
tiple features simultaneously) which are respectively termed as UC and CC in the fol-
lowing content. Each sub-component can be in either system-suggested or user-initiated
manner. For example, the UC in FindMe [BHY97] is system-suggested (e.g. “cheaper”,
“bigger”), whereas in dynamic critiquing, it is more like user-initiated since users can
choose which feature to be critiqued and how to critique it. The CC support in dynamic
critiquing, however, is purely system-suggested because three compound critiques are
proposed by the system for users to pick.
In the example critiquing interface, since it does not limit the type and unit of
critiques a user can manipulate during each cycle, both UC and CC are supported in the
user-initiated way. For example, the user can improve or compromise one feature at a
time and leave the others unchanged (unit critique or called simple tradeoff), or combine
more than two unit critiques into a compound critique for complex tradeoff.
Therefore, regarding the degree of user control, the user-initiated method should
allow for a higher level given that the control is largely in the hands of users, relative to
the system-suggested approach where users can only “select”, not “create”. However, it
is hard to predict which method would be better in terms of improving users’ decision
performance and quality. In the condition that the system-suggested critique can exactly
match what the user is prepared to make, it would be more likely accelerating the user’s
decision process and saving her critiquing effort.
3.7 Summary
We described how we model user preferences based on the multi-attribute utility theory
(MAUT), and gave assumption and formal definitions of development of single-attribute
value functions and multi-attribute weighted value function to quantify alternatives’
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matching degrees. We then introduced how we elicit user preferences and stimulate
users to refine their preferences following the example/critiquing interaction model.
The interaction with our agents mainly comprises three sub-processes: 1) initial
preference elicitation during which users can state “any preferences” with “any effort”,
and a user model will be built; 2) retrieval of multiple examples to adapt to human
decision heuristics and help resolve preference conflicts with partially satisfied items;
3) stimulation of tradeoff navigation with a critiquing support, so as to assist users in
refining their preferences and targeting at the ideal choice.
Two prototype systems with all of the implementations were then presented to ex-
plain how our agents practically work in both oﬄine settings and online environments.
We have further compared our approach with related work, especially the single-item
system-suggested critiquing system. Their inherent mechanism differences were discussed
regarding two crucial design elements: critiquing coverage (the number of recommended
examples to be critiqued) and critiquing aid (user-initiated or system-suggested).
In a word, our example critiquing agents emphasize on assistance and stimulation
of compensatory decision process with explicit tradeoff consideration. Grounded on this
principle, we applied the weighted additive utility function to establish preference model,
developed adaptive retrieval engine to retrieve appropriate examples, and realized a user-
initiated critiquing support to guide users to freely specify intended feedback criteria for






In the previous section, we introduced the example critiquing recommender agent we
developed with the primary aim of supporting users to make self-motivated tradeoff
navigation and hence potentially improving their preference certainty and decision qual-
ity. In this section, we continue describing an element we implemented to combine with
the example critiquing support, called the preference-based organization interface
where recommendations are organized into different categories according to their sim-
ilar tradeoff properties. This interface has been originally proposed to perform as an
alternative explanation technique, explaining why the displayed items (e.g. partially
satisfied items) are recommended corresponding to the user’s stated preferences. Later
on, we have found that it could also act as an effective way of proposing critiques that
users may be prepared to make. In the following sections, we will first discuss the main
principles we have derived to design the interface, and then concrete algorithm steps and
applications of the interface in recommender systems.
4.2 Design Principles
As introduced in Chapter 2, the traditional approach to explaining recommended items
is integrating a “why” component for each recommendation. For example, in the recom-
mendation interface (see Figure 2.10) powered by Active Decisions (www.activedecisions.com),
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a “why” tool tip was displayed along with each of the top 5 products, explaining the
reason of how the ranking was computed. This explanation technique has been broadly
adopted by other commercial websites, such as the Yahoo SmartSort (http://shopping.yahoo.com/smartsort)
and appeared in some case-based reasoning systems including ExpertClerk and TopCase
[Shi01, McS05].
However, explaining products in a list view may be limited in accelerating users’
decision process and increasing their perception of the recommender’s competence. As a
matter of fact, the results from a user survey revealed that explanation can be positively
related to achieving user trust, and organizing products into categories can be an alter-
native and even more effective explanation technique than the simple “why” construct
(see Chapter 8: Experiment 4). Motivated by the survey results, we have been engaged
in developing the organization interface.
In order to derive suggestive principles to design the organization-based recommender
interface, we have implemented more than 13 paper prototypes, exploring all design
dimensions such as how to generate categories, whether to use short or long text in
category titles, how many attributes to include, whether to include example products in
the categories or just the category titles, etc. We have finally derived 5 principles based
on the results of testing these prototypes with real-users in the form of pilot studies and
interviews.
Principle 1: Consider categorizing the remaining recommendations according to their
tradeoff properties relative to the top candidate.
We consider the organization-based explanation interface would be particularly help-
ful to suggest preferences to users when they have not stated all of their preferences, or
explain the computational reasoning of partial satisfied solutions when there are prefer-
ence conflicts. The two functions may perform as improvements on the list-view display
strategy as implemented in original example critiquing systems. Moreover, it could be a
tradeoff assistance to guide users to consider different tradeoff directions that they may
have not recognized.
Concretely, we suggested to first show the top candidate that best matches the user’s
current preferences, and then organize the remaining recommendations into categories
each of which comprises a set of items sharing the similar tradeoff properties in refer-
ence to the top candidate. For example, one category contains the recommendations of
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notebooks that are cheaper but heavier, and another category’s notebooks are lighter
but more expensive than the top candidate. Each category indicates a potential trade-
off direction that may help users to realize their preference conflicts, or augment their
preference fluency.
Principle 2: Consider proposing improvements and compromises in the category title
using conversational language, and keeping the number of tradeoff attributes no more
than three to avoid information overload.
Here we consider designing a category’s title in terms of its format and richness. After
surveying some users, we found that most of them preferred category titles presented in
natural and conversational language because it makes them feel at ease. For example,
the title “these notebooks have a lower price and faster processor speed, but heavier
weight” was preferred to the title “cheaper and faster processor speed and heavier.”
Moreover, the former title was also preferred to the title “they have a lower price and
faster processor speed and bigger memory, but heavier weight and larger display size”
since the latter includes too many properties. Many users indicate that handling tradeoff
analysis beyond three attributes is rather difficult.
Principle 3: Consider eliminating dominated categories and diversifying the categories
in terms of their titles and contained products.
The third principle proposes to provide decision-theoretic and diverse categories to
users. Dominance relationship is an important concept in economics theory [Bar04].
A category is dominated by another one if the latter is superior to the former on all
attributes. This principle suggests that we never propose dominated categories. For
example a category containing heavier and slower portable PCs will never be shown
next to a category containing lighter and faster products. This dominance relationship
checking combined with diversity checking will likely ensure the recommendation quality
and diversity of the suggested categories and their contained items. In addition, the pilot
study on category design showed that the total number of displayed categories is more
effective when up to four since too many categories would cause information overload.
Principle 4: Consider including actual products in a recommended category.
While comparing two interface designs, one displaying only category titles versus
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one displaying both category titles and a few sample products, users indicated a strong
preference in favor of the latter design, mainly due to the fact that they were able to find
their choice much faster. Given the limitation of the display size and users’ cognitive
limitation, a designer may consider choosing up to 6 items to include in each category.
Principle 5: Consider ranking recommendations within each category by exchange rate
rather than similarity measure.
We have also performed a pilot study to compare the effects of two ranking strategies
for the products within the category. The similarity strategy is broadly used by early
case-based and preference-based reasoning systems (CBR), which rank items according
to their similarity degrees relative to a user’s current query [Kol93]. We proposed an-
other strategy based on the item’s exchange rate, i.e. its potential gains against losses
compared to the top candidate (the formula of exchange rate calculation will be shown
shortly). The study showed that users could more quickly make their choice when the
recommended items within each category were sorted by exchange rate rather than by
similarity.
4.3 Organization Design
The design principles therefore suggest three primary directions for the generation of an
organization interface, which can be regarded as a combination of the ideas of explana-
tion, tradeoff reasoning and recommendation diversity.
4.3.1 Preference-based Tradeoff Titles
The category titles essentially act as the explanations of the whole category’s items,
in respect of their similar tradeoff properties relative to the top candidate. In order to
reveal the preference conflict and indicate meaningful tradeoff directions, we have defined
the category title as a sequence of (attribute, improved/compromised) pairs, which is in
nature corresponding to the definition of tradeoff tasks (i.e. (optimize, compromise)) we
have given before to describe the user’s tradeoff navigation process (see Chapter 3).
More specifically, exploring the set of alternatives, each item can be denoted as
(optimize, compromise) relative to the top candidate (i.e. the best matching alternative),
where optimize represents the set of attributes optimized (or better), and compromise
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the set of attributes compromised (or worse). For example, ({price}, {size of room})
denotes that an apartment is cheaper but bigger than the top recommended apartment.
The determinant of whether an attribute value is optimized or compromised is dependent
on the user’s stated preference or default ones. For example, the default preference on
“price” is “the cheaper, the better”. However, if one user explicitly states preference for
higher price, it should be “the more expensive, the better”.
Figure 4.1: Four categories indicate four tradeoff directions that the user may be inter-
ested in navigating from the top candidate (the central point).
With all of the recommendations’ tradeoff property sets, the organization algorithm
is then aimed to group items that comprise the same subsets of optimized attribute(s)
and/or compromised attribute(s). For example, suppose a user is looking for a cheap
and big apartment, and the best matching apartment according to her initial preference
is of 500 Fs price and 20 m2 area, the remaining recommendations can be hence classified
into four categories (see Figure 4.1): ({price, size}, { }) (i.e. (cheaper, bigger)); ({size},
{price}) (i.e. (bigger, more expensive)); ({price}, {size}) (i.e. (cheaper, smaller)); ({ },
{price, size}) (i.e. (more expensive, smaller)). The categories indicate a certain degree
of preference conflicts that exist in some options. If the apartment has other attributes,
such as distance to the school, it can be also included in the category title, such as (more
expensive, smaller, closer to the school), so as to address some attribute that the user did
not state preference initially. Therefore, each category with its title can not only explain
why the contained items are recommended, but also show a potential tradeoff orientation
with some preference suggestion(s) that may prompt users to review in depth.
As the number of attributes increases, the (optimize, compromise) scenario pairs
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will increase exponentially, because every attribute is possible to be included in the
optimize or compromise set. For instance, in the case of four attributes, there will be
C44×24+C34×23+C24×22+C14×2 = 80 possible categories. An efficient selection strategy
is therefore needed to select and present the most beneficial categories to end users. We
have proposed the following three selection standards according to our previously derived
design principles:
• Recommendation coverage: a category contains at least one recommended product,
and all categories’ recommendations are nearly equally distributed;
• Tradeoff exhibition: each category should have at least one attribute in the optimize
set, and at most two attributes in the compromise set;
• Category diversity: the number of total categories is up to four, and they should
be as diverse as possible between each other in terms of their titles and contained
products.
4.3.2 Category Diversity
Price and Messinger [PM05] indicated that including an alternative in a set that already
contains similar alternatives does not add potential value for the user. Instead, an
ideal text recommendation set would incorporate diversity in the attributes. McCarthy
et al. also mentioned that similar critique suggestions would limit their applicability
[MRSM05]. They have improved the diversity of their compound critiques by including
a direct measure of diversity during critique selection.
For the same reason, the organization interface was also designed to respect the di-
versity principle. In particular, we have avoided to involve similar optimize/compromise
pairs between categories. For instance, the two categories ({price, size}, {distance}) and
({price}, {size, distance}) were regarded similar since they have only one attribute which
is different, i.e. the “size” in one category “bigger”, but in another one “smaller”.
Generally speaking, if there are two categories, one contains n attributes in its opti-
mize/compromise pairs (called C1), and another one (C2) contains m attributes (n < m).
We say that the two categories are formally diverse, iff the n/2 attributes of C1 do not
appear in C2 or do not behave in the same tradeoff property (optimize or compromise).
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In addition, if one category is strictly dominated by another category, we will also
not show it to the user either. Formally, a category title C1 is dominated by another
category title C2 if they satisfy the following condition:
|C1| = |C2| (meaning C1 and C2 contain the same number of attributes in their
titles), and ∀ attribute Ti ∈ C1, ∃Tj ∈ C2, where Ti.attribute = Tj .attribute (i.e. with
equal attribute name), Ti.tradeoff  Tj .tradeoff (with equal or less preferred tradeoff
property), and ∃Tp ∈ C1, Tq ∈ C2, where Tp.attribute = Tq.attribute and Tp.tradeoff ≺
Tq.tradeoff (i.e. at least one attribute is with less preferred tradeoff property).
For example, the title C1 (heavier weight, higher price, higher processor speed) is
dominated by C2 (heavier weight, cheaper price, higher processor speed), since its price
is less preferred than C2’s although the tradeoff properties of the other two attributes in
C1 and C2 are equal.
4.3.3 Exchange Rate Ranking within Category
Since recommended products are grouped under different categories according to their
tradeoff properties compared to the top candidate (called TC ), it is reasonable to rank
the products in each category by their relationships with TC. The relationship can be
either defined as similarity or exchange rate. If items are ordered by similarity, the first
alternative in a category would be the most similar to the top candidate relative to the
other products. The similarity-based ranking method has been commonly applied in
the case-based reasoning system (CBR) to retrieve matching cases [ABMA01, McS03,
RMMS04].




wi × simi(R1i, R2i)
 4.1
where p is the number of attributes, wi is the weight of attribute i (
∑p
i=1wi = 1),
and simi is the local similarity calculated for each attribute i. For the numeric at-
tribute, the local similarity is sim(r′, r′′) = 1− |r′−r′′|maxi−mini , and for the symbolic attribute,
sim(r′, r′′) = 1 if r′ = r′′, or 0 if r′ 6= r′′. Thus a higher similarity value shows that the
corresponding item is more similar to the reference product than the others.
The exchange rate ranking, however, stands from an opposite view that emphasizes
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on the product’s potential benefit if it is exchanged with TC. The ranked first item is
therefore with the maximal exchanging benefit. In essence, this approach is in accordance
with the additive difference model (ADDIF) [Tve69], which is also a type of compensatory
decision strategies. In this processing strategy, the alternatives are compared directly on
each dimension, and the difference between the subjective values of the two alternatives
on that dimension is determined. Then a weighting function is applied to each difference
and the results are summed over all dimensions to obtain an overall relative evaluation of
the two alternatives. Under some conditions, the ADDIF rule and the weighted additive
rule (WADD) will produce identical preference orderings, although the two rules differ
in some aspects of processing.
Formally, the global exchange rate of each recommendation (i.e. R) with the top




wi × exrate(ri, tci)
 4.2
For the local exchange rate calculated for each attribute i, if the attribute is of
numerical type, exrate(r, a) = q× r−amaxi−mini , where the parameter q = 1, if the attribute
is in increasing order (i.e. the more, the better), or q = −1 if in decreasing order (i.e. the
less, the better). For the symbolic attribute, exrate(r, a) = 1 if r 6= a and r is preferred
to a, or −1 if a is preferred to r, or 0 if r = a. Therefore, the ExRate(R, TC) stands
for the gains against losses the user would obtain if she switches her choice from TC to
R. A positive exchange rate means that there are weighted more gains from improved
attribute values than losses from compromised values.
According to Principle 5 and the compensatory nature of the exchange rate rank-
ing strategy, we have decided to use it over similarity measure as the product sorting
mechanism within each category.
4.4 Organization Algorithm
In this section, we will in detail introduce the algorithm we have developed to generate
the preference-based organization interface, according to the design principles and major
considerations described above. Specifically, we first give how we applied a data mining
technique to generate all category candidates, and then how we selected the prominent
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ones that are most adaptive to the user’s changing interests.
4.4.1 Data Mining for Category Generation
Top-Down versus Bottom-Up Methods
We originally proposed to define a set of fixed category titles (i.e. tradeoff patterns) and
then looked for items that can match them. However, as discussed before, the complexity
would be exponentially increased with the increment of attribute numbers. For example,
in the case of four attributes (e.g. price, type, size and distance of an apartment), there
would be 80 possible category titles (e.g. “cheaper”, “bigger”, “different type”, “cheaper
but farther”, etc.). It is hence time-consuming when deciding which categories should be
presented and which products they contain. We called this strategy top-down method,
given that it firsts determines categories and then search for satisfying products.
Due to its computational complexity, we have switched to the bottom-up approach,
which is in an opposite direction, first identifying the set of products that need to be
organized, and then group them into different categories each of which contains prod-
ucts with similar characteristics. By applying the existing data mining algorithm, the
objective of our organization interfaces could be more efficiently achieved compared to
the top-down method.
Association Rule Mining
In the domains of user modeling and decision aid, different data mining algorithms have
been investigated and employed for different adaptive applications [FMCL06]. For exam-
ple, k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [FBS75] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [CST00]
algorithms have become popular collaborative filtering methods to compute recommen-
dations based on the rates of other like-minded people [SKKR01, XDX06]. Neural net-
work has also been used for classification in order to group together users with similar
tastes [BLP+03].
We have chosen association rule miner [AIS93], mainly due to its efficiency and
suitability for us to produce category candidates representative of alternative data, and
its scalability for us to control the number of attributes and number of products contained
by each category.
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Association rule learners are usually used to discover elements that co-occur fre-
quently within a data set consisting of multiple independent selections of elements (such
as purchasing transactions), and to discover rules, such as implication or correlation,
which relate co-occurring elements. Questions such as “if a customer purchases product
A, how likely is she to purchase product B?” and “what products will a customer buy
if she buys products C and D?” can be answered by the association mining algorithms.
This application is also known as market basket analysis. As with most data mining
techniques, the task is to reduce a potentially huge amount of information to a small
and understandable set of statistically supported patterns.
The Apriori algorithm, an association rule miner, has been most popularly used to
resolve the market-basket analysis problem. Given a set of itemsets (for instance, sets of
retail transactions, each listing individual items purchased), the algorithm attempts to
find subsets which are common to at least a minimum number (the cutoff, or confidence
threshold) of the itemsets. Apriori uses a “bottom up” approach, where frequent subsets
are extended one item at a time (a step known as candidate generation), and groups
of candidates are tested against the data. More precisely, it is a multi-pass algorithm,
where in the k-th pass, all large itemsets of cardinality k are computed. Initially, frequent
itemsets are determined, which are sets of items that have at least a predefined minimum
support. Then during each new pass those itemsets that exceed the minimum support
threshold are extended.
The standard measures to assess association rules are the support and the confidence,
both of which are computed from the support of certain item sets.
Support of an Item Set. Let T be the set of all transactions under consideration, e.g.,
the set of all “baskets” or “carts” of products bought by the customers of a supermarket
on a given day. The support of an item set S is the percentage of those transactions in
which T contain S. In the supermarket example, this is the number of “baskets” that
contain a given set S of products, for example S = {bread,wine, cheese}. If U is the set
of all transactions that contain all items in S, then
support(S) =
|U |
|T | × 100%
 4.3
where |U | and |T | are the number of elements in U and T , respectively. For example, if
a customer buys the setX = {milk, bread, apples, wine, sausages, cheese, onions, potatoes}
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then S is obviously a subset of X, hence X is in U . If there are 318 customers and 242
of them buy such a set X or a similar one that contains S, then support(S) = 76.1%.
Confidence of an Association Rule. The confidence of a rule “R = {(A and B) →
C}” is the support of the set of all items that appear in the rule divided by the support





More intuitively, the confidence of a rule is the number of cases in which the rule
is correct relative to the number of cases in which it is applicable. For example, let
“R = {(wine and bread)→ cheese}”. If a customer buys wine and bread, then the rule
is applicable and it says that she can be expected to buy cheese. If she does not buy
wine or does not buy bread or buys neither, then the rule is not applicable and thus
(obviously) does not say anything about this customer.
Category Generation by Apriori
In our algorithm, we based on user preferences to define the Apriori’s input patterns
(i.e. called tradeoff vectors) and to select the most preference-relevant ones among its
outputted options.
Each tradeoff vector (reflecting the differences between one of the remaining products
and the top candidate) is equivalent to the shopping basket for a single “customer”, and
the individual attribute difference (i.e. (attribute, improved/compromised)) corresponds
to an item in this basket. Through the Apriori algorithm, a set of category patterns can
be discovered as association rules of the form A => B (e.g. {(cheaper, bigger) =>
(heavier, slower)}). Each produced pattern is returned with a support value referring to
the percentage of products that satisfy it.
We set the default cutoff value of support as 10%, meaning that the number of prod-
ucts contained by each category must be at least 10% of all remaining recommendations.
We also set the Apriori’s option “maximal number of items per set” to 3 in order to limit
the number of attributes involved in each category title up to three.
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4.4.2 Category Selection by Tradeoff Utility
The Apriori algorithm will likely produce a large amount of category patterns since a
product can belong to more than one category given that it has different subsets of
(attribute, improved/compromised) pairs shared by different groups of products, so it
comes to the problem of how to select the most prominent categories presented to users.
Instead of simply depending on the pattern’s support value to make the selection (as the
dynamic critiquing method does [RMMS04, RMMS05]), we focus on user preferences to
perform the filtering process. More specifically, all category candidates are first ranked
according to their tradeoff utilities (i.e. gains against losses relative to the top candi-
date and user preferences) in terms of both the patterns (i.e. category titles) and their
associated products:
TradeoffUtility(C) = TitleUtility(C)× ProductUtility(SR(C))
 4.5
where C denotes the current category (a set of (attribute, improved/compromised)







which computes the weighted sum of tradeoff properties that C contains. In this
formula, w(attributei) is the weight of attributei, and tradeoffi is default set as 0.75 if









which is the average product utility (see the WADD Formula 3.11) of the products
belonging to C. Additionally, all products within each category are ranked by their
exchange rates with the top candidate, meaning that the products with higher exchange




We now give concrete algorithm steps, which include the above elementary processes and
optimize the objectives of all design principles. The top level of the algorithm can be
described in four primary steps: modeling user preferences based on the multi-attribute
utility theory (MAUT); generating all possible categories by the Apriori algorithm; se-
lecting a few prominent categories not only with higher tradeoff utilities with the top
candidate but also with higher diversity degree between each other; ranking the rec-
ommended products within each category by their exchanges rates; and incrementally
refining user preferences (see Figure 4.3 for the algorithm’s data flow diagram). A re-
sulting sample of the organization algorithm can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The sample of preference-based organization interface.
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Step 1: Model user preferences based on MAUT
Similar to the preference modeling in example critiquing recommender agents (Chapter
2), the organization algorithm is also based on the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT)
under the additive independence assumption to model user preferences. Formally, it is
a weighted additive form of value functions over all products: U(〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉) =∑n
i=1wiVi(xi) where Vi is the value function for each participating attribute Ai, and wi
is the importance (i.e. weight) of Ai relative to other attributes. U is hence the utility
score (i.e. satisfying degree) of each product (〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉).
Suggest default preferences. As for the attributes the user did not state any pref-
erences initially, we added default preferences to potentially reflect them in the category
titles so as to stimulate preference articulation. For example, in the digital camera prod-
uct domain, the default preferences are that users are moderately price sensitive and
prefer higher resolutions and more memories. For the nominal attribute such as brand,
it is assumed to be indifferent if the user has not stated a preference on it.
Step 2: Generate all possible categories to organize recommended products
by Apriori
By the weighted additive utility formula, all of the products can be ranked. If there is
a huge amount of available products, they are cut down by combined strategies of EBA
and WADD (see Section 3.4.3) to remain a small set of k products (k = 50) that are
best matching the user-stated and/or system-suggested preferences.
Among all of the best products, the top one will be returned as the top candidate,
and each of the other remaining products will be first converted into a tradeoff vector
comprising a set of (attribute, tradeoff property (improved/compromised)) pairs before
using the Apriori to categorize them. Each (attribute, tradeoff property) pair indicates
whether the attribute of the product is improved (denoted as ↑) or compromised (denoted
as ↓) compared to the same attribute of the top candidate. The tradeoff property for each
attribute is concretely determined by the user’s stated preference or default suggested
direction.
For example, if a user did not specify any preference on the notebook’s processor
speed, we assign improved (if faster) or compromised (if slower) to a product’s processor
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speed when it is compared with the top candidate. We believe that involving suggested
preferences in category generation could potentially help users learn more knowledge
about the product domain and prompt them to accumulate more hidden preferences if
they appear in the selected category titles. Combined with the user-stated preferences, a
notebook’s tradeoff vector can be represented as (price, ↑), (processor speed, ↓), (memory,
↓), (hard drive size, ↑), (display size, ↑), (weight, ↓), meaning that this notebook has a
lower price, more hard drive capacity and larger display size, but slower processor speed,
less memory and heavier weight, than the top recommended notebook.
Thus, a tradeoff vector describes how the current product is different from the top
candidate in terms of its advantages and disadvantages. To discover the recurring and
representative subsets of (attribute, tradeoff property) pairs within all of the tradeoff
vectors, we further apply the Apriori algorithm as introduced in Section 4.4.1. The
(attribute, tradeoff property) pair is called an item in the Apriori algorithm. After all
tradeoff vectors are used as input to the Apriori, we obtain the frequent item sets in terms
of their tradeoff potentials underlying all of the considered products. The algorithm also
provides various parameters enabling us to control the number of tradeoff attributes (up
to 3) comprised in each returned pattern and the percentage of products (at least 10%
of all alternatives) contained by each category (Design Principles 2 and 4).
At this point, all recommended products can be organized into different categories
and each category be represented by a title, e.g. “these products are cheaper and bigger,
but heavier and with slower processor speed”, explaining the similar tradeoff properties
of products that this category includes.
Step 3: Favor categories with higher tradeoff utilities and diversity degrees
As discussed in the previous section, the category selection conducted among Apriori
outputs is mainly determined by its tradeoff utility (formula 4.5), which indicates how
well the category is adaptive to the user model in terms of its title and associated
products. Intuitively, a category possessing higher tradeoff utility offers products with
potentially more gains than losses relative to the top candidate. Thus presenting this
category is more likely to stimulate users to consider selecting them and thus improve
their decision quality.
Moreover, we further eliminated the strictly dominated categories and increased the
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diversity degree among selected ones, because similar items are limited to add much
useful value to users (see Section 4.3.2). Formally, each category’s tradeoff utility is
additionally multiplied by a diversity degree:
F (C) = TradeoffUtility(C)×Diversity(C, SC)
 4.8
where SC denotes the set of categories selected thus far. During the selection process,
the category with the highest tradeoff utility will be initially selected as the first presented
one. The subsequent category is selected if it has the highest value of F (C) in the
remaining non-selected categories. The selection process will end when the desired k
categories have been determined (k = 4 according to Principle 3).
The diversity degree of C is concretely calculated as the minimal local diversity of
C with all categories in the SC set. The local diversity of two categories (C and Ci in
SC) is defined by two factors: the title diversity and the product set diversity:




The title diversity computes the degree of difference between the two category titles
(C and Ci), respectively defined as a set of (attribute, improved/compromised) pairs:
TitleDiv(C,Ci) = 1− |C ∩ Ci||C|
 4.10
The product set diversity measures the overlap degree of recommended products
contained by the two compared categories:
ProductDiv(C,Ci) = 1− |SR(C) ∩ SR(Ci)||SR(C)|
 4.11
where SR(C) and SR(Ci) respectively represents the set of recommended items in-
cluded in category C and Ci.
After the category selection process, the products within each selected category are
further ranked by their exchange rates. As explained in Section 4.3.3, the exchange
rate motivates a user to consider alternative choices. The top six ranked products are
displayed along with the category title in the organization interface (see Figure 4.2).
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Step 4: Incrementally refine user preferences
In the preference-based organization interface generated by the above steps, whenever a
user has selected one of products in a presented category as a new reference for further
tradeoff navigation (critiquing process), her preferences will be automatically refined
according to her choice of category features. Specifically, the weight (i.e. relative impor-
tance) of improved attribute(s) that appears in the category title will be increased by β,
and the weight of compromised one(s) will be decreased by β (β is default set as 0.25).
All attributes’ preferred values will also be updated based on the new reference product.
Therefore, the incremental refinement of the user’s preferences can be kept by the
system to increase the accuracy of its recommendations. In the next round of organi-
zation generation, the user’s refined preferences will be based to produce a new set of
categories that might guide the user to be closer to her target choice.
4.5 Applications
In nature, the preference-based organization method can actively perform as two major
roles: explaining the recommending reasoning of displayed items; and stimulating users
to consider hidden needs and possible tradeoff directions to obtain better choices.
4.5.1 Recommendation Explanations
Each presented category title essentially details the representative tradeoff properties
shared by a set of recommended products by comparing them with the top candidate.
Therefore, it can be regarded as an explanation approach to exposing the recommen-
dation opportunities and presenting the reason of why the corresponding products are
computed and recommended to the user.
In Chapter 2, we have discussed the importance of explanations for recommender
systems. In fact, when users face the difficulty of choosing the right product to purchase,
the ability to explain why the recommended products are presented and convince them
to buy a proposed item is an important goal of any recommender systems in e-commerce
environments.
We have designed the organization interface with purpose of producing an alternative
and potentially more effective way of explaining recommendations. As mentioned before,
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Determine the next n items and compute their 
tradeoff vectors relative to the top candidate 
Digital camera 1: {(price, ↑), (megapixels, ↓), (screen size, ↓), 
(weight, ↑) ...}; 
Digital camera 2: {(price, ↓), (optical zoom, ↑), (flash 
memory, ↓), (depth, ↑) ...}; 
etc. 
Select prominent categories with overall higher 
tradeoff utilities and diversity degrees 
1. {(price, ↑), (megapixels, ↓), (weight, ↑)}; 
2. {(price, ↓), (megapixels, ↑), (screen size, ↑)}; 
3. {(weight, ↑), (depth, ↑), (flash memory, ↓)}; 
4. {(optical zoom, ↑), (weight, ↓), (depth, ↓)} 
Rank recommendations within a given category in 
favor of higher exchange rates 
Determine the top candidate 
Display the top candidate, chosen 
categories as well as the items in each 
category (Figure 4.2) 
Generate all possible categories using the Apriori 
algorithm 
Category 1: {(price, ↑), (weight, ↑), (optical zoom, ↓)}; 
Category 2: {(megapixels, ↑), (screen size, ↑), (price, ↓)}; 
Category 3: …… 
etc. 
Exclude dominated categories 
Favor {(price, ↑), (weight, ↑), (optical zoom, ↓)} over  
{(price, ↓), (weight, ↑), (optical zoom, ↓)}; 
Favor {(megapixels, ↑), (screen size, ↑), (depth, ↓)} over 
{(megapixels, ↑), (screen size, ↓), (depth, ↓)}  
etc. 
The top candidate is generated based on 
the user’s currently stated preferences and 
system-suggested ones on un-stated 
attributes. 
These n items are generated based on the 
user’s preferences and system 
suggestions. 
Important notations: ↑ means an 
improvement in value and ↓ means a 
sacrifice in attribute value.  
Important notations: 
(weight, ↑) refers to lighter digital 
cameras, and  (optical zoom, ↓) refers to 
cameras with smaller optical zoom. 
Important notations: 
Dominance relationship applies to two 
categories of the same cardinality; 
eliminate the dominated category. 
Important notations: 
Higher tradeoff utility: the category title 
and associated products have overall 
stronger tradeoff benefits. 
Higher diversity degree: the selected 
categories are diverse between each other 
in terms of both titles and contained 
products. 
Important notations: 
Higher exchange rate: the product has 
potentially more gains than losses 
compared to the top candidate. 
Refine user preferences for next round of 
recommendations if needed 
Important notations: 
It is done whenever the user did not the 
quit the system and is interested in 
reviewing more recommended items. 
Figure 4.3: Step-by-step data flow diagram of the organization algorithm.
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the popular explanation method in current e-commerce websites and decision support
systems is adding a “why” component along with each recommended product [Shi01,
McS05]. The component contains the reason of why and how the item is retrieved. In
our previous version of example critiquing systems, we also used such approach. All of
examples are shown in a list view, and each of them is accompanied by a “why” tooptip
explaining its ranking reason and its tradeoff pros and cons relative to the top candidate.
However, we have later found that this explanation method may be limited to in-
crease users’ understanding of all recommendations and to improve their performance
of comparing different products in order to make a quick choice. Additionally, we found
that the explanation is likely highly associated with user trust in a recommender system’s
competence, which would further influence their behavior intentions such as intention to
purchase a product or intention to return to the system for future search (see the survey
results in Chapter 8: Experiment 4).
Therefore, in order to establish a potentially long-term relationship between the
user and the recommender system given the explanation impact, we have proposed the
organization technique to categorize recommended products into different groups and
explain a group of products with a category title, rather than explaining each product
one by one. In order to understand whether the organization method can be more
effective in building users’ competence-inspired subjective constructs, we have conducted
a significant-scale comparative user study to compare it with the traditional “why”-based
list view.
The detailed experiment procedure and result analysis will be presented in Chapter
8. Here we briefly summarize the main findings. Experimental results showed that the
organization-based explanation method can significantly increase users’ perception of the
system’s competence, and furthermore effectively inspire uses’ intention to save cognitive
effort and use the system again in the future. Further analysis of users’ comments made
reasons explicit. Many users considered it well structured and easier to compare products
from different categories or in one category. Grouping the results allowed them to find
the location of a product matching their needs more quickly than the ungrouped display.
It was also accepted as a good idea to label each category to distinguish it from others.
Thus, the results from this empirical study strongly support the explanatory advantage
of the preference-based organization interface in increasing users’ competence perception
and trusting intentions.
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4.5.2 Suggested Critiques for Tradeoff Navigation
Besides as recommendation explanation, the preference-based organization method can
also perform as an approach to guiding and stimulating users to make tradeoffs, which
function is inherently similar to the system-suggested critiquing method (i.e. suggesting
a set of critiques that users may be prepared to make). As a matter of fact, since each
category title carries some tradeoff properties with both improved and compromised
attributes, it indicates a tradeoff direction (a critique suggestion) that the user might be
interested to further explore. For example, after she saw the products that “have faster
processor speed and longer battery life, although they are slightly more expensive”, she
might change to that direction from the top candidate given that she realized that the
processor speed is more important than the price to her, or she likes “longer battery life”
although she did not recognize this need before. The category title hence stimulates the
user to consider tradeoff-making or uncover hidden preferences.
In the previous chapter about example critiquing recommender agents, we have shown
that simple or complex tradeoff navigations can potentially guide users to accumulate
more true preferences and achieve better choices. We have also identified the differences
of two main types of critiquing aids that support tradeoff process: one is proposing
a set of critiques that users may be prepared to select (system-suggested critiquing)
[BHY97, RMMS04], and another is stimulating users to create and compose critiques
themselves such as the user-initiated example critiquing support. One weakness we
found with traditional system-proposed critique generations is that they are limited in
suggesting accurate critiques matching users’ desired tradeoff criteria.
More concretely, in original implementations such as FindeMe systems, critiques are
usually pre-designed by the system based on the system’s knowledge about the product
domain [BHY96, BHY97]. Since the suggested critiques are static and fixed within a
user’s whole interaction session, they may not reflect the user’s changing needs as well
as the status of currently available products. For instance, a critique would continue to
be presented as an option to the user despite the fact that the user may have already
declined it or there is no product in the remaining dataset satisfying it.
An alternative approach was to dynamically generating the set of critique sug-
gestions dependent on the properties of current alternatives. The data mining tech-
nique was applied by the dynamic critiquing system to discover frequent and recurring
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sets of value differences between the current recommendation and remaining products
[RMMS04, RMMS05]. However, its critique selection process was purely based on sup-
port values of critique candidates, rather than taking user preferences into account. For
example, the critique “Different Manufacture, Lower Resolution and Cheaper” is pro-
posed only if there are a lower percentage of products satisfying it, without consideration
of whether it would interest the user or not.
In order to respect user preferences in the proposed critiques, Zhang and Pu have
proposed an approach to adapting the generation of compound critiques to user pref-
erence models based on the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [ZP06]. However,
relative to the dynamic critiquing approach, this method is limited in exposing much
info of remaining products since each MAUT-based compound critique only corresponds
to one product. In addition, it does not provide diversity among critiques, and each
critique holds too many tradeoff attributes that may cause information overload.
Thus, our preference-based organization method can be regarded as a way of retaining
the above approaches’ advantages while compensating for their limitations. It not only
applies the data mining technique to produce category patterns (compound critiques)
representative of the remaining data set (the set of alternatives except the top candidate),
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but also selects prominent ones that are adaptive to the user’s current preferences and
potential needs (with default preferences we suggested on unstated attributes). More-
over, the critiques and their associated products are diversified to potentially assist users
in refining and accumulating their preferences more efficiently. The user’s preference
model is also automatically updated to reflect her changing needs in the generation of
critique suggestions. Indeed, we believe that the involvement of user preferences into cri-
tique generation might be quite helpful to increase the prediction accuracy of suggested
critiques in mapping the user’s intended criteria.
Table 4.1 summarizes the main differences between the preference-based organization
algorithm and the other typical system-suggested critique generation methods.
4.6 Summary
We proposed a preference-based organization algorithm and corresponding interface de-
sign in this chapter. We first presented a set of principles based on which the actual
algorithm development was performed. Three target goals were then introduced, in-
cluding preference-based tradeoff titles to explain possible tradeoff directions, diversity
consideration among categories to show various options, and exchange-rate based ranking
mechanism of products to give potential tradeoff benefits.
We then introduced the detailed algorithm setup, first emphasizing on an associa-
tion mining tool we applied in our approach to categorize products, and user-preference
focused category selection strategy. Four concrete steps were then given to explain how
we modeled user preferences, how we organized products with the data mining tool to
produce all possible categories, how we selected prominent ones and made them as di-
verse as possible, and how we incrementally refined user model. We finally indicated two
primary applications of the preference-based organization interface in a recommender
system: recommendation explanations and critique suggestions for guiding tradeoff nav-






So far, we have introduced two main technologies we developed to assist users in resolv-
ing preference conflicts, making tradeoff navigations and understanding recommender
reasoning. One is called the example critiquing support that returns to users exam-
ples including partial satisfied solutions and allows users to create and compose various
types of critiquing criteria based on a reference example. Another technique is called the
preference-based organization interface, that mainly aims to explain the computational
reason of displayed recommended examples and reveal to users the possible tradeoff di-
rections so as to guide them for a more accurate choice. In this chapter, we will discuss
how we combined them into a so called hybrid critiquing system with the purpose of
keeping their respective strengths while making them compensate for each other.
5.2 Example Critiquing plus Dynamic Critiquing
The motivation of developing a hybrid system was originally driven by the experimental
results from real-user studies of comparing two types of critiquing aids: system-suggested
critiques and user-initiated critiquing support (see experiment details in Chapter 7).
The main advantage of system-suggested critiques, as discussed in Chapter 3, is that
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it can expose to users the recommendation opportunities that exist in the remaining
candidates in order to avoid retrieval failure, and potentially assist users in making a
quick choice if the critiques correspond well to their intended tradeoff criteria. However,
it is also revealed that users may be restrained from creating their own critiquing criteria
and viewing tradeoff alternatives in traditional system-suggested critiquing interfaces
[BHY96, RMMS04].
In order to in depth understand their respective practical strengths, we have eval-
uated and compared two concrete critiquing systems: example critiquing and dynamic
critiquing via a user study. The experiment showed that the example critiquing system
achieved better results in terms of users’ decision accuracy, cognitive effort and decision
confidence. However, some users (36.1%) still preferred the dynamic critiquing interface,
since they found it intuitive to use, straightforward for making critiques, and particularly,
the critique suggestions motivated them to think about tradeoff decisions (see Chapter
7: Experiment 2). A follow-up study exclusive of their differences on critiquing coverage
further verified the respective pros of user-initiated critiquing aid and system-suggested
critiques: the former allows higher level of user control and confidence perception, and
the latter method benefits in knowledge exposition and effort-saving.
Therefore, based on these empirical findings, we decided to develop a hybrid critiquing
system that combines the user-initiated example critiquing support with the system-
suggested dynamic critiquing interface. We believe that with the hybrid system, people
can not only obtain knowledge of the product domain and easily perform critiquing via
the proposed critiques, but also have the opportunity to freely compose and combine
critiques on their own if necessary with the aid of the self-initiated critiquing support.
Thus, users’ decision performance and subjective perceptions might be both improved
to reach a high level.
Figure 5.1 shows one concrete design: the dynamic critiquing interface is combined
with the example critiquing facility on the same screen. The suggested critiques are listed
under the current recommendation and the bottom of the interface is the self-motivated
critiquing area with functions to facilitate different types of critiquing modality (e.g.
similarity-based, quality-based, or quantity-based) and critiquing units (e.g. unit or
compound critiques). Note here that it does not display the unit critiquing part from
the dynamic critiquing interface (see Figure 2.7) since this function is included by the
example critiquing panel.
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Figure 6. A hybrid critiquing interface combining system-suggested compound critiques and user-
initiated critiquing facility. 
We randomly recruited 18 new volunteers from the same population range as trial 1 and 2. Each 
of them was required to evaluate one system: the hybrid critiquing with user task of “find a 
product you could purchase if given the opportunity”. Each participant was randomly assigned 
one product domain (tablet PC or digital camera) to search. After the choice was made, the 
participant was asked to fill in a post-study questionnaire about her perceived cognitive effort, 
decision confidence, and trusting intentions. Then her objective decision accuracy was measured 
by revealing all products to the participant to determine whether she prefers another product in 
the catalog or stands by the choice just made with the hybrid critiquing system.  
5.4.2. Results Analysis 
Critiquing Application  
Among the 18 participants, 88.9% have conducted self-initiated critiquing and 44.4% picked the 
suggested compound critiques at lease once. On average, the application time of user-initiated 
critiquing per user is 2.5 against 1.1 of system-suggested compound critiques (t = 2.11, p < 0.01 
by paired-samples t-test). In addition, around 36% of user-initiated critiques were compound 
critiques that maximally involved 7 features at a time, 55.6% were unit critiques (one feature to 
be improved or compromised) and 8.9% were without concrete criteria (similarity-based 
critiquing).  
Figure 7 illustrates the critiquing application frequency on a per cycle basis. The left vertical axis 
is the number of users who applied system-suggested compound critiques or user-initiated 
critiquing facility in the corresponding cycle. It refers to those people who did not stop before 
that cycle and continued making critiques. The right axis is the aggregated decision accuracy. It 
can be observed that during 84.6% (11 out 13) of maximal critiquing cycles, the number of users 
who created critiques on their own is all more than or equal to the number of ones picking 
suggested compound critiques. 





critiquing facility (for 
creating unit or 
compound critiques) 
Figure 5.1: One design of the hybrid critiquing interface that combines system-suggested
compound critiques and the user-initiated critiquing facility.
Thus, in such kind of hybrid critiquing interface, users can freely choose to pick the
proposed compound critiques or create their own critiquing criteria. For example, when a
user is looking for some products with higher r solution and more opti al zoom relative to
the current recommended digital camera, if one of the suggested critiques exactly matches
such condition, she can undoubtedly select it; otherwise, she can choose to specify these
criteria in the bottom self-initiated critiquing panel, by improving the resolution and
optical zoom simultaneously and optionally selecting exact value improvements. She
can also choose to compromise some of other attributes that are less important to her
to guarantee the intended gains.
After each critiquing process, a set of tradeoff alternatives that best match the user’s
critiques will be returned for her to compare. The search algorithm is accordingly chosen
to adapt to the type of critiques she made. Formally, it applies similarity and compati-
bility selection measures if the dynamically suggested critique is picked [RMMS05], and
employs EBA plu WADD ranking m chanism if the user specifies her own critiques in
the example critiquing panel (see Chapter 3). Among the recommended items, if the
user finds her target choice, she can proceed to check out. Otherwise, if she likes one
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product but wants something improved, she can come back to the hybrid critiquing page
to resume a new critiquing cycle.
Discussion. One issue we encountered while designing the hybrid critiquing interface
was about the display order of the two types of critiquing facilities: whether the system-
suggested critiques are above or below the user-initiated critiquing area. A pilot interview
was conducted to test users’ preferred order, and most of them commented that they
favored first seeing the critique suggestions since if there is no suggested critique matching
their desires, they will then consider to build critiques themselves.
5.3 Example Critiquing plus Preference-based Organization
The development of the preference-based organization, as an alternative method of system-
suggested critique generation method, drove us to compare its algorithm accuracy with
the traditional algorithms, especially the dynamic critiquing approach, given that they
are both based on the association mining technique, while our method is user-preference-
focused and dynamic critiquing is purely date-driven. A simulation trial showed that
the preference-based organization algorithm could reach a higher level of critique predic-
tion accuracy compared to other related methods including static critiques (i.e. FindMe
[BHY96]), dynamic critiquing [RMMS04] and MAUT-based compound critiques [ZP06],
and even more likely allow users to target their best choice with fewer amount of inter-
action effort (see Chapter 8: Experiment 6).
A follow-up user evaluation of the previous hybrid critiquing version further indicated
that although the hybrid interface can positively affect users’ subjective perceptions such
as their decision confidence and trusting intentions, users still more actively applied the
example critiquing facility to build and compose critiques, implying that the dynamic
critiquing method is limited in predicting critiques that users were prepared to make,
which is likely owing to its purely data-driven selection mechanism.
Therefore, we have determined to develop a new hybrid critiquing-based recommender
system by replacing the dynamic critiquing based critique suggestions with ones pro-
duced by the preference-based organization algorithm. Moreover, the new interface de-
sign is also different from the original one, in that multiple sample products that satisfy
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the suggested critique are recommended along with the critique, rather than only show-
ing critique suggestions without actual products included as in the dynamic critiquing
interface. This design was actually favored by most of interviewed uses because it can
more likely save their interaction effort and accelerate product comparison.
Figure 5.2 shows screen shots of the new hybrid system of combining the preference-
based organization interface and the user-initiated example critiquing support. After
a user specifies her initial preferences, the preference-based organization interface will
be first shown with four categories under the top candidate (see Figure 5.2:a). Each
category is represented by a title (compound critique) in a conversational style (e.g.
“These products have cheaper price and longer battery life, although they have slightly
lower processor speed”), followed by a set of recommended products (up to 6) that
belong to this category. Therefore, the title can not only explain to the user the reason
of recommending these products, but also indicate a tradeoff direction that the user
might be interested to follow as her critiquing criteria to the top candidate.
Additionally, along with the top candidate, there is a button labelled “self specify
your own critiquing criteria”. If there is no suggested critique or product interesting
the user in the organization interface, the user can click this button to come to the self-
initiated critiquing panel to freely create critiques by themselves (see Figure 5.2:b). On
the other hand, along with each recommended product within the category, the user can
click a button “Better Features” 1, if she prefers the product but still would like to see
more options with some better features. In this case, a new round of critiquing will be
invoked and a new set of preference-based critique suggestions relative to the selected
product will be shown.
Here we give a detailed procedure of how a user typically interacts with this hybrid
critiquing system. A user initially starts her search by specifying one or any number
of preferences in a query area. Each preference is composed of one acceptable attribute
value and its relative importance (i.e. weight). The weight ranges over five values, from
1 “least important” to 5 “most important”. A preference structure is hence a set of
(attribute value, weight) pairs of all participating attributes, as required by the MAUT-
based user model. After a user specifies her initial preferences, the best matching product
will be computed and returned at the top, followed by a set of suggested critiques and
1Note: the tradeoff button label was changed from “Value Comparison” (in Figure 3.5) to “Better
Features” according to interviewed users’ comments.
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a. The preference-based organization interface with critique suggestions  
and associated sample products. 
 
b. The user-initiated example critiquing interface. 
Figure 2. The screenshots of Pref-ORG and EC both implemented in the prototype system. 
If suggested 
critiques and 
products do not 
interest the user in 
the organization 
interface, she 
could switch to 
create critiques 
herself by clicking 
the button 
“Specify your 
own criteria for 
‘Better Features’” 
Figure 5.2: The hybrid system of combining preference-based organization interface and
user-initiated example critiquing support.
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sample products returned by the preference-based organization algorithm. If the user
is interested in one of the suggested critiques, she could click “Show All” to see more
products under the critique. Among all of the products, the user can either choose one
as her final choice, or select a near-target and click “Better Features” to start a new
round of critiquing. In the latter case, the user’s preference model will be automatically
refined to respect her current needs.
If no critique and product interests the user in the organization interface, she could
switch to make self-motivated critiquing in the example critiquing interface where the
user can freely create unit or compound critiques on any combination of multiple features
simultaneously. After she creates her own critiques, the system will also refine the user’s
preference model and return a set of tradeoff alternatives that best match her self-
specified critiquing criteria. Among these products, she either makes the final choice or
proceeds to conduct any further critiques based on a reference product.
The action of selecting products in the preference-based organization interface or
making self-initiated critiquing completes one cycle of interaction, and it continues as
long as the user wants to refine the results.
Discussion. It then comes to the question of how real-users perform in such kind
of hybrid critiquing-based recommender systems. We conducted two user studies to
evaluate it. One was comparing it with the the originally proposed hybrid version:
example critiquing plus dynamic critiquing, and another was comparing it with the “list-
view” based example critiquing where recommended examples are shown in a ranked
list, not in an organized view. In Chapter 9, we will show the outperforming behavior
of the combination of example critiquing and preference-based organization in improving
on users’ subjective perceptions as well as objective decision performance.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have attempted to combine the strengths from both system-suggested
critiques and user-initiated critiquing aid into a hybrid system (see Figure 5.3). The idea
was motivated by real-users’ comments and their actual behavior respectively in the two
types of critiquing supports. We first introduced a hybrid version that combines example
critiquing and dynamic critiquing approaches on the same screen. A later design was to
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Intuitive; 
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Feel in control; 
Flexible; 
More critiquing options; 





System-suggested critiques       plus         User-initiated critiquing 
Figure 5.3: The combination of strengths from system-suggested critiques and user-
intiated critiquing aid into the hybrid system.
replace the dynamic critiquing with the preference-based organization interface given its
user-focused critique generation ability as well as the explanation function.
From the next Chapter, we will start to describe how we evaluated these systems.
Most of experiments were conducted involving real-users to participate, in order to mea-






We first introduce the evaluation framework on which most of our experiments were based
to assess participants’ objective performance and subjective opinions. As a matter of
fact, identifying the appropriate criteria for evaluating the true benefits of a recommender
system is a challenging issue. We have found that most of related work purely focused
on users’ objective performance such as their interaction cycles and task completion
time [MRMS05]. Few attention has been paid to what decision accuracy the user can
actually achieve while using the system to make a choice, and how much “subjective
effort” the user perceived in processing information in addition to objective effort she
quantitatively consumed. Moreover, given that the recommender system is a popular
application in the e-commerce environment, the consumer trust should be also included
as a key standard for assessing the system, such as whether it could significantly help to
increase users’ competence-inspired trust and furthermore their behavioral intention to
purchase a product or intention to return to it for repeated uses.
6.2 Decision Accuracy and Decision Effort
The relationship between decision accuracy and decision effort has long been studied in
the domain of decision theory.
According to [PBJ93], two key considerations that underly a user’s decision strategy
selection are: the accuracy of a strategy in yielding a “good” decision, and the cognitive
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effort required of a strategy in making a decision. All else being equal, decision makers
prefer more accurate choices and less effortful choices. Unfortunately, strategies yielding
more accurate choices are often more effortful (such as weighted additive rule), and easy
strategies can sometimes yield lower levels of accuracy (e.g. elimination-by-aspects).
Therefore, they view strategy selection to be the result of a compromise between the
desire to make the most correct decision and the desire to minimize effort. Typically,
when alternatives are numerous and difficult to compare, like when the complexity of the
decision environment is high, decision makers are usually willing to settle for imperfect
accuracy of their decisions in return for a reduction in effort. The observation is well
supported by [BJP90, Shu80] and consistent with the idea of bounded rationality [Sim55].
A standard assumption in past research on decision support systems is that decision
makers who are provided with decisions aids that have adequate information processing
capabilities will use these tools to analyze problems in greater depth and, as a result,
make better decisions [HS96, HT00]. However, empirical studies showed that because
feedback on effort expenditure tends to be immediate while feedback on accuracy is
subject to delay and ambiguity, the use of decision aids does not necessarily enhance
decision making quality, but merely leads individuals to reduce effort [EH78, BN90].
Given this mixed evidence, it can not be assumed that the use of interaction decision
aids will definitely lead to increased users’ decision quality. Thus, an open question to
our developed recommender systems is that whether they could enable users to reach
the optimal level of accuracy under the acceptable amount of effort users are willing to
exert during their interaction with the system.
Figure 6.1: The accuracy-effort measures and relationship addressed in our experiments.
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6.2.1 Objective and Perceived Decision Accuracy
In related work, decision accuracy has been measured adaptive to different experimen-
tal situations or purposes. in Payne et al.’s simulations, the accuracy of a particular
heuristic strategy was defined by comparing its produced choice against the standard of
a normative model like the weighted additive rule (WADD) [PBJ93]. The performance
measures of precision and recall have been commonly applied to test an information
retrieval system’s accuracy based on a set of ground truths (previously collected items
that are relevant the user’s information need) [Bol77]. In the condition of user experi-
ence researches, Ha¨ubl and Trifts suggested three indicators of a user’s decision quality:
increased probability of a non-dominated alternative selected for purchase, reduced prob-
ability of switching to another alternative after making the initial purchase decision, and
a higher degree of confidence in purchase decisions [HT00]. In our case, we considered
two facets: objective decision accuracy and perceived accuracy.
Objective Decision Accuracy. It is defined as the quantitative accuracy a user
can eventually achieve by using the assigned decision system to make a chioce. More
specifically, it can be measured by the fraction of participants whose final option found
with the decision tool agrees with the target option that they find after reviewing all
available options in an oﬄine setting. This procedure is known as the switching task.
Switching refers to whether a user switches to another choice of product after reviewing
all products instead of standing by the choice made with the tool. In our experiments,
the “switching” task was supported by both sorting and comparison facilities. Subjects
were encouraged to switch whenever they saw an alternative they preferred over their
initial choice.
A lower switching fraction, thus, means that the decision system allows higher deci-
sion accuracy since most users are able to find their best choice with it. On the contrary,
a higher switching fraction implies that the system is not very capable of guiding users to
obtain what they truly want. For expensive products, such inaccurate tools may cause
both financial damage and emotional burden to a decision maker.
Perceived Accuracy. Besides objective accuracy, we also measured the degree of
accuracy users subjectively perceived while using the system, which is also called decision
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confidence in some literatures [PK04]. The confidence judgment is important since it
would be likely associated with users’ competence perception of the system or even their
intention to purchase the chosen product. The variable is concretely assessed either by
asking subjects to express any opinions on the interface or directly requiring them to
rate a statement like “I am confident that the product I just ‘purchased’ is really the best
choice for me” on a Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.
6.2.2 Objective and Perceived Decision Effort
According to the accuracy-effort framework [PBJ93], another important criterion of eval-
uating a decision system’s benefit is the amount of decision effort users expend to make
their choice. So far, the most common measure appearing in related literatures is the
number of interaction cycles or task time that the user actually took while using the
tool to reach an option that she believes to be the target option. For example, session
length (the number of recommendation cycles) was regarded as an importance factor of
distinguishing the dynamic critiquing system with its compared work like FindMe inter-
faces [MRMS05]. In our user studies, we not only measured how much objective effort
users actually consumed, but also their perceived cognitive effort, which we hope would
indicate the amount of subjective effort people exert.
Objective Effort. In most of our experiments, the objective effort was reflected by two
dimensions: the task completion time and the interaction effort. The interaction effort
was either simply defined as the total interaction cycles users were involved, or divided
into more detailed constructs if they were necessary to indicate an average participant’s
effort distribution. For instance, in an online shopping setting, the interaction effort
may be consumed in browsing alternatives, specifying filtering criteria, viewing products’
detailed information, putting multiple products into a consideration set, and so on. Such
effort components were also referred to Elementary Information Processes (EIPs) for a
decision strategy’s effort decomposition [PBJ93, ZP05].
Perceived Cognitive Effort. Cognitive decision effort indicates the psychological
cost of processing information. It represents the ease with which the subject can perform
the task of obtaining and processing the relevant information in order to enable her to
arrive at her decision. Normally, two or more scale items (e.g. “I easily found the
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information I was looking for”) were used to measure the construct perceived effort. The
respondents were told to mark each of items on a Likert scale ranging from ”Strongly
Disagree” to ”Strongly Agree”.
6.3 Trust Model for Recommender Systems
Trust is seen as a long term relationship between a user and the organization that the
recommender system represents (see Chapter 2). Therefore, trust issues are critical to
study especially for recommender systems used in e-commerce where the traditional
salesperson, and subsequent relationship, is replaced by a product recommender agent.
Studies showed that customer trust is positively associated with customers’ intention
to transact, purchase a product, and return to the website [JTV00]. These results have
mainly been derived from online shops’ ability to ensure security, privacy and reputation,
i.e., the integrity and benevolence aspects of trust formation, and less from a system’s
competence such as a recommender system’s ability to explain its result.
These open issues led us to develop a trust model for building user trust in rec-
ommender systems, especially focusing on the role of competence constructs. The term
“trust” is specifically defined by a combination of trusting beliefs and trusting intentions,
in accordance with the theory of planned behavior asserting that behavior is influenced
by behavior intention and that intention is determined by attitudes and beliefs [Ajz91].
6.3.1 Theory of Planned Behavior & Technology Acceptance Model
Theory of Planned Behavior. In psychology, the theory of planned behavior (TPB)
is a theory about the link between attitudes and behavior. It was proposed by Icek
Ajzen as an extension of the theory of reasoned action (TRA) [FA75, Ajz91]. It is one of
the most predictive persuasion theories. It has been applied to studies of the relations
among beliefs, attitudes, behavioural intentions and behaviors in various fields such as
advertising, public relations, campaigns, healthcare, etc.
TPB posits that individual behavior is driven by behavioral intentions where be-
havioural intentions are a function of an individual’s attitude toward the behaviour, the
subjective norms surrounding the performance of the behavior, and the individual’s per-
ception of the ease with which the behavior can be performed (behavioral control) (see
Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: The model of Theory of Planned Behavior [Ajz91].
Attitude toward the behavior is defined as the individual’s positive or negative feeling
about performing a behaviour. It is determined through an assessment of one’s beliefs
regarding the consequences arising from a behavior and an evaluation of the desirabil-
ity of these consequences. Subjective norm is defined as an individual’s perception of
whether people think their significant others wanted them to perform the behavior. The
contribution of the opinion of any given referent is weighted by the motivation that an
individual has to comply with the wishes of that referent. Behavioral control is defined
as one’s perception of the difficulty of performing a behavior. TPB views the control
that people have over their behavior as lying on a continuum from behaviors that are
easily performed to those requiring considerable effort, resources, etc.
Technology Acceptance Model. Technology acceptance model is another influential
extension of Ajzen and Fishbein’s theory of reasoned action (TRA) [FA75]. Some online
trust models were built based on it especially when they examined user experience with
Web technologies.
It was developed by Fred Davis and Richard Bagozzi to model how users come to
accept and use a technology [BBY92, Dav89]. The model suggests that when users are
presented with a new software package, a number of factors (replacing many of TRA’s
attitude measures) influence their decision about how and when they will use it.
TAM posits that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use determine an indi-
vidual’s intention to use a system, with intention to use serving as a mediator of actual
system use. Perceived usefulness is also seen as being directly impacted by perceived ease
of use. Formally, perceived usefulness (PU) was defined as “the degree to which a person
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believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance”, and
perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) is “the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system would be free from effort” [Dav89].
6.3.2 Trust Model
Inspired by the theory of planned behavior and the technology acceptance model, our
trust model for recommender systems consists of three main components: system design
features, trustworthiness of the system and trusting intentions (see Figure 6.3).
Trusting Beliefs
The trusting beliefs, also termed as “trustworthiness” or credibility [MDS05], are the
main positive influence on trusting intentions [Gef00, MC02]. It is widely accepted that
competence, benevolence and integrity explain a major portion of a trustee’s trustwor-
thiness [Gef00].
The trusting beliefs in our model are also defined as users’ perceptions of the par-
ticular characteristics of a recommender system, including its competence, benevolence,
integrity and reputation. Among them, we believe that the competence perception would
be mostly contributive, since the ability of providing good recommendations is supposed
to be the primary goal of the recommender.
As suggested by the technology acceptance model (TAM), the competence percep-
tion may include sub-contructs of perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and more
capability dimensions such as perceived accuracy, enjoyment, and so on.
Trusting Intentions
Trusting intention is the extent to which the user is willing to depend on the technical
party in a given situation [MCC98]. We include in our model the intention to purchase
(i.e. purchase a product from the website where the recommender is found) and the
intention to return (i.e. return to the recommender system for more products informa-
tion), as most of e-commerce based trust models emphasize on. In addition, we added the
intention to save effort to address whether the recommender system could allow its users
to benefit from the built trust. That is, whether upon establishing a certain trust level
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Figure 6.3: The trust model we established for recommender systems.
with the recommender, users will more readily accept the recommended items, rather
than exerting extra effort to process all information themselves.
In our user studies, we especially examined the direct effect of competence construct
of system trustworthiness on the three trusting intentions. We hypothesized that a
positive perception of the system’s competence could definitely increase a user’s intention
to return to the system and save her effort in decision making, but not necessarily lead
to the user’s intention to purchase a product from the website since purchase intention
would be also determined by other factors such as the virtual vendor’s security, privacy
guarantee and delivery service.
Another influence on trusting intentions included in our model is the individual
propensity to trust as a moderating variable. Studies of trust as a purely psychological
attribute revealed that each person possesses a stable personality characteristic, which
influences one’s willingness to extend trust in some specific situations [CW03]. Therefore,
in the domain of recommender applications, we were interested in investigating whether
this factor would be associated with real-users’ behavior intentions.
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System Design Features
The system features mainly deal with those design aspects of a recommender system
that may contribute to the promotion of its trustworthiness derived from competence
perceptions. They include the interface display techniques, the recommender algorithms
that are used to compute recommendations and the user-system interaction models such
as the allowed degree of user control. We have mainly focused our treatment of system
features on user interaction experiences and interface display such as the explanation-
based interface to give system transparency.
6.4 Summary: User Evaluation Framework
Thus, as a summary, our evaluation framework is mainly composed of the above two
important components: the accuracy-effort measures and the trust model. The objec-
tive accuracy and effort are respectively measured by observing users’ switching rate,
recording their interaction effort and time consumed to accomplish their search tasks.
Regarding subjective measures such as perceived accuracy, perceived effort and trust-
related constructs, a post-study questionnaire was designed to ask for users’ rates or
comments after they finished their decision process with the assigned recommender sys-
tem. Most of questions came from existing literatures, where they had been repeatedly
shown to exhibit strong content validity.
In addition to analyzing each single variable, we were also interested in identifying
the relationships between different variables through correlation analysis. For instance,
it would be interesting to know whether objective decision accuracy and effort are re-
spectively certainly associated with users’ subjectively perceived accuracy (i.e. decision
confidence) and perceived cognitive effort, and furthermore how perceived accuracy and
effort empirically influence users’ behavior intentions.
Based on the evaluation framework, we have conducted a series of user studies and
simulations to evaluate the systems we have developed. Each experiment had some
focuses. For instance, the evaluations of example-critiquing interfaces were emphasized
on their effects on improving users’ decision accuracy and saving effort (Chapter 7). One
user study on preference-based organization was about its explanation role in building
user trust, and another simulation was comparing its critique predication accuracy and
recommendation accuracy relative to the other related algorithms (Chapter 8). The final
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evaluations of the hybrid critiquing interfaces took both users’ decision performance and
subjective perceptions into major consideration (Chapter 9).
Given the importance of these evaluation criteria, we also believe that this evaluation
framework will be useful and scalable for the evaluation of other types of recommender





Previously, we were interested in identifying usability requirements for preference elic-
itation in product search tools with the example critiquing interface. Pu and Kumar
accordingly provided a requirement catalog [PK04]. After conducting a series of user
studies to validate some of the requirements, we discovered that example critiquing en-
abled users to perform tradeoff tasks more efficiently with considerably fewer errors than
the ranked list interface. We concluded that such tools were likely to be useful particu-
larly for extending the scope of consumer e-commerce to more complex products where
decision making is critical. However, we did not know the exact benefit of its tradeoff
aiding function.
Therefore, following up the previous user study, we have conducted three new exper-
iments. One was to reveal the inherent impact of tradeoff-making via example critiquing
(henceforth ExampleCritiquing or EC) on accuracy improvement. We have further com-
pared EC with another related typical application, the single-item system-suggested cri-
tiquing system dynamic critiquing [RMMS04, MRMS05] (henceforth DynamicCritiquing
or DC). In the third user study, we revised EC and DC to make them different on only
one element (i.e. the critiquing aid design) and make the other variables (e.g. the num-
ber of items recommended during each interaction cycle) constant. Thus, through these
evaluations, we would be able to understand whether our ExampleCritiquing, especially
its user-intiaited critiquing support, could have positive influence on increasing users’
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decision accuracy with the level of effort they accept to exert for achieving the perceived
accuracy benefit.
7.2 Experiment 1: Example Critiquing vs. Ranked List
7.2.1 Motivation
Summary of a Previous User Study
Pu and Kumar compared EC with the commonly used ranked list interface and mea-
sured task performance and error rate as participants were instructed to perform tradeoff
navigations [PK04]. The ranked list supports a user to search for her most preferred item
by sorting on the list of products based on a set of criteria judged to be important to her.
The reason for choosing it as the baseline is because it is the current popular norm used
in e-commerce websites. It implements the lexicographical ordering decision strategy,
which is known to be a low effort requiring and non-accurate heuristic strategy [PBJ93].
We reasoned that if a tool achieves higher accuracy, but requires less or the same amount
of effort as the ranked list, it is likely to offer significant benefits to consumers in terms
of decision accuracy and effort and therefore will motivate users to adopt the tool.
22 participants (7 females) were instructed to use EC and ranked list in two evenly
divided groups to perform tradeoff tasks. The first group evaluated the EC first and
then the ranked list interface, while the second one evaluated them in the opposite
order. Counterbalance measures were taken to eliminate order and learning effects as
much as possible. The set of user tasks were divided into identifying simple and complex
tradeoff alternatives. Despite the fact that the ranked list was much more familiar to
the participants, the first study showed that EC interface was comparable to the ranked
list on simple tradeoff tasks both in terms of task time and error rate. For complex
tasks, users performed 15% faster using EC, and made 75% fewer errors compared to
the ranked list. In addition, we reviewed three other example-based systems, including
FindMe [BHY96], ATA [LHL97] and Apt Decision [SL01], along the dimensions of ease of
use and the complexities of tradeoff tasks that they could support [PK04]. We concluded
that example critiquing search tools were likely to overtake the popularity so far enjoyed
by the ranked list, as consumer e-commerce is extending its scope to more complex
products where making judicious decisions is increasingly critical.
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Motivation of the Follow-Up Study
The previous user study motivated us to emphasize decision system in tradeoff support.
We modified the interface to more actively guide the users to benefit from the tradeoff
aid, and identified decision accuracy as the main objective of an online decision system.
We aimed to investigate whether users actually improved their decision accuracy after
performing tradeoff tasks with the help of the EC interface. To our knowledge, our
study was the first one to detail the amount of accuracy that tradeoff analysis was
able to achieve, even though many researchers believe that accurate decisions could be
produced by compensatory decision strategies.
7.2.2 Hypotheses Development
Our primary purpose was to investigate whether tradeoff process augments a user’s
decision accuracy. Secondly, we would like to understand whether users synchronously
change their preference structures, and if so, how they refine them. There were three
categories of hypotheses addressed in the experiment:
Hypothesis 1: Choice Improvement (objective decision accuracy). We assumed
that an item existed in the database that was the most suitable choice for a given
user. We called it the target choice. If a user would eventually find it, then we
would say that s/he had achieved 100% decision accuracy. A user is said to improve
decision accuracy if s/he gradually moves toward the target choice. To measure
improvement of accuracy, we first record a user’s choice (choice 1 ), which would
be identified after an initial search using the ranked list interface. Then the user
would be instructed to perform a series of tradeoff navigation tasks and indicate
a new choice (choice 2 ) if the latter was an improvement on choice 1 in her/his
opinion. To evaluate whether the second choice was better than the initial one,
we would instruct the user to review all apartments (100 apartments in this case)
and tell us whether choice 1, choice 2, or a completely different one truly seemed
best. If users would stand by their first choice, it would indicate that they had
reached 100% accuracy without explicit tradeoff analysis. If users would stand by
their second choice, it would indicate that they had reached their 100% accuracy
with the help of EC for conducting explicit tradeoffs. If users chose yet another
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item, it would indicate that they had not reached 100% accuracy even though they
performed tradeoff analysis.
We postulated that very few users would achieve 100% accuracy without explicit
tradeoff making, but that many would achieve 100% afterwards.
Hypothesis 2: Preference Structure Improvement. The second hypothesis was that
the explicit tradeoff navigation by EC would help users refine their preference struc-
tures. We would compare a user’s final preferences after tradeoffs with her/his
initial preferences and analyze whether any improvement had occurred. More con-
cretely, we would measure the enumeration of a user’s preference structure and the
number of modifications the user made to the attribute values and weights. Fur-
thermore, we would ask participants to explicitly indicate their preference certainty
levels before and after tradeoff tasks.
Hypothesis 3: Improvement of Users’ Confidence in their choices. In addition
to decision accuracy and preference structure improvements, we also hypothesized
that users would increase their confidence (i.e. perceived decision accuracy) in their
choice after performing tradeoff analysis. To prove it, we would measure whether
a user felt more confident about the choice that s/he has made at different steps.
7.2.3 Materials and Participants
The EC Apartment Finder was provided in this user study (see Figure 3.2), with 100
apartments as the data set. The user’s preferences were required to be specified on a total
of six attributes: type (room in a house or shared apartment), price (from 300 to 900
CHF), area (from 10 to 30 square meters), bathroom (private or shared), kitchen (private
or shared), and distance between apartment and work place (from 5 to 60 minutes).
28 volunteers (10 females) were recruited as participants in the user study. They were
selected from a variety of 10 nationalities, different levels of educational backgrounds,
and professions (e.g. student, research assistant, engineer, etc.).
7.2.4 User Tasks
As introduced in Chapter 3, the tradeoff navigation involves finding products that have
more optimal values on one or more attributes, while accepting compromised values
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for some of others. Our participants were explicitly instructed to perform four tradeoff
navigation tasks. Two of them dealt with simple tradeoffs that allow only one attribute
to be improved and one to be compromised. The other two dealt with making complex
tradeoffs, requiring to improve values on one attribute and sacrifice values on up to two
attributes.
The tradeoff tasks were adaptively chosen in reaction to the user’s initial choice. It
was to ensure that correct answers existed for all tradeoff tasks. For example, provided
that the user initially chose a 500 CHF apartment, we would ask her to improve the price
attribute by finding a cheaper one. This task scenario would not have been possible if
the user had chosen a 300 CHF apartment since it is the minimum available price. In
this case, she would be asked to improve on the distance attribute if it was longer than
20 minutes. The user tasks were concretely given in three steps:
Step 1: “Find your favorite apartment.”
The goal was to let the participant find her favorite apartment by freely interacting
with the system, where the example critiquing function (the “compare” button) was
disabled. The answer to this task gave the participant a starting point for subsequent
tradeoff analyses.
After a participant had made her initial choice, measures of choice confidence level
(“Are you confident that what you have found is the best choice?”) and preference
certainty level (“Are you certain about your current preferences?”) were obtained. The
confidence varied from 0% (not confident at all) to 100% (extremely confident), and the
preference certainty varied from -5 (not certain at all) to +5 (extremely certain).
Step 2: perform four tradeoff tasks by posting critiques to the apartment found in step
1.
The second step was to instruct the participant to perform four tradeoff tasks with
the example critiquing function enabled in the interface. For each task, a participant
was required to find an apartment satisfying the instructed task condition.
For instance, if the apartment found in step 1 was a “shared apartment, 500 CHF,
20 square meters, private bathroom, shared kitchen, 20 minutes to work place” (called
A1), the participant would be asked to accomplish the following four tradeoff tasks:
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1. “Find an apartment which is cheaper than A1. You can compromise on only one
attribute.”
2. “Find an apartment which is bigger than A1. You can compromise on only one
attribute.”
3. “Find an apartment which is 100 CHF cheaper than A1. You can compromise up
to two attributes.”
4. “Find an apartment which is 5 square meters bigger than A1. You can compromise
up to two attributes.”
As defined before, the first two tradeoff tasks were (1, 1) tradeoffs (optimizing one
attribute and compromising at most another attribute), whereas tasks 3 and 4 were
called complex (1, 2) tradeoffs (optimizing one attribute and compromising up to two
attributes). At the completion of the above tradeoff tasks, each participant was asked to
select a most preferred apartment from the apartments that she has chosen as answers
to the tradeoff tasks, together with the apartment found initially. She was then required
to specify current preferences and importance degrees of attributes.
At the end of this step, the questions measuring the choice confidence level and the
preference certainty level were asked again to each participant.
Step 3: “Do you still think the choice made at the end of step 2 is the best after you
have reviewed all apartments?”
The final step was to ask the participant to review all apartments in our data set.
If the answer was “No”, the user would be asked to point out the apartment that she
thought was the best. The apartment made after all apartments had been reviewed was
assumed as the participant’s target choice.
7.2.5 Experimental Procedure
We designed an automatic procedure to record user data in log files. These data, such
as user preferences, choices and critiquing actions, were needed for hypotheses testing.
A set of user interfaces was developed to guide participants to finish all of the tasks
step by step (see one screenshot in Figure 7.1). Before each user study, we explained
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to each participant the experiment’s objective and the main functions provided by the
Apartment Finder interface.




Each participant’s initial choice, the second choice made after tradeoff process, and the
final choice found in the list of all alternatives were recorded and compared. 18% of the
participants found their target item initially (in step 1) since they did not waver from
their first choice after Steps 2 and 3 (see Figure 7.2). 57% of participants discovered
their target choice when they finished the four tradeoff tasks because they thought the
choice they made at the end of step 2 was the best even after reviewing all apartments.
Among these 16 participants, 10 participants’ target choices were found after performing
(1,1) tradeoffs, and the remaining 6 participants’ were found after (1,2) tradeoffs.
Therefore, due to the effect of explicit tradeoff navigation with the enabled EC, the
percent of users who found their target choice by the end of Step 2 increased from 18%
to 75% (see Figure 7.2), which represents an increase of over 400% in decision accuracy.
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Step 1 - User task: “Find your favorite apartment”. 
The goal was to let the participant find her/his favorite apartment 
by freely interacting with the apartment finder interface, where 
the example critiquing function (the “compare” button) was 
disabled. The answer to this task gave the participant a starting 
point for subsequent tradeoff analyses.  
After a participant had made her/his initial choice, a measure of 
choice confidence level (“Are you confident that what you have 
found is the best choice?”) and preference certainty level (“Are 
you certain about your current preferences?”) were obtained. The 
confidence varied from 0% (not confident at all) to 100% 
(extremely confident), and the preference certainty varied from -5 
(not certain at all) to +5 (extremely certain). This step thus 
contained three user tasks. 
Step 2 - User tasks: perform a set of tradeoff tasks by posting 
critiques to the initially found apartment in step 1. 
The second step was to instruct the participant to perform four 
tradeoff tasks with the example critiquing function (the 
“compare” button) enabled in the interface. For each task, a 
participant was required to find an apartment satisfying the 
instructed task condition.  
For instance, if the apartment found in step 1 was a “shared 
apartment, 500 CHF, 20 square meters, private bathroom, shared 
kitchen, 20 minutes to work place” (called A1), the participant 
would be asked to accomplish the following four tradeoff tasks: 
1. “Find an apartment which is cheaper than A1. You can 
compromise on only one attribute.” 
2. “Find an apartment which is bigger than A1. You can 
compromise on only one attribute.” (see Figure 10) 
3. “Find an apartment which is 100 CHF cheaper than A1. You 
can compromise up to two attributes.” (see Figure 11) 
4. “Find an apartment which is 5 square meters bigger than A1. 
You can compromise up to two attributes.” 
In [17], the first two tradeoff tasks were defined as (1, 1) tradeoffs 
(optimizing one attribute and compromising another attribute), 
whereas tasks 3 and 4 were called complex (1, 2) tradeoff cases 
(optimizing one attribute and compromising up to two attributes).  
At the completion of the above tradeoff tasks, each participant 
was asked to: 
1. “Select your most preferred apartment from the apartments 
that you have chosen as answers to the tradeoff tasks, 
together with the apartment found initially.” (see Figure 12) 
2. “Specify your current preferences and their degrees of 
importance.” 
At the end of this step, the questions which measure the choice 
confidence level and preference certainty level were asked again 
to each participant. This step thus contained 8 user tasks. 
Step 3 - User task: “Do you still think the choice made at the end 
of step 2 is the best choice after you have reviewed all 
apartments?” 
The final step was to ask the participant to review all apartments 
in our database. If the answer was “No”, the user would be asked 
to point out the apartment that s/he thought was the best choice. 
The choice made after all apartments had been reviewed is called 
the participant’s target choice. This step contained one user task. 
4.5 Experimental Procedure 
We designed an online procedure to record most data in log files. 
These data, such as user preferences, choices and critiquing 
actions, were needed for proving the hypotheses. In this online 
procedure, a set of user interfaces was developed to guide 
participants to finish all of the tasks step by step (see Figure 10, 
11 & 12).  
Before each user study, we explained to each participant the 
experiment’s objective, the main functions of our apartment 
finder interface, and the meaning of labels on the interface. We 
also told them that their interactions with the interface would be 
automatically recorded in a log file. 
5. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
5.1 Choice Improvement (Hypothesis 1) 
Each participant’s initial choice, the second choice made after 
tradeoff navigation, and the final choice found in the list of all 
alternatives were recorded and compared. 18% of the participants 
found the target choice initially (in step 1) since they did not 
waver from their first choice after tradeoff navigation and after 
reviewing all apartments (see Figure 2). 57% of participants 
discovered their target choice when they finished the four tradeoff 
tasks because they still thought the choice they made at the end of 
step 2 was the best choice after reviewing all apartments. Among 
these 16 participants, 10 participants’ target choices were found 
after performing (1,1) tradeoffs, and the remaining 6 participants’ 
target choices were found after (1,2) tradeoff tasks.  
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Figure 2. Distribution of participants who made the target 
choice in different steps of the experiment. 
Therefore, due to the effect of explicit tradeoff navigation, the 
percent of users who found their target choices by the end of Step 
2 increased from 18% to 75% (see Figure 3), which represents an 
increase of over 400% in decision accuracy. This effect is 
furthermore significant (p<0.001) according to the McNemar test, 
a test that allows us to know whether a process has a significant 
influence on an established condition. The remaining 25% of 
participants identified a completely different choice when we 
revealed all apartments to them. 
























Figure 3. Effect of tradeoff navigation on finding the target 
choice. 
Together with the experiment described in [17], we can reach the 
conclusion that the example critiquing interface not only enables 
users to find tradeoff alternatives more quickly, but also helps 
them achieve a higher level of decision accuracy via tradeoff 
navigation. 
5.2 Preference Structure Improvement 
(Hypothesis 2) 
Distribution of Participants Who Changed 
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Figure 4. Effect of tradeoff navigation on the modification of 
attribute acceptable values. 
To test the hypothesis regarding the improvement of users’ 
preference structure, we collected and compared all participants’ 
initial preferences with the preferences specified after tradeoff 
navigation. The mean number of preference enumeration 
increased from 5.25 to 5.5, and the average weight of all 
preferences increased from 6.52 to 6.78. However, these 
phenomena were not highly significant (t=-1.491, p=0.148 and t=-
0.993, p=0,329 respectively by the paired samples t-test). We 
believe that this may be due to the fact that most participants were 
so familiar with the apartment search scenario that they were 
likely to have strong preferences from the beginning. 
The experiment results show that 100% of participants modified 
their preferences on at least one attribute value or weight after 
tradeoff analyses. Therefore the effect of the tradeoff navigation 
on preference modification is highly significant (p<0.001). 
Moreover, we found that the majority of participants made 
corrections at least on two attributes’ acceptable values or weights 
(see Figure 4 & 5). This implies that most users quite actively 
modified their preferences. Simultaneously, the mean preference 
certainty level of all participants increased from 2.8 to 3.6 in a 
significant way (t=-2.556, p<0.05, see also Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Effect of tradeoff navigation on the modification of 
attribute weights. 
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Figure 6. Effect of tradeoff navigation on users’ preference 
certainty levels. 
Figure 7.2: The distribution of participants who made the target choice in different steps,
and the effect of tradeoff process on the improvement of decision accuracy.
This effect is furthermore proven significant (p < 0.001) according to the McNemar
test, a test that allows us to know whether a proc ss has a significant influence on an
established condition. The remaining 25% of participants located a completely different
item when we revealed all apartments to them.
Together with the previous user study’s results [PK04], we can reach the conclusion
that the example critiquing interface not only likely enables users to find tradeoff al-
ternatives more quickly than ranked list, but also helps them achieve a higher level of
decision accuracy via its tradeoff support.
Preference Structure Improvement
To test the hypothesis regarding the improvement of users’ prefer nc structure, we
collected and compared all participants’ initial preferences with the preferences specified
after tradeoff tasks. The mean number of preference enumeration increased from 5.25
to 5.5, and the average weight of all preferences increased from 6.52 to 6.78. However,
these phenomena were not significant (t = −1.491, p = 0.148 a d t = −0.993, p = 0, 329
respectively by the paired samples t-test). We believe that this may be due to the fact
that most participants were so familiar with the apartment search scenario that they
were likely to have strong preferences from the beginning.
The experiment results also show that 100% of participants modified their preferences
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on at least one attribute value or weight after performing explicit tradeoffs. The effect of
the tradeoff navigation on preference modification is hence highly significant (p < 0.001).
The average preference certainty level of all participants was also positively affected,
increased from 2.8 to 3.6 in a significant way (t = −2.556, p < 0.05, see also Figure 7.3).
It therefore indicates that the process of tradeoff-making is an efficient approach for
users to adaptively refining their preferences to reach a higher certainty, which is even
true for those who initially had strong preferences.
Choice Confidence Improvement
The average confidence level of all participants was found to increase from 68.6% to 77.1%
after the explicit tradeoff-making by EC (see Figure 7.3). The difference is significant
by the paired samples t-test (t = −2.175, p < 0.05). That is, participants were clearly
more confident about the accuracy of their choices after they made the series of tradeoff
tasks.
influence on an established condition. The remaining 25% of 
participants identified a completely different choice when we 
revealed all apartments to them. 
























Figure 3. Effect of tradeoff navigation on finding the target 
choice. 
Together with the experiment described in [17], we can reach the 
conclusion that the example critiquing interface not only enables 
users to find tradeoff alternatives more quickly, but also helps 
them achieve a higher level of decision accuracy via tradeoff 
navigation. 
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Figure 4. Effect of tradeoff navigation on the modification of 
attribute acceptable values. 
To test the hypothesis regarding the improvement of users’ 
preference structure, we collected and compared all participants’ 
initial preferences with the preferences specified after tradeoff 
navigation. The mean number of preference enumeration 
increased from 5.25 to 5.5, and the average weight of all 
preferences increased from 6.52 to 6.78. However, these 
phenomena were not highly significant (t=-1.491, p=0.148 and t=-
0.993, p=0,329 respectively by the paired samples t-test). We 
believe that this may be due to the fact that most participants were 
so familiar with the apartment search scenario that they were 
likely to have strong preferences from the beginning. 
The experiment results show that 100% of participants modified 
their preferences on at least one attribute value or weight after 
tradeoff analyses. Therefore the effect of the tradeoff navigation 
on preference modification is highly significant (p<0.001). 
Moreover, we found that the majority of participants made 
corrections at least on two attributes’ acceptable values or weights 
(see Figure 4 & 5). This implies that most users quite actively 
modified their preferences. Simultaneously, the mean preference 
certainty level of all participants increased from 2.8 to 3.6 in a 
significant way (t=-2.556, p<0.05, see also Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Effect of tradeoff navigation on the modification of 
attribute weights. 
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Figure 6. Effect of tradeoff navigation on users’ preference 
certainty levels. 
The results show that the use of the tradeoff analysis by example 
critiquing method is an efficient approach for users to adaptively 
refine their preference structures while examining more tradeoff 
alternatives. This is even true for those users who have strong 
preferences initially. 
5.3 Choice Confidence Improvement 
(Hypothesis 3) 
The mean confidence level of all participants increased from 
68.6% to 77.1% after performing tradeoff analysis (see Figure 7). 
This difference is significant by the paired samples t-test (t=-
2.175, p<0.05). That is, participants were more certain about the 
accuracy of their choices after the tradeoff navigation. 
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Figure 7. Effect of tradeoff navigation on users’ confidence in 
their choices. 
5.4 Discussion 
The experiment results support most of our hypotheses related to 
decision accuracy improvement via the tradeoff navigation 
provided by our example critiquing interface. More specifically, 
57% of users found a better choice after tradeoff navigation. This 
is a significant improvement, especially given the fact that most 
users already achieved a fairly high accuracy before tradeoff 
navigation began. 25% of users did not find their target choice 
after using the tradeoff navigation. This indicates that example 
critiquing based on one selected item was not sufficient to enable 
users to achieve 100% accuracy.  
Along with improved choice, the users’ preference structures 
were refined simultaneously via tradeoff navigation. After 
comparing users’ preferences specified before and after the 
tradeoff process, we can see that most preferences on acceptable 
attribute values and degrees of importance were modified. The 
users themselves also felt more certain about their final 
preferences. Therefore, the tradeoff navigation has a favorable 
effect on improving users’ preferences by prompting them to 
learn more about alternatives and refine their initial uncertain 
preferences accordingly. However, this experiment did not 
provide enough evidence that most users increased their 
preference enumeration in a significant way, contrary to our belief 
that initial preferences were scarce.  
Other valuable evidence that we acquired from this study showed 
that users became more confident of their choices after the 
interface provided tradeoff assistance for searching products. This 
could be due to the fact that users were able to examine more 
tradeoff alternatives and achieve higher decision accuracies by 
performing tradeoff analyses with our interface. 
6. FUTURE WORK 
The findings of our previous and current user studies provided 
rather positive evaluations of the example critiquing interface. 
However, some improvements are still necessary. One main goal 
for the future is to integrate an interactive element in the example 
critiquing interface that can “teach” users to effectively make 
tradeoffs. This involves several trial designs of the interface. One 
solution we propose is to use a dialog box that pops up the very 
first time users intend to put a search result in the basket. In that 
dialog box called “compare”, users will be invited to compare the 
current selection with alternatives which are improvements on one 
or several attributes. Users will also be asked to name the 
attributes that they are willing to sacrifice. If users do not want to 
compare their initial selection with other tradeoff alternatives, 
they can simply click the “cancel” button and the initial selection 
will be stored in the basket. This popup dialog box only appears 
once. In subsequent interactions, the “compare” popup window is 
accessible via the “compare” button located on the main interface. 
In the future, it remains to be seen if this new design effectively 
guides users to click the “compare” button (i.e. making tradeoff) 
more frequently. 
Another main work is to integrate an explanation facility in the 
interface to explain how to match the tradeoff alternatives to their 
specified tradeoff criteria. We believe that the explanation would 
play an important role in further improving user’s decision 
accuracy, search performance, and perception of the interface.  
Furthermore, we also plan to extend the findings from this 
experiment towards designing a more general framework for 
complex and unfamiliar product domains where users tend to 
have fewer initial preferences. We plan to evaluate whether the 
tradeoff analysis would have a more prominent effect on decision 
improvement in those domains. In addition, we will further 
increase the number of available products and the number of 
values for each attribute to make the tradeoff task more 
challenging. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Our previous user study showed that the example critiquing 
interface enabled users to perform tradeoff navigation tasks much 
faster with considerably fewer errors than the commonly used 
ranked list interface. The user study described in this paper 
showed that tradeoff navigation allows users to significantly 
improve their decision accuracy by up to 57%. The participants 
also adaptively modified their preferences during the tradeoff 
navigation process and became more certain of their preference 
structures afterwards. Consequently, participants' confidence in 
their choices was significantly improved. These findings provide 
empirical evidence that example critiquing with its tradeoff 
support enables consumers to more accurately find what they 
Figure 7.3: The effect of tradeoff navigation process on the improvement of users’ pref-
erence certainty and choice confidence.
7.2.7 Discussion
The experiment results support most of our hypotheses. Specifically, 57% of u ers found
a better choice after tradeoff navigation. This is signific nt improvement, especially
given the fact that some users already achieved a fairly high accuracy before the explicit
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tradeoffs began. Remaining 25% users did not find their target choice, which infers that
the example critiquing method may be not sufficient to enable all users to reach 100%
accuracy.
Along with improved decision, subjects’ preference structures were refined in the
mean time. After comparing their preferences specified after and before the tradeoff
process, we can see that most preferences (including acceptable attribute values and de-
grees of importance) were modified. The users themselves also felt more certain about
their final preferences. Therefore, the tradeoff process has a favorable effect on improving
users’ preferences by prompting them to learn more about product alternatives. How-
ever, this experiment did not provide enough evidence that most users increased their
preference enumeration in a significant way, contrary to our belief that initial preferences
were scarce.
Another significant evidence is that users became more confident of their choices after
conducting the tradeoff tasks. It could be due to the fact that users were able to examine
more tradeoff alternatives and achieve higher preference certainty through using the EC
interface to do tradeoffs.
7.3 Experiment 2: Example Critiquing vs. Dynamic Critiquing
7.3.1 Motivation
The first user study demonstrated that the example critiquing agent enables users to
achieve much higher decision accuracy, mainly owing to its tradeoff support, relative to
non critiquing-based systems such as a ranked list.
In this experiment, we were interested in comparing EC with another type of cri-
tiquing systems: single-item system-suggested critiquing systems such as DynamicCri-
tiquing (DC) [RMMS04]. They respectively represent a typical combination of the user-
control values on the critiquing coverage (number of recommended items) and the cri-
tiquing aid (see Chapter 3). Concretely, DC shows one recommended product during
each interaction cycle, accompanied by a user-initiated unit critiquing area and a list of
system-suggested compound critiques, whereas EC returns multiple products in a display
and stimulates users in building and composing critiques to one of the shown products
in their self-motivated way (so called k-item user-intiated critiquing).
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Comparison of the two typical critiquing system designs would help us understand
which one would be more effective than another one regarding the primary objective
and subjective measures of decision accuracy and effort. It could also show underlying
benefits of giving user control over one or more design variables, and potentially give us
directions for improving some specific aspects of both approaches.
We chose the dynamic critiquing as the representative of single-item system-proposed
critiquing systems mainly because of its advantages over others (e.g., the significant re-
duction of interaction session), as demonstrated at the time of our experiments [MRMS04b,
MRMS05].
7.3.2 Shared Experiment Setup
Starting from this experiment, we established an experiment setup (with measured vari-
ables, experiment procedure and product catalogs) which was shared by multiple user
studies conducted thereafter (Experiments 3, 7 & 8), since they were all oriented to
the evaluation of a critiquing system in terms of its critiquing-associated components’
performance.
Measured Variables
We have included three important constructs from our established evaluation framework
(see Chapter 6) to assess a critiquing system. Two of them are respectively about
decision accuracy and decision effort in both objective and subjective measures, and
one contains two important behavior intentions (or called trusting intentions) including
intention to purchase and intention to return. The emphasis was therefore mainly put on
the critiquing system’s ability in improving on users’ decision accuracy and effort-saving,
and furthermore these improvements’ potential resulting benefits to impact uses’ actual
behavior.
Each variable was measured according to its definition in Chapter 6. For example,
the objective decision accuracy was defined by the switching rate. Lower switching
rate means that most of participants could locate their best choice with the critiquing
system, rather than discovering it while reviewing all of the alternatives afterwards.
Actually, in the first experiment of comparing EC and ranked list, we already used
this approach to determine the accuracy improvement. Objective effort consists of two
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Table 7.1: Concrete questions to measure subjective variables.
Measured subjective
variables
Questions each responded on a 5-point Likert scale
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”
Perceived decision accu-
racy
I am confident that the product I just “purchased” is really
the best choice for me.
Perceived effort
I easily found the information I was looking for;
Looking for a product using this interface required too much
effort (reverse scale).
Intention to purchase I would purchase the product I just chose if given the op-
portunity.
Intention to return
If I had to search for a product online in the future and an
interface like this was available, I would be very likely to use
it;
I don’t like this interface, so I would not use it again (reverse
scale).
main aspects: interaction effort (e.g. critiquing cycles) and time consumption. As
for subjective variables, Table 7.1 lists all of the questions related to them including
perceived accuracy (decision confidence), perceived cognitive effort, purchase intention
and return intention. Each question was required to respond on a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.
Experiment Procedure and Product Catalogs
An online experiment framework was implemented, by which users can easily follow
the trial and all of their actions will be automatically recorded for data analysis. Con-
cretely, for each participant, s/he was first asked to complete a demographic question-
naire (her/his age, gender, education, profession, online shopping experience, etc.), fol-
lowed by a brief reading of the user study’s objective. The participant was then pointed
to the assigned system’s entry and instructed to begin. The main user task was to “find
a product you would purchase if given the opportunity.” After the choice was made, the
participant was asked to fill in a post-study questionnaire, asking about her/his per-
ceived cognitive effort, decision confidence and trusting intentions. Then the system’s
decision accuracy was measured by revealing all alternatives in the product catalog to
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the participant to see whether s/he prefers another product or stands by the choice made
using the system.
If s/he participated in a within-subjects experiment design, the participant was fur-
ther required to evaluate another system with the same procedure, and finally a post-
question was asked about her/his preference over which critiquing system s/he would
like to use for future search and why s/he preferred it to another.
As to product catalogs, each critiquing system was basically developed with two data
sets: a tablet PC catalog comprising 55 products each described by 10 main features
(manufacturer, price, processor speed, weight, etc.), and a digital camera catalog of 64
products characterized by 8 main features (manufacturer, price, resolution, optical zoom,
etc.). All products were extracted from a real e-commerce website.
7.3.3 Materials, Participants and Experiment Design
The entries to EC (example critiquing) and DC (dynamic critiquing) are identical with
a preference specification page to first get users’ initial preferences. Then in EC, seven
products that best match users’ stated preferences will be returned (see Figure 3.5).
If a user finds her target choice among the seven items, she can proceed to check out.
However, if she likes one product (called the reference product) but wants certain aspects
improved, she can proceed to the critiquing interface (by clicking the “Value Comparison”
button along with the item) to produce a unit or compound critique (see Figure 3.6).
A new set of seven items will be then recommended for the user to compare with the
reference product.
In DC, one item that most closely satisfies the user’s initial preferences is shown in
the beginning, accompanied by a user-initiated unit critiquing area and three system-
suggested compound critiques on the same screen (see Figure 2.7). Once a critique is
posted, a new item will be returned with updated critique suggestions.
In both systems’ interfaces, users can view the product’s detailed specifications with
a “detail” link. Users can also save all near-target solutions in a saved list to facilitate
comparing them before checking out.
A total of 36 (5 females) volunteers participated in this user evaluation for a reward
costing around 10 CHF. Most of them are students in the university (age between 20 and
30), but they are from 13 different countries (Switzerland, America, China, etc.) and
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pursuing different majors and educational degrees (bachelor, master or Ph.D.). Among
the participants, 29 had previous online shopping experiences.
The user study was conducted in a within-subjects design. Each participant evalu-
ated the two critiquing-based recommenders one after the other. In order to avoid any
carryover effect, we developed four (2x2) experiment conditions. The manipulated fac-
tors are recommenders’ order (EC first or DC first) and product catalogs’ order (digital
camera first or tablet PC first). 36 participants were evenly assigned to one of the four
experiment conditions, resulting in a sample size of 9 subjects per condition cell. The
same administrator supervised the experiment for all of the participants.
7.3.4 Results Analysis
The analysis tool is a paired samples t-test. Table 7.2 shows all variables’ mean values
with standard deviations and degrees of freedom, and Figure 7.4 illustrates the mean
differences regarding subjective perceptions that were rated on the same scale.
Decision Accuracy and Decision Effort
The decision accuracy of EC was shown to be significantly different (p < 0.01, t = 3.39)
from that of DC recommender. Actually, 86.1% of the participants found their target
choice using EC. DC allowed a relatively lower decision accuracy of 47.2%, since the
remaining 52.8% users switched to a different, better choice when they were given the
opportunity to view all of the products in the catalog.
As for users’ perceived accuracy of their purchase decisions, the results show that
participants were more confident that the products they “purchased” with EC were really
the best choice for them (3.97 against 3.36 with DC on the 5-point Likert scale, p < 0.01,
t = 3.11), inferring that they truly perceived EC to provide a higher level of decision
accuracy.
It was then interesting to know how much effort users expended in achieving the
corresponding accuracy. The decision effort was measured by two aspects: the objective
effort including task completion time and interaction effort, and the subjective effort
that were psychologically perceived by users.
The average task completion time was 4.25 minutes with EC versus 3.9 minutes
with DC, but this slight difference is not significant (p = 0.4, t = 0.84). In terms of
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Table 7.2: Experimental comparison of EC and DC regarding all of the measured vari-
ables.






Decision accuracy 86% (0.35) 47% (0.51) .002
Perceived accuracy 3.97 (0.65) 3.36 (0.96) .004
Time consumption 4.25 (2.10) 3.91 (2.46) .404
Critiquing cycles 2.08 (1.89) 7.64 (8.58) .000
Perceived effort 2.14 (0.76) 2.47 (0.93) .053
Purchase intention 3.78 (0.72) 3.31 (0.89) .005
Return intention 4.11 (0.93) 3.43 (1.07) .001
the objective interaction effort, we mainly measured the critiquing cycles referring to
how many times users consulted with the critiquing aid to refine their preferences. The
results show that the participant was on average involved in 2.1 critiquing cycles with
EC, compared to 7.6 cycles with DC (p < 0.001, t = −4.21).
On the other hand, users perceived EC more efficient in helping them find information
and look for a product, resulting in a significantly lower cognitive effort consumption of
2.14 versus 2.47 with DC (p = 0.05, t = 2).
Computation of the correlation between perceived accuracy and perceived effort indi-
cated that they are significantly negatively associated (correlation = -0.464, p < 0.01),
implying that once users experienced more accuracy benefit from the recommender sys-
tem, they may perceive less cognitive effort consumed on it even though more objective
effort was actually spent in making the choice.
Trusting Intentions
As for two trusting intentions, although both systems obtained positive opinions, the
mean rates for EC are all significantly higher.
Participants on average indicated higher level of intention to purchase the product
that they chose in EC, had they been given the opportunity (3.78 against 3.31 in DC,
p < 0.01, t = 3.01), and higher level of intention to return to EC for future use (4.11
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Figure 7.4: Subjective perceptions with EC and DC.
versus 3.43, p < 0.001, t = 3.68; see Table 7.2 & Figure 7.4). The results infer that
EC is more likely to convince its users to purchase products and to establish a stronger
long-term relationship with them given users’ higher intention to repeatedly visit it.
User Comments
Participants’ responses to the final post-question about their preference over which sys-
tem they would like to use in the future, show that most participants (63.9%) subjectively
preferred EC to DC. Because each participant was further required to write her/his brief
voting reason, it was possible to analyze these written protocols to reveal EC’s and DC’s
respective advantages.
Each written comment was broken into episodes and each episode contained at most
one aspect. For EC, there are 23 individual pro-arguments containing in total 24 episodes,
among which 45.8% (11/24) were favorable arguments about EC’s critiquing coverage.
That is, since it returned more results during each recommendation cycle than DC,
participants felt “easier to get an overview of all the different products”, “easier to
compare between products”, and “easier to find a product that suit my needs”. In the
remaining episodes, 20.8% (5/24) were that EC overall gave them a feeling of “having
more control” and “freedom”. 12.5% (3/24) were particularly related to the critiquing
aid (e.g. “there were more choices and options for optimizing my choices”, “the value
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Table 7.3: Participants’ favorable arguments for EC and DC.
Main reasons of voting for EC (23
votes)
Main reasons of voting for DC (13
votes)
– More items were displayed at a time
(45.8%);
– More freedom and control (20.8%);
– Favoring user-initiated critiquing aid
(12.5%);
– Higher decision confidence (12.5%);
– Missing product features in DC (8.3%)
– Favoring system-suggested compound
critiques (38.5%);
– Easier to use and more intuitive (38.5%);
– Higher decision confidence (15.4%);
– Faster (7.7%)
comparison is nice”). 12.5% (3/24) were due to the higher decision confidence with
EC, and 8.3% (2/24) blamed DC on its missing product features (e.g. Memory Card
information for digital camera).
As for the main reasons behind of favoring DC, 13 episodes were collected and 38.5%
(5/13) were in reference to its system-suggested compound critiques (e.g. “I liked the op-
tion to refine searches with the 3 proposed criteria at the bottom of the page”). Another
38.5% (5/13) appreciated the ease of use of DC (“more intuitive”, “less overwhelming”,
“more clear”, etc.), and remaining 15.4% (2/13) and 7.7% (1/13) were respectively asso-
ciated with the feeling of higher decision confidence (“I really find what I wanted”) and
“faster” access speed.
Table 7.3 summarized all of the mentioned aspects and their contributions to each
system’s success. It can be seen that the advantages of EC were mostly placed on its
critiquing coverage (multi-item strategy) and user-initiated critiquing aid, and those of
DC were on its suggested compound critiques and simple interface design.
7.3.5 Discussion
Thus, this user study revealed the performance difference of two typical critiquing ap-
plications (EC and DC) which are respectively of varied configurations on critiquing
coverage and critiquing aid. Results show that EC (k-item user-initiated critiquing) sig-
nificantly outperformed DC (single-item system-suggested compound critiquing) on most
measured variables: objective/subjective accuracy, objective interaction effort, perceived
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effort, and two trusting intentions.
Further analysis of users’ written protocols uncovered their respective advantages. In
particular, the primary factor leading to EC’s success should be its combination of both
multi-item strategy and user-initiated critiquing aid, which gave users a higher degree
of control in comparing products and composing critiquing criteria. On the other hand,
DC’s suggested compound critiques and simple interface design were also favored by a
certain percentage (above 30%) of participants.
7.4 Experiment 3: Modified EC vs. Modified DC
7.4.1 Motivation
Motivated by the previous experimental results of comparing EC and DC, we were
interested in further identifying the exact role of critiquing aid design. Therefore, we
modified the ExampleCritiquing and DynamicCritiquing to make them different on their
critiquing aids (user-initiated vs. system-suggested) and make another element (the num-
ber of items recommended during each interaction) constant. Specifically, the number
of initial recommendations (NIR) and the number of items after each critiquing (NCR)
were respectively modified the same in the two systems (NIR = 1, NCR = 7).
In fact, EC and DC were each modified on only one variable so that the results were
comparable with those of the previous user trial to reveal the respective effects of changes
on NIR and NCR. EC was modified to show one item during the first recommendation
round (NIR = 1), and DC was modified to return k items (k = 7) after each critiquing
process (NCR = 7). As for the critiquing aid, modified EC (MEC) still supports purely
user-initiated critiquing, and modified DC (henceforth MDC) provides user-initiated unit
critiquing plus system-suggested compound critiques.
7.4.2 Materials, Participants and Experiment Design
The dependent variables and experiment procedure were basically identical with the
previous one’s, as described in Section 7.3.2. Both MEC and MDC were also developed
with the same product catalogs (tablet PC and digital camera).
The entries to them are both a preference specification page to get the user’s initial
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preferences, and then one product that best matches the stated preferences will be re-
turned. In MEC, it is followed by a user self-specified critiquing panel for creating unit
or compound critiques (like Figure 3.6), and in MDC, this product is accompanied by a
user-initiated unit critiquing area and a list of three compound critique suggestions (like
Figure 2.7). The user can either choose this recommended product and “check out”,
or make critiques in the corresponding critiquing panel. In the latter condition, both
systems (MEC and MDC) then show a set of seven items as tradeoff alternatives best sat-
isfying the user’s critiquing criteria. The user could continue to perform critiques based
on one product selected from these items (by clicking the button “Value Comparison”
near to it to evoke the critiquing aid).
This user trial followed the same experiment design as Experiment 2: a within-
subjects design. 36 new participants were recruited from the same range of population
(undergraduate and doctoral students in our university), so the two experiments’ subjects
represented a similar demographical distribution. All participants were evenly assigned
to one of the four experiment conditions: (MEC first or MDC first) x (digital camera
first or tablet PC first).
7.4.3 Results Analysis
The result analysis aimed to identify which specific critiquing aid design could be more ef-
fective in impacting users’ decision accuracy, decision effort and trusting intentions. We
also measured participants’ actual critiquing application respectively in the two com-
pared critiquing aids.
The paired samples t-test was still used to analyze the user data (see Table 7.4 for
mean values, standard deviations and degrees of freedom).
Critiquing Application
In MEC, around 88.9% of participants consulted with the user-initiated critiquing sup-
port to specify their tradeoff criteria, and the remaining 11.1% participants chose the
first recommended product as their choice (without any critiquing action). In MDC,
72.2% participants performed critiquing at least once.
Moreover, the in-depth analysis of unit and compound critiquing application in MDC
shows that users were more frequently self-initiated to build unit critiques (UC) than
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selecting suggested compound critiques (CC) (the average application time of UC is 0.86
vs. 0.58 of CC, t = 1.19, p = 0.24). In MEC, the application frequency of the two
types of critiques, however, is much closer (0.64 vs. 0.58, t = 0.25, p = 0.80), and
some participants just searched for “similar products” without concrete criteria (average
application time = 0.34).
Decision Accuracy, Decision Effort and Trusting Intentions
In terms of all the measured variables, the experimental results, surprisingly, indicated
that there is no significant difference between MEC and MDC. More specifically, re-
garding the objective and subjective decision accuracy, the two systems achieved similar
levels. The objective accuracy in MEC is 47.2% against 52.8% in MDC (t = 0.63,
p = 0.53), and the perceived decision accuracy (decision confidence) is respectively 3.5
and 3.67 (t = 0.95, p = 0.35).
Participants in MEC and MDC also consumed nearly equal amount of objective and
subjective decision effort. The average difference of task time consumption between the
two systems is only 0.45 seconds (3.14 with MEC vs. 2.68 with MDC, t = −1.3, p = 0.20),
and the difference in respect of critiquing cycles is 0.14 (1.58 vs. 1.44, t = −0.56,
p = 0.58). Perceived effort is slightly higher with MEC, but still the difference is not
significant (2.57 vs. 2.375 with MDC, t = 1.11, p = 0.27).
As for two trusting intentions, both systems obtained positive feedback. That is,
the average user intended to purchase the chosen product in MEC and MDC (3.28 vs.
3.5, t = 1.35, p = 0.19) and return to them for further use (3.40 to MEC vs. 3.54 to
MDC, t = 0.93, p = 0.36). The rates on MDC are slightly higher but without significant
phenomena.
User Comments
At the end of the trial, each participant was asked about her/his preference over the
critiquing interface design (“Comparing the two interfaces you just used, which interface
design do you relatively prefer to use?”), given that it is the only difference between the
two compared systems.
It was shown that 21 out of 36 participants (58.3%) voted MDC, and the remaining
41.7% preferred MEC. Analysis of users’ written protocols showed that the major reason
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Table 7.4: Experimental comparison of MEC and MDC regarding all of the measured
variables.








Decision accuracy 47.2% (0.51) 52.8% (0.51) 0.535
Perceived accuracy 3.5 (0.74) 3.67 (0.83) 0.350
Time consumption 3.14 (3.18) 2.68 (1.93) 0.202
Critiquing cycles 1.58 (1.15) 1.44 (1.70) 0.576
Perceived effort 2.57 (0.91) 2.38 (0.97) 0.274
Purchase intention 3.28 (0.78) 3.5 (0.77) 0.186
Return intention 3.40 (1.01) 3.54 (0.96) 0.360
(9/21 = 42.9%) behind favoring MDC is due to its compound critique suggestions (see
Table 7.5), which make the interface “interesting”, “more useful”, “easier to use”, and
help users “access to what they want quickly”. In the remaining favorable episodes, five
(out of 21) were general opinions on the interface’s ease of use and usability, five were
motivated by the product domain (e.g. “because I am more interested in a Computer
than a Digital Camera”) and two were due to negative impressions of MEC (“it was not
practical” and “it did not give me exactly the kind of product I wanted”).
The major reason behind voting for MEC was given to its user-initiated critiquing
facility (10/15 = 66.7%). Subjects felt that “it allowed for very detailed refinements”,
“gave the chance to refine search in a more intuitive way”, enabled them to “have more
control over the new search terms” and was “quicker to go through many products”.
The remaining four episodes were almost evenly distributed to the interface’s ease of use
(2/15), the product domain (2/15) and the negative impression of MDC (1/15).
Therefore, users’ qualitative comments imply that system-suggested critiques and
user-initiated critiquing aid both provide significant advantages, which may be the main
reason of why the corresponding two systems (MDC and MEC) performed nearly equally
in positively influencing users’ decision performance and quality. Additionally, given
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Table 7.5: Participants’ favorable arguments for MEC and MDC.
Main reasons of voting for MEC (15
votes)
Main reasons of voting for MDC (21
votes)
– Favoring user-initiated critiquing aid
(66.7%): support detailed refinement,
more intuitive to refine, give more control
over search, easier to adjust parameters,
favor the “improve” option, etc.;
– Easier to use and easier to find the prod-
uct’s information (13.3%);
– Familiar with the product domain
(13.3%);
– Negative impression of MDC (6.7%):
take long to change preferences
– Favoring system-suggested compound
critiques (42.9%): more options, global
view of products’ characteristics, useful,
enable to access to products more quickly,
etc.;
– Easier to compare products and easier
to understand (23.8%);
– Familiar with the product domain
(23.8%);
– Negative impression of MEC (9.5%): not
practical, inaccurate recommendations
that MDC also contains user-initiated unit critiquing and for most measures it per-
formed slightly (but not significantly) better than MEC, it infers that the combination
of both user-initiated and system-suggested critiquing facilities would potentially obtain
more benefits. Motivated by the observation, we have proposed the hybrid systems (see
Chapter 5) and will present related empirical studies in Chapter 9.
MEC vs. EC and MDC vs. DC
After the comparison of MEC and MDC regarding their critiquing aids’ difference, we
were interested in comparing the modified version from its original one (e.g. MEC vs.
EC) so as to see the modification’s effect. Since participants in Experiments 2 and 3 were
recruited from a similar population range and followed the same experiment procedure,
it was feasible to do two between-groups analyses (MEC vs. EC, and MDC vs. DC)
(i.e., two trials plus two between-subjects effects [Hop97]).
Tables 7.6 and 7.7 respectively show the comparison results of MEC and EC, and the
comparison of MDC and DC. For each system, only 18 participants who used it at their
first order were considered, in order to avoid any carryover biases. All of the significant
values (p) were computed by Student t-test assuming unequal variances.
The change from EC to MEC was the decrease of the number of the first round’s
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Table 7.6: Experimental comparison of EC and MEC (mean and St.d. for each dependent
variable).















EC 77.8% 4.06 4.33 1.44 1.86 3.89 4.42
(NIR =
7)
(0.43) (0.42) (2.2) (1.42) (0.7) (0.68) (0.86)
MEC 38.9% 3.33 2.88 1.56 2.69 3.11 3.39
(NIR =
1)















recommendations (NIR) from 7 to 1. Comparison analysis shows that this decrease
significantly impacts the users’ objective/subjective decision accuracy, perceived effort
and two trusting intentions in a negative manner, while the task time was positively
affected. Therefore, we believe that the first set of items recommended according to the
user’s initial preferences should be a very important factor associated with her subjective
perceptions of the system. In the case that the user’s initial preferences are very strong
and unlikely changed, multiple matching products may allow her to locate the desired
choice. On the other hand, if the preferences are not very certain, a starting point for
subsequent critiquing processes should be better selected among multiple options. From
the user data, we can see that subjects did take more time in examining the initially
recommended k products (k = 7), due to the fact that the average time consumed in EC
is significantly longer than in MEC.
The only difference between MDC and DC is on their NCR (the number of recom-
mended items after each critiquing process). MDC increased it from one on DC to k
items (k = 7). The results indicate that owing to this change, participants expended
significantly less time and effort in making their choice. As to the other variables, it did
not cause significant influences, such as on the objective accuracy, the decision confidence
and trusting intentions.
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Table 7.7: Experimental comparison of DC and MDC (mean and St.d. for each depen-
dent variable).















DC 33.3% 3.5 5 9.89 2.67 3.17 3.36
(NCR =
1)
(0.49) (0.62) (2.75) (9.86) (0.94) (0.86) (0.97)
MDC 50% 3.5 3.22 1.5 2.39 3.22 3.44
(NCR =
7)
(0.51) (0.92) (2.2) (1.5) (1.06) (0.88) (1.11)
p value
(df)




.413 (33) .849 (34) .812 (33)
Discussion
This user trial mainly showed that when both systems (EC and DC) were only dif-
ferent on their critiquing aids, users on average reacted similarly in both conditions.
More specifically, the user-initiated unit and compound critiquing support (MEC) and
user-initiated unit critiquing plus system-suggested compound critiques (MDC) enabled
participants to reach similar levels in terms of decision accuracy, decision effort and
trusting intentions. Users’ written protocols qualitatively uncovered their respective
strengths: MEC allows for higher user-control and detailed refinement, and MDC pro-
vides suggestions that may accelerate users’ decision process and make the critiquing
action easier.
Moreover, combining the results with Experiment 2, we demonstrated the respective
roles of NIR and NCR. That is, the decrease of NIR significantly impaired decision
accuracy and all of measured subjective perceptions, and the increase of NCR was shown
to significantly reduce users’ objective effort including time consumption and critiquing
cycles. Therefore, it implies that both NIR and NCR should be kept at k (k > 1) as in
the original EC, which may be the key success factor leading EC to outperform DC in
Experiment 2.
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7.4.4 Summary
We evaluated the example critiquing system through three user evaluations. In the first
one, we mainly measured whether due to its complementary role to a ranked list, users’
decision accuracy, preference certainty and confidence could be highly improved by using
it to perform tradeoff navigation. The experimental results proved our hypotheses. That
is, the example critiquing aid can realistically significantly help to increase the accuracy
by up to 57%. Users also expressed significantly higher level of preference certainty and
decision confidence after performing simple and complex tradeoff tasks with it. These
findings, combined with a previous user study [PK04], provide empirical evidence that
example critiquing with its tradeoff support enables consumers to more accurately find
what they want and be confident in their choices, while requiring a level of cognitive
effort that is comparable to a ranked list.
Given the proven benefits of the tradeoff support, it was then coming to determine
the effective elements for constructing a critiquing system to make it best improve on
users’ decision performance and quality. Motivated by this requirement, we subsequently
compared the example critiquing (EC) with a typical application of single-item system-
suggested critiquing system (i.e., DC), and found that EC outperformed DC in terms of
all the measured objective and subjective variables. A follow-up study further revealed
the respective positive effects of EC’s components. As for the critiquing coverage, its
multi-item strategy was observed to make users feel more freedom in comparing products,
choosing critiqued object and speeding up the decision process, relative to the single-
item display. Its user-initiated critiquing aid allowed users to conduct detailed preference
refinement and gave them higher control over composing their own search criteria. On
the other hand, our experiments also show the relative advantages of system-suggested
critiques in exposing product knowledge and even saving of critiquing effort if they could
accurately match users’ intended tradeoff criteria. This finding motivated us to develop







The second round of experiments was mainly emphasized on the effect of our preference-
based organization technique on building user trust in recommenders, and its algorithm
accuracy concerning critique predication and recommendation computation.
As mentioned before, user-trust building in recommender systems is a challenging
issue, and one main purpose of developing the organization interface was to make it
act as an alternative and potentially more effective explanation approach to increasing
users’ understanding of recommended items and furthermore their trust in the system.
Therefore, two user studies were conducted to clarify its explanation impact. One was
a carefully designed user survey to reveal the relationship between competence-inspired
trustworthiness and consumer trusting intentions, and more importantly, the role of
different explanation-based recommendation interfaces (“why” based list view and or-
ganized view) in trust promotion. Motivated by the survey results, we have performed
a significant-scale user evaluation to ask participants to practically interact with the
organization interface in order to measure their truly promoted trust values including
perceived competence, intention to return and cognitive effort.
On the other hand, the preference-based organization algorithm could present dif-
ferent tradeoff directions that are computed according to the current user’s preferences,
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so that she might be interested in one of them to in-depth explore. This function is
similar to the system-suggested critique suggestion. In order to measure the algorithm’s
accuracy in predicting user-desired critiques and recommending targeted products, a ret-
rospective simulation experiment was conducted to compare it with three typical types
of critique generation approaches based on a collection of real-user data.
8.2 Experiment 4: User Survey of Explanation Interfaces
8.2.1 Motivation
In Chapter 6, we described a competence-focused trust model we established for recom-
mender systems. It consists of three components: system design features, trustworthiness
of the recommenders, and trusting intentions. At the first step, we primarily evaluated
the model’s validity and considered trust building by the different design dimensions of
interface display techniques, especially those for the explanation interfaces, given their
potential benefits to improve users’ confidence about recommendations and their accep-
tance of the system [HKR00, SR02].
We have conducted a survey with 53 users in order to understand the interaction
among the three components of our trust model: the effect of an system’s competence
in building user trust, the influence of trust on users’ problem solving efficiency and
other trusting intentions, and the effective means to build trust using explanation-based
interfaces. We have investigated the modality of explanation, e.g., the use of graphics
vs. text, the amount of information used to explain (explanation richness), e.g., whether
long or short text is more trust inspiring, and most importantly whether alternative
explanation techniques exist that are more effective than the simple “why” construct
currently used in most e-commerce websites.
8.2.2 Survey Participants and Procedure
A total of 53 (7 females) undergraduate students taking the Human Computer Inter-
action course participated in the survey for partial course credit. To make sure that
all of them had at least some basic knowledge about recommender systems and online
shopping before the survey, we first gave them a brief introduction to these topics and
instructed them to search for a Tablet PC at an e-commerce website, PriceGrabber
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(www.pricegrabber.com).
Then the survey was conducted in the form of a carefully constructed questionnaire,
containing 3 pre-test questions and 9 survey questions. The survey questions were de-
signed to request users’ opinions on the proposed hypotheses. Each was asked to respond
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”. Since
most of the students’ native language is French, each question was also accompanied by
a translation so as to avoid any language misunderstanding.
8.2.3 Pre-test Questions
The pre-test questions were asked about participants’ familiarity with e-commerce, their
frequency of online shopping and personal trust propensity, all of which were assessed
on Likert scales before the formal survey (see questions and summary of user answers in
Table 8.1). In particular, since the individual propensity to trust can probably influence
one’s willingness to extend trust in specific situations [CW03], we were interested to
see whether the trust propensity as well as the other two independent factors would in
reality influence users’ responses to the trust-related statements in the specific domain
of recommender systems.
Table 8.1: Pre-test survey questions and frequency of user answers.
Control variables Questions and Answers (number of users)
Familiarity with
e-commerce
Q: Are you familiar with electronic commerce environments?
A: Very familiar (0); Familiar (11); Moderately familiar (19);
Of little familiarity (12); Not familiar at all (11)
Frequency of online
shopping
Q: Do you often use e-commerce websites to shop for goods?
A: Very frequently (11); Frequently (5); Occasionally (10);
Rarely (18); Very rarely (6); Never (3)
Personal trust
propensity
Q: Do you tend to trust a person/thing, even though you have
little knowledge of it?
A: Definitely (3); Very probably (21); Probably (20); Possi-
bly (7); Probably not (2); Very probably not (0)
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8.2.4 Hypotheses and Survey Questions
We had developed eight hypotheses which can be classified into three categories: the
contribution of competence perception to trust promotion and trusting intentions, the
effect of explanations on trust building and users’ preferences about explanation modality
and richness, and the effectiveness of organization-based explanation interfaces. For each
hypothesis, there is one or two related assessment statements for participants to indicate
their levels of agreement (see questions in Table 8.2). To illustrate the hypothesized
scenarios, a set of pre-designed interfaces was used as references while users were filling
in the questionnaire. For instance, when they were asked whether they would trust
more in the recommender system which could explain how the recommendations were
computed, the interface with the “why” components (see Figure 2.10) was shown to
them along with another similar display but without the explanation facility.
Hypothesis 1: a positive perception of the recommender system’s competence will
definitely increase users’ overall trust built in that system.
Hypothesis 2: a positive perception of the recommender system’s competence will
NOT necessarily lead to users’ disposition to buy a product from the website.
Hypothesis 3: increased level of perceived competence in a recommender system
will definitely lead to an increase in users’ intention to return to the system for future
use.
Hypothesis 4: increased level of perceived competence in a recommender system
will definitely lead to an increase in users’ intention to save their effort in processing
information.
Hypothesis 5: users will definitely build more trust in the recommender system
with explanations of recommendations, than in the system without.
Hypothesis 6: explanations in conversational language will be preferred to those in
graphics.
Hypothesis 7: explanations in short and concise sentences will be preferred to those
in long and detailed ones.
Hypothesis 8: the organization-based explanation interface will increase users’ per-
ceived competence of the recommender system.
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Table 8.2: Survey questions for users to rate on 5-point Likert scales from “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree”.
Hypotheses on the contribution of competence perception to trust
formation and trusting intentions
H1 Q1: The recommender agent gave me some really good suggestions. Therefore,
the agent can be trusted.
H2 Q2: Even though I got some really good suggestions from the agent, I am not
yet inclined to buy the product from the website where I found the recommender
agent.
H3 Q3: The recommender agent gave me some really good suggestions. Therefore,
I will return to this website for other product recommendations.
H4 Q4: If I trust the recommender agent, I will rely on it more to help me make a
decision, rather than processing all of the information myself.
Hypotheses on the effect of explanations on trust building and users’
preferences over explanation modality and richness
H5
Q5: If there are two recommender agents, one with explanations of how it works,
and another one without, I will definitely trust the first one more.
Q6: If I know how the suggestions are computed and ranked, I will be less likely
to want to see the alternatives the agent does not suggest.
H6 Q7: I prefer to see an explanation in familiar language rather than in diagrams
such as a histogram or a table.
H7 Q8: I prefer short and concise explanation sentences to long and detailed ones.
Hypothesis on the effectiveness of organization-based explanation in-
terfaces
H8 Q9: If the suggestions are well organized into different groups according to their
differences, it will be easier for me to compare them and make a quicker choice,
compared to a rank-ordered suggestions with detailed explanation for each item.
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8.2.5 Survey Results
In terms of the first category of hypotheses, the survey results (see Table 8.3) show
significant agreements with statements 2 and 3. That is, it was largely agreed that
high perception of a recommender’s competence can definitely result in users’ increased
intention to return to the system for other products’ information (Q2: mean = 3.55,
median = 4, mode = 4, p < 0.01 by Chi-square test), but it will not necessarily lead to
users’ intention to buy a product from the website where the recommender was found
(Q3: mean = 4.23, median = 4, mode = 4, p < 0.01). Post-survey discussion revealed
that users would visit more websites to compare the product’s prices before making a
purchase. The website’s security, reputation, delivery service and privacy policy were
also their important considerations in buying a product.
Analysis of users’ responses to statements 1 and 4 infers that it is indeed difficult to
reveal their validity through the form of survey. The majority of users were “not sure”
whether the perceived competence of recommendation quality was mostly contributive
to their trust formation in the recommender system (Q1: mean = 3.15, median = 3
and mode = 3, p = 0.121). The mean and median answers to question 4 (i.e. the
trust-induced benefit to effort saving) were also around 3 “not sure” (Q4: mean = 2.89,
median = 3, mode = 2, p = 0.316), indicating that it is unclear whether users would like
to save their effort in processing information once they perceive the system trustworthy.
Regarding the effect of explanation interfaces on trust promotion, it is significantly
positively responded that explanation can be an effective means to achieve user trust,
since most participants agreed that they would trust more in the recommender system
with explanations than the one without (Q5: mean = 3.64, median = 4, mode = 4,
p < 0.01). However, the answers to question 6 suggest that it is “not sure” whether
users would trust the recommender system to the extent of saving their own effort in
looking for options outside of the system’s recommendations, even if they know how the
recommendations are computed and ranked (Q6: mean = 3.06, median = 3, mode = 4,
p = 0.397), which is rather consistent with their responses to the question 4 about
whether they would save effort with trustworthy recommenders.
The in-depth survey of users’ preferences on the modality and richness aspects of
explanations indicates that the majority of participants significantly disagreed with the
statements that the explanation in familiar language would be preferred to in diagrams
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Table 8.3: Frequency analysis by grouping answers under three categories (expected
frequency for each category is 33.333%).
1–2 (“strongly dis-
agree” or “disagree”)






Q1 20.8% 43.4% 35.8% 4.226 0.121
Q2 18.9% 20.8% 60.3% 17.472 0.000
Q3 0% 11.3% 88.7% 74.075 0.000
Q4 41.5% 24.5% 34% 2.302 0.316
Q5 15.1% 22.6% 62.3% 20.415 0.000
Q6 32.1% 26.4% 41.5% 1.849 0.397
Q7 64.3% 18.7% 17% 22.679 0.000
Q8 49% 17% 34% 8.189 0.017
Q9 13.2% 13.2% 73.6% 38.642 0.000
(Q7: mean = 2.38, median = 2, mode = 2, p < 0.01), and that the short and concise
explanations would be preferred to long and detailed ones (Q8: mean = 2.85, median =
3, mode = 2, p < 0.05). In fact, users commented that they would prefer a short and
concise conversational explanation for the so-called low-risk products such as movies
and books, but if they were selecting products which carry a high level of financial and
emotional risk such as cars and houses, a more detailed and informative explanation
would be favored. In addition, subjects from different professional outlooks (for example
math vs. history majors) seemed to have different requirements for the media modality.
Nevertheless, independent of the product domain and educational background, the
organization-based explanation interface was significantly accepted by most participants
to be a more effective display for comparing recommendations and making a quick
choice, compared to the list view with a “why” component for each recommendation
(Q9: mean = 3.91, median = 4, mode = 4, p < 0.01).
The correlations between user answers to pre-test questions and survey questions
indicate that the participants’ personal trust propensity and familiarity level with e-
commerce did not significantly influence their judgments on the hypothesized statements
(see Table 8.4). It therefore implies that the personal trust propensity will not likely
affect users’ willingness to extend their trust in the recommender system.
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Trust propensity .483** .547** 1
Q1 .062 .003 .069
Q2 -.204 -.252 -.161
Q3 .023 -.055 -.177
Q4 .093 .004 -.188
Q5 -.032 .030 -.100
Q6 -.136 -.113 -.194
Q7 .026 .143 .046
Q8 .251 .146 .048
Q9 -.032 .287* .152
Note: ** means p < 0.001, and * means p < 0.05.
Users’ frequency of online shopping, however, was significantly positively correlated
with their responses to question 9 (correlation = 0.287, p < 0.05), which suggests that if
participants had more online shopping experience, they would more likely prefer a well-
organized recommendation interface to a simple list view only with “why” components.
Another interesting phenomenon is that replies to the three pre-test questions were highly
significantly correlated with each other. Thus, if a person tends to be more trusting of
people and situations, she will more likely go to virtual e-stores to make online purchases.
8.2.6 Discussion
Thus, the user survey showed that it was significantly agreed that a recommender sys-
tem’s competence could positively result in users’ intention to return, but was not neces-
sarily associated with their intention to purchase, which infers that the advanced features
of recommender systems alone may be enough to stimulate a user’s return intention, but
not her purchase behavior.
Moreover, explanation-based interfaces were agreed to act as an effective approach to
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building users’ competence-inspired trust, and the organization-based explanation was
further significantly accepted to be more effective than the simple “why” components.
However, the survey results in respect of users’ preferences over explanation modality
and richness were significantly negative. That is, most participants disagreed that the
explanations of recommendations in text would be preferred to those in graphics, and
short and concise conversational explanations be preferred to long and detailed ones.
The preference was revealed to be largely dependent on the specific product domain
according to user comments. As for other survey questions, the answers were not quite
clear. It was difficult to determine the degree of contribution from competence perception
to overall trust formation purely from the qualitative survey. It was also hard to know
whether high level of trust would definitely lead to users’ intention to save their decision
effort in processing information.
8.3 Experiment 5: Organized View vs. List View
In order to further understand whether the organization interface can be, in practice, a
more effective way to explain recommendations, we conducted a significant-scale empir-
ical study that compared the organized view with the traditional “why” interface in a
within-subjects design. The main objective was to measure the difference of users’ trust
in the two interfaces, from their perceived trustworthiness of the interface in terms of
the competence construct and two trusting intentions (the intention to return and save
effort). We also measured users’ actual task time while selecting the product that they
would purchase, in order to see the time’s correlation with subjective attitudes.
8.3.1 Research Model and Hypotheses
A research model (see Figure 8.1) represented the various parameters to be measured in
our user study. The trust was mainly assessed by three constructs: the perceived compe-
tence, the intention to save effort, and the intention to return, based on our established
trust model (see Chapter 6). The intention to save effort was further measured by the
perceived cognitive effort and actual completion time consumed. Because users’ inten-
tion to purchase was not necessarily associated with a recommender system’s perceived
competence as shown from previous survey results, we did not include it in the research
model.
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Figure 8.1: Research model for the hypotheses evaluated in the comparative study of
Organized View and List View.
According to this model, our main hypothesis was that users would build more trust
in the organization-based explanation interface than the simple “why” interface. That
is, users would perceive the organization interface more competent and more helpful in
saving their cognitive effort for making decisions, and would be more likely to return to
it.
In addition, we hypothesized that a positive perception of the agent’s competence
could necessarily lead to the reduction of cognitive effort (both subjectively and objec-
tively measured) and the increase in their intention to return. Although it was widely
agreed in the survey that higher competence perception can increase the user’s intention
to return, we decided to further prove the point by this quantitative evaluation. As for
the benefit of competence perception to effort saving, we were even more motivated to
clarify it through the quantitative empirical study since the relevant qualitative survey
result was rather inconclusive.
8.3.2 Materials and User Task
In order to avoid any carryover effects due to the within-subjects design, we developed
four (2 x 2) experiment conditions. A total of 72 participants were randomly assigned
to one of the four experiment conditions, resulting in a sample size of 18 subjects for
each condition cell. Each condition has a different order of appeared interfaces and a
different product domain associated with the interface. For example, the 18 users in
one experiment condition evaluated the ranked list interface with “why” explanations
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Figure 8.2: The “why” based list view used in the user evaluation.
for finding a digital camera (similar to Figure 8.2 but with digital camera as the product
domain), and then the organization interface for finding a notebook (Figure 8.3).
Both product domains comprise 25 up-to-date items, where each notebook has 8 at-
tributes (manufacturer, price, processor speed, battery life, etc.) and each digital camera
contains 9 attributes (manufacturer, price, megapixels, optical zooms, etc.). To prevent
the brand of products from influencing users’ choice, we replaced them by manufacturers
which do not exist (masked out in the figures).
To minimize behavior differences, we considered asking users to select an item out of
the top 25 most popular products from a commercial website (www.pricegrabber.com)
in this user study. The top candidate is the most popular item in both interfaces. In the
“why” interface, the remaining 24 products were sorted by their exchange rates relative
to the top candidate (see formula of exchange rate calculation in Chapter 4), where the
“why” tool-tip explains how one product compares to the most popular item. In the
organization interface, the remaining items were grouped into four categories generated
based on our organization selection and ranking algorithms. The radio button alongside
with each item was used by participants to select the product that they are prepared to
purchase. Since the most popular candidates in both interfaces are based on the website’s
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Figure 8.3: The organized view used in the user evaluation.
opinion, rather than the evaluators’ own opinions, we judged that the respondent is likely
to view the other 24 products and consult the explanations. As it turned out, it was
indeed the case since less than 11.3% of users selected the top candidate in the “why”
interface, and only 8.3% in the case of the organization interface.
8.3.3 Participants
A total of 72 volunteers (19 females) were recruited as participants in the experiment.
They come from 16 different countries (Spain, Canada, China, etc.), and have different
professions (student, professor, research assistant, engineer, secretary, sales clerk and
manager) and educational backgrounds (high school, bachelor, master and doctorate
degrees). Most of the participants (62 users) had some online shopping experiences. In
addition, 54 had bought a notebook in the past two years and 59 users had bought a
digital camera. Furthermore, most participants intended to purchase a new notebook
(57 users) and digital camera (60 users) in the near future.
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8.3.4 Procedure
An online procedure containing the instructions, evaluated interfaces and questionnaires
was provided for users to easily follow. The online experiment was prepared in two
versions: English and French. At the beginning of each session, the participants were
asked to choose the language that they preferred, and then they were debriefed on the
objective of the experiment and the upcoming tasks. The objective was to evaluate two
graphical recommendation interfaces and to determine which interface was more helpful
in recommending products to them. Thereafter, a short questionnaire was to be filled out
about their demographics, e-commerce experience and product knowledge. Participants
would then start evaluating the two interfaces one by one corresponding to the order
defined in the assigned experiment condition. For each interface, the main user task
was to “select a product that you would purchase if given the opportunity”, followed by
a total of 6 questions about their overall opinions (i.e., trust assessments) regarding the
interface. Users were also encouraged to provide any suggesting comments.
8.3.5 Results Analysis
Results were analyzed for each measured variable using the paired samples t-test.
Perceived Competence
Users’ subjective perception of the competence in the interface was mainly measured by
their perception of the interface’s easiness and efficiency in comparing products. Each
assessment was asked by one item (i.e., a question) in the post-questionnaire marked
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”).
Table 8.5 indicates participants’ mean response and standard deviation to each item for
the two interfaces. The construct validity and reliability respectively represent how well
the two items are related to the construct “perceived competence” and how consistently
they are unified (the significant benchmark of factor loading for construct validity is 0.5
[HAT86], and of Cronbach’s alpha for construct reliability is 0.7 [Tuc55]).
Both items were responded to be on average higher for the organization interface,
which shows that most users regarded the organization-based explanation interface more
comfortable to use and perceived it to be more efficient in making product comparisons.
The overall level of perceived competence of the organization interface is thus higher
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Table 8.5: Organized view vs. List view: construct composition, items’ mean values,
construct validity and reliability.
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than that provided by the “why”-based list view (see Figure 8.4; mean = 3.31 for the or-
ganization vs. mean = 2.75 for the list view, t = 3.74, p < 0.001). The construct’s overall
mean value was calculated as the average of the mean values for each item contained in
the construct.
Intention to Return
As demonstrated from previous survey results, the most remarkable benefit of the competence-
inspired trust is its positive influence on users’ intention to return. Accordingly, we re-
gard the “intention to return” as an important criterion to judge the trust achievement
of explanation-based recommendation interfaces. In our user study, it was assessed by
two interrelated post-questions (still using the 5-point Likert scale), which asked par-
ticipants, positively then negatively, about their genuine intention to use the interface
again for future shopping (see Table 8.5). Note that the negative question was asked on
a reverse scale, so that the higher the rate is, the better it is.
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4.3 Procedure 
The user study was conducted at places convenient for the 
participants (office, home, cafeteria, etc.) with the help of a provided 
notebook or desktop computer. An online procedure containing the 
instructions, evaluated interfaces and questionnaires was 
implemented so that users can easily follow, and also for us to 
record all of their actions in a log file. There was also an 
administrator present in each user study to answer any of the user’s 
questions in addition to taking notes.  
The online experiment was prepared in two versions, English and 
French, since these are the participants’ native languages. At the 
beginning of each session, the participants were first asked to choose 
the language that they prefer, and then they were debriefed on the 
objective of the experiment and the upcoming tasks. In particular, 
they were asked to evaluate two graphical recommendation 
interfaces and to determine which interface is more helpful in 
recommending products to users. Thereafter, a short questionnaire 
was to be filled out about their demographics, e-commerce 
experience and product knowledge.     
Participants would then start evaluating the two interfaces one by 
one corresponding to the order defined in the assigned experiment 
condition. For each interface, the main user task was to select a 
product the participant would purchase if given the opportunity, 
followed by a set of 6 questions about his/her overall opinions 
regarding the interface. Users were also encouraged to provide any 
comment on the interface.  
4.4 Hypothesis and Measured Data 
Our main hypothesis was that users would build more trust in the 
organization-based explanation interface than the simple “why” 
construct in the list view. This was mainly assessed by the three trust 
constructs in our trust model: perceived competence, the intention to 
return, and the intention to save effort. The intention to save effort is 
further measured by the cognitive effort and actual completion time 
consumed. 
5. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
Results were analyzed for each measured variable using paired 
samples t-test. 
5.1 Perceived Competence 
Users’ subjective perception of the competence in the interface was 
mainly measured by their perception of the interface’s ease of use 
and efficiency in comparing products. Each is asked by one item (or 
question) in the post-questionnaire marked on a 5-point Likert scale 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Table 2 
indicated participants’ mean responses to each item for the two 
interfaces, and the Cronbach’s alpha value representing how well 
the two items are related and unified to the construct “perceived 
competence”.   
Both items were responded to be on average higher for the 
organization interface, which showed that most users regarded the 
organization-based explanation interface more comfortable to use 
and perceived it to be more efficient in making product comparisons. 
The overall level of perceived competence of the organization 
interface was thus higher than that provided by the “why” interface 
(mean=3.31, SD=1.05, vs. mean=2.75, SD=1.20 for the “why” 
interface, t=3.74, p<0.001, see Figure 3; median=3.5 vs. 3; mode=4 
vs. 3.5). 
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Figure 3. Mean difference of participants’ trust formation for 
the two interfaces. 
5.2 Intention to Return 
As demonstrated in our previous work [5], the most remarkable 
benefit of the competence-inspired trust was its positive influence on 
users’ intention to return. Accordingly, we regard the “intention to 
return” as an important criterion to judge the trust achievement of 
explanation-based recommendation interfaces. In our user study, it 
was assessed by two interrelated post-questions (still using the 5-
point Likert scale), which asked participants, positively then 
negatively, about their genuine intention to use the interface again 
for future shopping (see Table 3). 
Table 3. Intention-to-return construct 
Mean  






If I had to buy a product online in 
the future and an interface such as 
this was available, I would be very 
likely to use it; 
3.11 2.56 
I don't like this interface, so I 
would not use it again (reverse 
scale). 
3.40 2.79 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.91 
The results showed that most of participants had stronger intention 
of returning to the organization-based explanation interface in the 
future, than the simple “why” list view. The difference in overall 
mean value proved to be highly significant (mean=3.27, SD=1.11 
Figure 8.4: Mean differences of trust assessments in the two explanation interfaces.
The results how that most of partic pants had a s ronger intention of returning to
the organization-based explanation interface in the future, than the simple “why” list
view. The difference in overall mean value proved to be highly significant (see Figure
8.4; mean = 3.27 for the organized view vs. mean = 2.67 for the list view, t = 4.58,
p < 0.001).
Intention to Save Effort
Perceived Cognitive Effort. As introduced in Chapter 6, the perceived cognitive
effort is a subjective evaluatio from the user on the overall information processing
effort required by a tool and its interface. Like the perceived competence, it was also
made up of two items (questions) respectively responded on a 5-point Likert scale (see
Table 8.5 for the items and their mean responses). One of the questions was asked on
a reverse scale, m aning that the scale ranges from 1 (“strongly agree”) to 5 (“strongly
disagree”).
The lower mean rate therefore represents a smaller amount of cognitive effort an
ave age user perceived during her/his interaction with the corresponding interface. As a
result, the overall cognitive effort was perceived significantly lower (t = −3.89, p < 0.001)
on the organization-based explanation interface (see Figure 8.4; mean = 2.54 for the
organization vs. mean = 3.10 for the “why” interface).
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Actual Completion Time. Contrarily to the perceived cognitive effort, the actual
completion time is an objective measure, defined as the amount of time a participant took
in accomplishing the task of locating a desired product in the interface. No significant
difference was found between the two interfaces in terms of the task completion time
(mean = 2.62 minutes, SD = 1.67 for the organization vs. mean = 2.60 minutes, SD
= 1.74 for the “why” interface, t = 0.13, p = 0.45). Users took slightly less time
using the organization interface, when comparing the median time (median=2.13 for the
organization vs. 2.18 minutes for the “why” interface). Combined with the results from
perceived cognitive effort, it indicates that even though users expended a similar amount
of time in processing information during their decision making process, they perceived
the decision task executed in the organization interface as less demanding.
Path Analysis between Constructs
Using the path coefficient analysis, we aimed at investigating the causal relationships
between the trust constructs. Such an analysis can help us validate whether an increased
level of perceived competence will likely lead to more intention to save effort and increased
intention to return to the system for future use. The model for the path analysis contains
one independent variable: the perceived competence, and three dependent variables:
perceived effort, actual completion time, and intention to return. The path coefficients
are partial regression coefficients which measure the extent of effect of one variable on
another in the path model using a correlation matrix as the input.
The results indicate that an increased level of perceived competence can significantly
lead to users’ experiencing a lesser amount of cognitive effort in decision making (b =
−0.83, p < 0.001) and an increased intention to return to the recommender system
(b = 0.78, p < 0.001) (see Figure 8.5). These findings were further corroborated by
the phenomenon that approximately 68% of variance in cognitive effort (R2 = 0.68)
and 61% of variance in intention to return (R2 = 0.61) can be accounted for by the
perceived competence (both exceeding the 10% benchmark recommended by Falk and
Miller [FM92]).
However, the path coefficient from perceived competence to actual completion time
does not indicate a significant level (b = −0.02, p = 0.829). The in-depth examination
of the correlation between perceived cognitive effort and actual time reveals that they
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are not significantly associated with each other (correlation = 0.069, p = 0.414). This
means that even though less task time is spent on the interface, it does not predict that













Actual task time 
Intention to return 
Figure 8.5: Standardized path coefficients and explained variances for the measured
variables (*** indicating the coefficient is at the p < 0.001 significant level; explained
variance R2 appearing in italics over the box).
User Comments
Further analysis of users’ comments made the reasons more explicit as to why the orga-
nization interface was subjectively preferred to the simple “why” list by the majority of
participants. Many users considered it well structured and easier to compare products
from different categories or in one category. Some users found it a little surprising at
the beginning, but they soon got used to it and found it useful. It was also accepted
as a good idea to label each category to distinguish it from others. In other words,
the grouping allowed most of them perceiving the location of a product matching their
needs more quickly than the ungrouped display. Although some users also liked the
“why” component in the ranked list because it provided a quick overview of advantages
and disadvantages of the product compared to the top candidate, they felt too much
information was provided in the list view, that required more concentration and effort
for the decision making than the organized view.
8.3.6 Discussion
Most of our hypotheses are well supported by the empirical user study. Participants
on average built more trust in the organization-based explanation interface, since they
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perceived the organized view more competent and more helpful in processing decision
information. They also indicated a higher level of intention to return to it for future use.
In addition to the straightforward comparison, most of the participants were indeed pos-
itively responding to assessment questions concerning the organization interface, given
the fact that the mean values of these variables are all above the midpoint (i.e., 3) of the
Likert scale, whereas the mean values for assessing the “why” interface were all below
the midpoint.
The study also shows that a higher level of competence perception does not necessar-
ily lead to reduction in actual time spent on the corresponding interface, which means
that users are likely to take nearly the same amount of time to make decisions as in the
interface with lower perceived competence. However it is worth pointing out that a more
favorable perception of a system’s competence is positively correlated with a reduction
in perceived effort. That is, even though users may expend the same amount of actual
time in finishing their decision tasks, they are likely to feel as though they did not put
in as much effort.
Results from our empirical study strongly support a current trend in displaying a di-
verse set of recommendations rather than the k-best matching ones. McGinty and Smyth
maintain that showing diverse items can reduce the recommendation cycles [MS03]. Mc-
Sherry advocates that the displayed items should cover all possible tradeoffs that the user
may be prepared to accept [McS02]. In the same spirit, Price and Messinger proposed
to generate the displayed set taking into account users’ preference uncertainty [PM05].
Our work demonstrates that displaying a diverse set of results in an organization-based
interface will more effectively enable users’ trust formation, compared to the simple k-
best interface even after the “why” enhancement. We believe that similar trust-related
benefits can be obtained for the diversity-driven interfaces proposed by other researchers
in this field.
8.4 Experiment 6: Accuracy Measurement of Organization Algorithm
In respect of another primary goal to stimulate users to consider tradeoffs (critiques)
relative to the top candidate, the preference-based organization algorithm was further
measured concerning its accuracy of predicting critiques that users are likely to make
and recommending products that are users’ target choice. We compared it with the other
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critique generation approaches to see whether and how they would perform differently
regarding the two aspects.
As introduced in Chapters 2 and 4, there were three typical types of system-suggested
critiquing methods: one is pre-designing a set of static and knowledge-based critiques
for users to choose (e.g., FindMe systems [BHY97]), the second one is based on the data
mining technique to dynamically generate critiques and present the ones with lower per-
centages of satisfying products (e.g., dynamic critiquing systems [RMMS04, MRMS05]),
and the third one is according to user preferences to compute recommendations and use
these products’ detailed differences from the top candidate as proposed critiques (e.g.,
MAUT-based compound critiques [ZP06]). Therefore, we mainly compared our algo-
rithm with these three approaches (see Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 for a brief comparison of
their main characteristics).
8.4.1 Materials and Procedure
Few earlier works have empirically measured the prediction accuracy of their algorithms
in suggesting critiques. Moreover, most of previous experiments were simply based on
a random product from the database to determine a simulated user’s initial preferences
and her target choice [RMMS04, RMMS05, ZP06].
In order to more realistically and accurately measure the critique prediction accuracy
and recommendation accuracy of different system-suggested critiquing algorithms, our
experiment was based on a collection of real-users’ data to initiate the comparison. The
data has been collected from previous user studies where users were instructed to identify
their truly intended critiquing criteria with a user-initiated critiquing interface. 54 (6
females) real-users’ records were accumulated (with around 1500 data points). Half of
these users were asked to find a favorite digital camera (64 products, 8 main features)
and the other half were searching for a tablet PC (55 products, 10 main features). Each
record includes a real-user’s initial preferences (i.e., a set of (preferred attribute value,
attribute weight) pairs), the product she selected for critiquing, her self-motivated cri-
tiquing criteria (i.e., attributes to be improved or compromised) during each critiquing
cycle, the total critiquing cycles she consumed, and her target choice which was deter-
mined after she reviewed all products in an oﬄine setting.
In the beginning of our simulation, each user’s initial preferences were first entered
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into the evaluated algorithm. The system then proposed k critiques (k = 4), and the
critique best matching the user’s intended critiquing criteria during that cycle was se-
lected. Then, among the set of n recommended products (n = 6) that satisfy the selected
critique, the product most similar to the actual product picked in that cycle was used
for the next round of critique generation. This process ended when the corresponding
user stopped. That is, if a user took three critiquing cycles to locate her final choice, she
would also end after three cycles in our experiment.
8.4.2 Measured Variables and Results
Precisely, two accuracy variables were carefully defined and measured in the simula-
tion. One is the critique prediction accuracy that indicates how accurately the system-
suggested critiques can match real-users’ intended critiquing criteria so that users would
likely apply them in real situations. Another is the recommendation accuracy, which
shows how accurately users’ target choice would be located in the recommending prod-
ucts once a suggested critique is picked.
Critique Prediction Accuracy
The critique prediction accuracy for each user is formally defined as the average match-
ing degree between her self-initiated critiquing criteria and the best matching system-
suggested critiques over all cycles (see Formula 8.1). A higher matching degree on average
for all of the users infers that the corresponding critique generation algorithm can likely









α×NumImproveMatch(c) + (1− α)×NumCompromiseMatch(c)
α×NumImprove(t) + (1− α)×NumCompromise(t) ) 8.1
where Cj represents the set of suggested critiques during the j-th cycle, NumImprove(t)
is the number of improved attributes in the user’s real critique (denoted as t) in that cycle,
andNumCompromise(t) is the number of compromised attributes. NumImproveMatch(c)
denotes the number of improved attributes that appear in both the critique suggestion
(i.e. c) and the user’s critique, andNumCompromiseMatch(c) is the number of matched
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Figure 3. Experimental comparison of four system-proposed critique generation algorithms. 




































Figure 4. Comparison of different algorithms’ recommendation accuracy on a per cycle basis. 
5.2.2 Recommendation Accuracy 
In addition to measuring the algorithm’s ability to predict critiques, we measured its 
recommendation accuracy, calculated as how likely users’ target choices could have been 






RecommendationAccuracy FindTarget( target , RC (u ) )
NumUsers = =
= ! !  (6) 
In this formula, RCj(ui) denotes the set of recommended products that satisfy the selected 
critique during the jth cycle for the user ui. If the user’s target choice (denoted as targeti) 
appears in any RCj(ui) set, FindTarget is equal to 1, otherwise FindTarget is 0. Thus, the 
higher overall recommendation accuracy represents the larger proportion of users whose 
target choice appeared at least in one recommendation cycle, inferring that the 
Figure 8.6: Experimental comparison of four system-suggested critique generation algo-
rithms.
compromised attributes (α = 0.75, since users should like more accurate matching on
the improved attributes).
Comparative results show that both user-preferences based critique generation ap-
proaches, the preference-based organization (henceforth Pref-ORG) and MAUT-based
compound critiques (henceforth MAUT-COM), achieve relatively higher success rates
(respectively 66.9% and 63.7%) in predicting critiques users actually made, compared
to the dynamic critiquing method (henceforth DC) and FindMe approach (F = 94.620,
p < 0.001 by ANOVA test; see Figure 8.6). The Pref-ORG is even slightly better than
MAUT-COM. The results hence imply that when the proposed critiques can adapt well
to the user’s preferences and potential needs, the user would likely more frequently apply
them in real situations.
Recommendation Accuracy
In addition to measuring the algorithm’s ability to predict critique , we measured its
recommendation accuracy, calculated as how likely users’ target choices could have been
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Figure 4. Comparison of different algorithms’ recommendation accuracy on a per cycle basis. 
5.2.2 Recommendation Accuracy 
In addition to measuring the algorithm’s ability to predict critiques, we measured its 
recommendation accuracy, calculated as how likely users’ target choices could have been 






RecommendationAccuracy FindTarget( target , RC (u ) )
NumUsers = =
= ! !  (6) 
In this formula, RCj(ui) denotes the set of recommended products that satisfy the selected 
critique during the jth cycle for the user ui. If the user’s target choice (denoted as targeti) 
appears in any RCj(ui) set, FindTarget is equal to 1, otherwise FindTarget is 0. Thus, the 
higher overall recommendation accuracy represents the larger proportion of users whose 
target choice appeared at least in one recommendation cycle, inferring that the 
Figure 8.7: Comparison of different algorithms’ recommendation accuracy on a per cycle
basis.
In this formula, RCj(ui) denotes the set of recommended products that satisfy the
selected critique during the j-th cycle for the user ui. If the user’s target choice (denoted
as targeti) appears in any RCj(ui) set, FindTarget is equal to 1, otherwise it is 0.
Thus, the higher overall recommendation accuracy represents t e larger proportion of
users whose target choice appeared at least in one recommendation cycle, inferring that
the corresponding system can likely more accurately recommend argeted products to
real-users during their acceptable critiquing cycles.
The experiment indicates that Pref-ORG achieves the highest recommendation ac-
curacy (57.4%) compared to the other methods (F = 8.171, p < 0.001; see Figure 8.6).
Figure 8.7 further illustrates the comparison of recommendation accuracy on a per cycle
basis in an accumulated manner. It is worth noting that although MAUT-COM obtains
relatively higher critique prediction accuracy compared to DC and FindMe, it is limited
in recommending accurate products. In fact, regarding the recommendation accuracy,
the best two approaches (Pref-ORG and DC) are both based on association rule mining
techniques to generate representative critique candidates, and Pref-ORG performs much
better than DC likely due to its preference-focused selection mechanism. Therefore, Pref-
ORG is proven not only the most accurate system at suggesting critiques that real-users
intended to make, but also most accurate at recommending products that were targeted
by the users as their best choice.
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Interaction Effort Reduction
It is then interesting to know how effectively the system could potentially reduce users’
objective effort in locating their target choice. This was concretely measured as the
percentage of cycles the average user could have saved to make the choice relative to the









where actualCyclei denotes the number of cycles the corresponding user consumed
and targetCyclei denotes the number of cycles until her target choice first appeared in
the products recommended by the evaluated system. For the user whose target choice
did not appear in any recommendations, her effort reduction is 0.
In terms of this variable, Pref-ORG again shows the best result (F = 4.506, p < 0.01;
see Figure 8.6). More specifically, the simulated user can on average save over 21.2% of
their critiquing cycles while using the preference-based organization algorithm (vs. 7.2%
with MAUT-COM, 8.95% with DC and 9.96% with FindMe). This finding implies that
the preference-based organization can potentially enable real-users to more efficiently
obtain their desired choice, not only relative to the user-initiated critiquing aid (where the
actualCycle was consumed), but also compared to the other system-suggested critiquing
approaches.
8.4.3 Discussion
From the simulation’s results, we can conclude that both preference-based critique gen-
eration algorithms, the preference-based organization and MAUT-based compound cri-
tiques, have a higher potential to significantly increase critique prediction accuracy, com-
pared to the purely data-driven dynamic critiquing method and the FindMe approach.
On the other hand, using the association rule mining method to organize products under
representative critique suggestions, as Pref-ORG and DC do, can more likely improve the
accuracy of recommendations in matching real-users’ target choice. In addition, Pref-
ORG can potentially require real-users to expend the least amount of critiquing cycles
to target their best choice.
Therefore, the Pref-ORG method of involving both MAUT-based user preference
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models and association rule mining techniques to generate organized and diverse cri-
tiques was proven to possess the highest possibility to enable users to locate their desired
critiquing criteria in the suggested critiques and furthermore their best choice in the rec-
ommended products once they picked the critique. Combining with former user studies
about its trust-promotion benefit (Experiments 4 & 5), we believe that it should be not
only actively acting as an effective explanation interface design, but also outperforming
critique suggestion method due to its algorithm procedure.
8.5 Summary
As a summary of this chapter, we first performed a user survey that tentatively revealed
the qualitative relationship between explanations and competence-inspired trust forma-
tion, and the potentially higher effectiveness of organization-based explanation technique
than the traditional “why”-based list interface. A follow-up user evaluation quantita-
tively verified the significant benefits of our preference-based organization interface, as
an alternative explanation technology, in increasing users’ competence perceptions with
the recommender, and enhancing their trusting intention to return to the system and
the saving of cognitive effort in information searching.
Besides, the organization algorithm’s prediction accuracy, in terms of the computa-
tion of recommended tradeoff directions and products, was also assessed by comparing
it with three existing typical approaches to generating critique suggestions, in a retro-
spective simulation setting. It exhibited significantly better performance regarding both
accuracy measurements (critique prediction accuracy and recommendation accuracy)
and even showed a promising prospective in reducing users’ objective interaction effort
in targeting at their desired choice.
Therefore, given the outperforming abilities of the preference-based organization in
the aspects of recommendation computation as well as explanation generation, we have
combined it with the user-initiated example critiquing support, with the purpose of
unifying all of their advantages into a hybrid system. The user evaluations related to
the hybrid implementation will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter9
Evaluations of Hybrid Systems
9.1 Introduction
We have previously respectively evaluated the example-critiquing and the preference-
based organization technique. The example-critiquing support was found as a more effec-
tive tool in aiding complex tradeoff navigations and improving users’ decision accuracy,
compared to both non critiquing-based systems (such as the ranked list) and single-item
system-suggested dynamic critiquing interfaces. The preference-based organization tech-
nique was demonstrated not only as a significantly more effective explanation tool to
build user trust in recommender systems, but also an outperforming critique suggestion
approach relative to related algorithms.
In this chapter, we will introduce three more user studies to evaluate hybrid critiquing
systems which were proposed to combine the strengths from both user-initiated example
critiquing) and system-suggested critiques (such as dynamic critiquing and preference-
based organization). The first user study measured an originally developed hybrid design,
example critiquing plus dynamic critiquing. Since in this hybrid critiquing interface users
could have much more freedom in choosing the type of critiquing support they are willing
to use in a certain situation, it would be more direct to measure their actual application
frequency of the different critiquing aids, and additionally study whether and how the
hybrid system outperforms single example critiquing and dynamic critiquing systems.
The second experiment compared the combination of example critiquing and preference-
based organization interface with the original hybrid design, so as to investigate whether
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due to the replacement of dynamic critiquing with preference-based organization, users’
objective critiquing effort can be in practice significantly saved. Then, we will describe
a cross-cultural user evaluation with the purpose of understanding the system’s scalable
effectiveness among participants from different cultural backgrounds (e.g. Asia and Eu-
rope). In particular, the experiment collected users’ literal comments, which should be
quite beneficial to the development of effective design guidelines. Our trust model estab-
lished for recommender systems was also completely validated through this cross-cultural
user evaluation.
9.2 Experiment 7: Evaluation of Example Critiquing plus Dynamic Cri-
tiquing
We were interested in investigating how to further improve on the critiquing interface,
according to the respective advantages of system-suggested critiques and user-initiated
critiquing derived from the results of Experiments 2 & 3. Inspired by user comments,
the best approach would be to maximally combine both types of critiquing aids into a
single system, so that the hybrid system would support an optimal level of user-control.
That is, users can have the freedom to choose either specifying their own critiques, or
selecting the suggested critiques if matching their desires.
Therefore, in this trial, we measured users’ critiquing behavior in a hybrid critiquing
system that combines critiquing aids from EC (example critiquing) and DC (dynamic
critiquing) on the same screen. The hypothesis was that since the hybrid critiquing
interface could enable users to have more freedom in choosing the type of critiquing
support they are willing to use in a certain situation, it would perform better respectively
relative to DC’s and EC’s critiquing aids apart.
9.2.1 Materials and Participants
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the hybrid critiquing interface combined the system-suggested
compound critiques based on the dynamic critiquing method [RMMS04, RMMS05] and
the user-initiated example critiquing facility on the same screen. The proposed critiques
are listed under the currently critiqued product and the bottom is the user-initiated
critiquing area with functions to facilitate creating unit or compound critiques by users
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themselves. Once a critique was posted, the recommender algorithm is run adaptive to
the type of critiques users made.
The hybrid system was still developed with tablet PC and digital camera product
catalogs and measured in respect of the objective and subjective variables determined
in Section 7.3.2 (shared experiment setup). It returns one initial recommendation (NIR
= 1) and seven items after each critiquing (NCR = 7), as MDC and MEC do (Section
7.4), so that it can be comparable with them both, only regarding their critiquing aids’
difference. Among the recommended item(s), if the user finds her target choice, she
can proceed to check out. Otherwise, if she likes one product but wants something
improved, she can come back to the critiquing page (by clicking the “Value Comparison”
button along with the reference product) to resume a new critiquing cycle. Similar to
previously implemented EC systems, the hybrid interface also provides the product’s
detailed specifications accessed by a “detail” link and a “save list” for the user to record
products that interest her.
We randomly recruited 18 new volunteers (1 female) from the same population range
as in Experiments 2 & 3. Each of them was only required to evaluate one system: the
hybrid critiquing with the user task of “find a product you would purchase if given the
opportunity”. Each participant was randomly assigned one product domain (tablet PC
or digital camera) to search. After the choice was made, the participant was asked
to fill in a post-study questionnaire about her/his perceived cognitive effort, decision
confidence, and trusting intentions (see questions in Table 7.1). Then her/his objective
decision accuracy was measured by revealing all products to the participant to determine
whether s/he prefers another product in the catalog or stands by the choice just made
with the hybrid critiquing system.
9.2.2 Results Analysis
Critiquing Application
Among the 18 participants, 88.9% conducted self-initiated critiquing and 44.4% picked
the suggested compound critiques at lease once. On average, the application time of user-
initiated critiquing per user is 2.5 against 1.1 of system-suggested compound critiques
(t = 2.11, p < 0.01 by paired-samples t-test). In addition, around 36% of user-initiated
critiques were compound critiques that maximally involved 7 features at a time, 55.6%
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Figure 7. Critiquing application in the hybrid critiquing interface on a per cycle basis. 
Another finding is that 83.3% of participants ended their session by utilizing the self-initiated 
critiquing feature. It infers that system-suggested critiques may be more useful in the earlier 
cycles when users are less certain about their preferences or have a superficial understanding of 
the product domain. Later on, once users obtain a certain degree of product knowledge and what 
they want, they will be more likely to perform self-motivated critiques that ultimately lead to 
their final choice.  
Decision Accuracy, Decision Effort and Trusting Intentions   
The objective decision accuracy that the hybrid critiquing system reached was 66.7%, given the 
fact that 12 participants (out of 18) stuck with their choice by using the system when they had a 
chance to view all of the alternatives. Figure 7 shows the improvement of decision accuracy with 
the increase of critiquing cycles. We further examined the accuracy distribution corresponding to 
users’ critiquing application. The results indicate that 50% of decision accuracy was contributed 
from participants who performed both system-suggested CC and self-initiated critiquing, 41.67% 
from ones only applying self-initiated critiquing and 8.33% from those who did not make any 
critiquing (the first recommended item was their choice). This distribution exhibits a significant 
phenomenon (p = 0.03 by Chi-square test).  
As for the perceived decision accuracy (decision confidence), the average rate is above 3 
indicating that most of users (88.9%) were confident that their choice was the best using the 
hybrid critiquing system (mean = 4, median = 4). 
Regarding the objective decision effort, the participant on average consumed 5.5 minutes and 3.6 
critiquing cycles. The responses to questions related to perceived effort showed that the 
participant subjectively perceived a low level of cognitive effort in decision making (mean = 
2.06, median = 2).  
Figure 9.1: Critiquing application in the hybrid system (EC plus DC) on a per cycle
basis.
were unit critiques (one feature to be improved or compromised) and 8.9% were without
concrete criteria (similarity-based critiquing).
Figure 9.1 illustrates the critiquing application frequency on a per cycle basis. The
left vertical axis is the number of users who applied system-suggested compound critiques
or user-initiated critiquing facility in the corresponding cycle. It refers to those people
who did not stop before that cycle and continued making critiques. The right axis is
the aggr gated decision accuracy. It can be observed that during 84.6% (11 out 13) of
maximal critiquing cycles, the number of users who created critiques on their own is
more than (during 8 cycles) or equal to (3 cycles) the number of ones picking suggested
compound critiques. Another finding is that 83.3% of participants ended their session
by utilizing the self-initiated critiquing feature. It infers that system-suggested critiques
may be more useful in the earlier cycles when users are less certain about their preferences
or have a superficial und rstanding of the product domain. Later on, once users obtain a
certai degree of produ t knowledge and what they really want, they will be more likely
to perform self-motivated critiques that ultimately lead to their final choice.
Decision Accuracy, Decision Effort and Trusting Intentions
The objective decision accuracy that the hybrid critiquing system reached was 66.7%,
given the fact that 12 participants (out of 18) stuck with their choice found with the
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system when they had a chance to view all of the alternatives. Figure 9.1 shows the
augmentation of decision accuracy with the increase of critiquing cycles. We further
examined the accuracy distribution corresponding to users’ critiquing application. The
results indicate that 50% of decision accuracy was contributed from participants who per-
formed both system-suggested compound critiques and self-initiated critiquing, 41.67%
from ones only applying self-initiated critiquing and 8.33% from those who did not make
any critiquing (the first recommended item was their choice). This distribution exhibits
a significant phenomenon (p = 0.03 by the Chi-square test).
As for the perceived decision accuracy (decision confidence), the average rate is above
3 indicating that most of users (88.9%) were confident that their choice was the best using
the hybrid system (mean = 4, median = 4).
Regarding the objective decision effort, the participant on average consumed 5.5
minutes and 2.83 critiquing cycles. The responses to questions related to perceived effort
showed that the participant on average subjectively perceived a low level of cognitive
effort in decision making (mean = 2.06, median = 2). Analysis of users’ answers to
trusting intentions indicated that most of participants (respectively 61.1% and 77.8%)
expressed a positive intention to purchase their chosen product (mean = 3.4, median =
4) and intention to return to the system for future use (mean = 4.06, median = 4.5).
Comparison with MDC & MEC
In Section 7.4 (Experiment 3), we described an experiment of comparing two systems:
MDC and MEC, which were respectively modified versions of DC and EC, made different
only on their critiquing aids (system-suggested vs. user-initiated). Given that the hybrid
critiquing system was evaluated following the same experimental procedure and it was
also different from MDC and MEC only in respect of their critiquing aid designs, it
was feasible to compare the results of this hybrid system evaluation with experimental
results of MDC and MEC. Therefore, 18 subjects who had used MDC (at their first
order) and 18 who used MEC were respectively compared with the 18 participants using
the hybrid critiquing aid (henceforth HC). Two between-groups analyses (with Student
t-test assuming unequal variances) were done to measure users’ performance difference
regarding all of the dependent variables (two trials plus two between-subjects effects
[Hop97]).
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Table 9.1: Experimental comparison of MDC and hybrid critiquing (mean and St.d. for
each measured variable).















MDC 50% 3.5 3.22 1.5 2.39 3.22 3.44
(without
U-CC)
(0.51) (0.92) (2.2) (1.5) (1.06) (0.88) (1.11)
HC 66.7% 4 5.52 2.83 2.06 3.44 4.06
(with U-
CC)









.273 (29) .447 (34) .081
(33)
HC’s only defining difference from MDC is that it provides user-initiated critiquing
facility for creating compound critiques (U-CC) while MDC does not, and the only
difference from MEC is that HC contains system-suggested compound critiques (S-CC)
but MEC does not. Therefore, by comparing HC with MDC and MEC respectively, we
could reveal the respective role of U-CC and S-CC in the hybrid critiquing system, and
more importantly see whether HC could perform better than MDC and MEC since it
provides a combination of both of their critiquing aids.
Table 9.1 lists the comparison results of HC and MDC, which show that due to the
additional element U-CC included in HC, its users spent more time and critiquing cycles,
and finally exhibited significantly higher decision confidence and return intention. The
application frequencies of critiquing facilities that are provided by both systems did not
significantly vary (i.e., system-suggested CC: 1.11 in HC vs. 0.61 in MDC, p = 0.12;
user-initiated UC: 0.78 in HC and 0.89 in MDC, p = 0.74), inferring that participants
did take more time and critiquing effort with U-CC while using the hybrid system, which
directly led to their increased perceived decision accuracy and intention to return.
The comparison between HC and MEC (see Table 9.2) also showed similar results
regarding S-CC. That is, its appearance stimulated users to reach significantly higher
decision confidence and return intention, although more time and critiquing effort were
expended. The extra objective effort was also found mostly consumed with S-CC, since
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Table 9.2: Experimental comparison of MEC and hybrid critiquing (mean and St.d. for
each measured variable).















MEC 38.9% 3.33 2.88 1.56 2.69 3.11 3.39
(without
S-CC)
(0.50) (0.69) (1.28) (0.98) (1.02) (0.76) (1.11)
HC 66.7% 4 5.52 2.83 2.06 3.44 4.06
(with S-
CC)













the user-initiated critiquing that is supported by both systems was applied at around
equal frequency (1.72 in HC vs. 1.56 in MEC, p = 0.64). Moreover, the objectively
consumed extra effort, however, did not affect users’ subjective effort perception. The
perceive effort was significantly lower in HC than in MEC, indicating that the integration
of system-suggested critiques will likely save users’ cognitive effort in critiquing process.
9.2.3 Discussion
This experiment studied users’ actual behavior in a hybrid critiquing system that com-
bines both DC’s and EC’s critiquing aids. When they were presented on the same in-
terface, users behaved more actively in creating their own criteria with the self-initiated
critiquing aid, relative to their application of the system-suggested critiques. Eventually,
the hybrid critiquing system enabled its users to obtain high level of decision accuracy
and subjective perceptions.
Furthermore, by comparing the hybrid critiquing interface respectively with MDC
and MEC, the roles of user-initiated compound critiquing (U-CC) and system-suggested
compound critiques (S-CC) became clear. Both of them were shown to significantly
contribute to enhancing users’ decision confidence and return intention and enabling the
hybrid system to outperform MDC and MEC in terms of the two important subjective
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aspects.
9.2.4 Other Results: Relationships between Objective and Subjective
Accuracy/Effort
In essence, Experiments 2, 3, & 7 are highly relevant since they are all associated with
the evaluation of example critiquing and system-suggested dynamic critiquing systems.
Another similarity is that they all focused on the measurements of accuracy and effort by
means of both objective and subjective manners. Therefore, we collected all 90 real-users’
data from these three trials and calculated the correlations between the objective and
subjective measures with the aim to see whether objective decision accuracy and effort
are respectively positively associated with users’ subjectively perceived accuracy and
cognitive effort, and how subjective accuracy/effort further influences users’ behavioral
intentions with the system.
Table 9.3 gives the coefficient values by Pearson’s Correlation. Most of the variables
were shown significantly positively or negatively correlated, except the relationships be-
tween objective decision effort and some subjective perceptions. Specifically, both task
time and critiquing cycles did not show significant correlations with perceived accuracy
and purchase intention. Furthermore, there is no significant relationship between task
time and perceived effort, between critiquing cycles and objective accuracy, and between
critiquing cycles and return intention. These results strongly imply that the decrease of
objective decision effort is not likely to lead to increase in uses’ subjective perceptions,
and vice versa.
We further calculated standardized path coefficients to reveal these variables’ causal
relations (Figure 9.2). It indicated that the objective decision accuracy is highly sig-
nificantly associated with users’ perceived accuracy (b = 0.38, p < 0.01), inferring that
the increased level of a system’s recommendation accuracy will likely have a significantly
positive effect on influencing users’ decision confidence.
Perceived decision accuracy was further found significantly positively related to users’
intention to purchase (b = 0.38, p < 0.01) and intention to return (b = 0.29, p < 0.01),
which implies that if a user is more confident that she made the best choice, she will
more likely purchase the chosen product and return to the recommender system for
future search. The two trusting intentions are also significantly influenced by the user’s
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Note: *** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); ** at the 0.05 level
(2-tailed); * at the 0.1 level (2-tailed).
perceived cognitive effort (b = −0.22, p < 0.01 for purchase intention, and b = −0.51,
p < 0.01 for return intention), indicating that the decrease of subjective effort in decision
process will likely lead to an increase in both intentions to purchase and return. In fact,
both perceived accuracy and perceived decision effort account for approximately 19% and
35% respectively of the variance in intention to purchase (R2 = 0.19) and intention to
return (R2 = 0.35) (both exceeding the 10% benchmark recommended by [FM92]). 13%
of the variance in perceived accuracy (R2 = 0.13) can be further explained by objective
decision accuracy.
The path coefficient from actual task time to perceived effort does not show a sig-
nificant level (b = 0, p = 0.996), and the number of critiquing cycles is marginally
significantly associated with the perceived effort (b = 0.15, p = 0.085). Thus, it again
verifies previous finding (see Experiment 5) that even though less task time is spent on
the interface, it does not predict that users perceive the interface to be less demanding,
whereas the saving of interaction cycles may be more effective to affect effort perception.
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Figure 8. Standardized path coefficients and explained variances for the measured variables (** indicating the 
coefficient is at the p < 0.01 significant level, * at the p < 0.1 level; explained variance R2 appearing in italics over 
the box). 
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Figure 9.2: Standardized path coefficients and explained variances for the measured
variables (** indicating the coefficient is at the p < 0.01 significant level, * at the p < 0.1
level; explained variance R2 appearing in italics over the box).
9.3 Experiment 8: Evaluation of Example Critiquing plus Preference-based
Organization
In Experiment 7, we observed that th ata-driven dynamic c itiquing method is prac-
tically limited in predicting critiques that users were prepared to make, due to the fact
that users relatively more actively built and composed critiques themselves with the
self-initiated critiquing facility.
Compared to the dynamic critiquing approach, the preference-based organization is
able to compute and organize critiques according to user stated and potential prefer-
ences. A previous experiment (Section 8.4: Experiment 6) showed its higher level of
critique prediction accuracy and recommendation accuracy, relative to the other system-
suggested critique generation algorithms, and its potential benefit of more likely saving
users’ interaction effort.
In order to further understand the actual impact of the preference-based organization
interface on effort-saving and its practical role in the hybrid system where it is combined
with the example critiquing agent, we compared the combination of example critiquing
and preference-based organization (henceforth Pref-ORG+EC), with the originally de-
veloped hybrid version of dynamic critiquing plus example critiquing (DC+EC).
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PREFERENCE-BASED ORGANIZATION
9.3.1 Experiment Setup
The same product catalogs (tablet PCs and digital cameras) used in some of previous
experiments were again applied to develop the new hybrid system. In Pref-ORG+EC,
the top candidate is followed by multiple categories with their titles (i.e., suggested
critiques) and sample products produced by the preference-based organization algorithm
(see Figure 5.2). The user can either choose to pick a system-suggested critique or define
critiques herself by going to a self-initiated critiquing interface. In either case, a set of
products that satisfy her critiquing criteria will be recommended for her to compare with
the top candidate. Similar to DC+EC, its entry is also a preference specification page
to obtain users’ initial preferences. Users can view the product’s detailed specifications
via the “detail” link, and save all near-target solutions in their saved list before checking
out.
The user evaluation was conducted in a between-group design. All participants were
randomly and evenly divided into two groups, and each group was assigned one system
(Pref-ORG+EC or DC+EC) to evaluate. A total of 44 (8 females) volunteers partici-
pated in the experiment. Most of them are students in the university, but from a variety
of different countries and pursuing different levels of educational degrees.
It followed the same experiment procedure as described in Section 7.3.2. That is, an
online procedure containing the instructions, evaluated interfaces and questionnaires was
provided, and the main user task was to find a product s/he would purchase if given the
opportunity with the assigned hybrid system. After the choice was made, the participant
was asked to fill in a post-study questionnaire about her/his subjective perceptions with
the interfaces s/he just used.
9.3.2 Results Analysis
Critiquing Application
The results show that among the critiquing cycles consumed in Pref-ORG+EC, 54.3%
were used by the average user to pick the preference-based critique suggestions, and
the remaining 45.7% of cycles were with EC to create critiques on her/his own. In
DC+EC, the average user only spent 23.4% of her/his critiquing cycles in picking critique
suggestions and took the remaining majority of session (76.6%) with EC.
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Figure 9.3: The applications of system-suggested critiques versus user-initiated critiquing
respectively in the two systems (Pref-ORG+EC and DC+EC).
More precisely (see Figure 9.3), the average application frequency of system-suggested
critiques per user was increased from 1.14 times on DC+EC to 2.00 on Pref-ORG+ EC
(t = −2.02, p = 0.05). On the other hand, the application of the user-initiated EC
support decreased from 3.73 times on DC+EC to 1.68 on Pref-ORG+EC (t = 3.96,
p < 0.001). It can be therefore inferred that due to the appearance of preference-based
organization interface, users will likely more frequently reply on it to perform critiquing
process, while much less replying on the self-initiated critiquing aid.
Decision Accuracy, Decision Effort and Trusting Intentions
In terms of objective decision accuracy and decision confidence (i.e. perceived accuracy),
there is no significant difference between Pref-ORG+EC and DC+EC (respectively 59%
vs. 68%, t = 0.62, p = 0.54; 3.82 vs. 3.86, t = 0.31, p = 0.76), but Pref-ORG+EC
demands significantly less time in choice-making (t = 2.32, p < 0.05). Specifically, the
participants who used Pref-ORG+EC spent average 4.07 minutes in locating their choice,
while the other group with DC+EC consumed more time (5.98 minutes).
Furthermore, we measured the overall interaction effort users consumed within their
task time. Formally, the interaction effort in this experiment was measured as the whole
interaction session (i.e., the total number of visited pages) the user took while using the
system. The visited pages may include the initial preferences entering page, the search
results page, the critiquing page, the product’s detailed specification page, and the saved
list page (all of the pages were provided by both systems). The result showed that in
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Pref-ORG+EC, the average interaction session is 6.23, which is significantly less than
the interaction effort spent in DC+EC (mean = 10.59; t = 2.85, p < 0.01). Additionally,
with respect to the number of products users viewed in both systems, we found that,
likely due to the organization-based interface design, 53.5 products (including repeated
ones) were on average displayed for each user in Pref-ORG+EC, versus 22.3 displayed
products in DC+EC (t = −3.73, p < 0.01).
As for subjective effort, there is a marginally significant phenomenon, referring that
users on average perceived less cognitive effort in Pref-ORG+EC in searching information
and locating their desired choice (1.89 against 2.23 in DC+EC, t = 1.71, p = 0.09).
The group with Pref-ORG+EC also expressed slightly higher intention to purchase
the chosen product (mean = 3.59 vs. 3.41 with DC+EC; t = −0.75, p = 0.45) and
higher intention to return to the system for future use (mean = 4.11 vs. 3.93 in DC+EC;
t = −0.83, p = 0.41), but these differences are not significant.
9.3.3 Discussion
Thus, this experiment revealed the practical critique suggestion ability of the preference-
based organization interface compared to the dynamic critiquing method. The fact is
that due to its replacement of DC, users more frequently applied the Pref-ORG, while less
actively consulting with the EC support to build critiques on their own. As a result, the
group of users with Pref-ORG+EC spent significantly less subjective as well as objective
effort (i.e., task time and page visits) in searching for their desired choice, compared to
another group with DC+EC.
The non-significant phenomena regarding objective and subjective accuracy infer
that a hybrid critiquing system (no matter Pref-ORG+EC or DC+EC) should be able
to allow its users to reach a high level of accuracy, since in such system users could
have high flexibility of identifying their truly-intended critiquing criteria and making
informative product comparisons with the different options of critiquing aids.
9.4 Experiment 9: Cross-Cultural User Evaluation
The final user study was aimed to recruit a larger amount of users, especially par-
ticipants from different cultural backgrounds, to evaluate the hybrid critiquing system
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that combines both the example critiquing support and the preference-based organiza-
tion interface. In addition, we were interested to further identify the performance of the
preference-based organization regarding its explanation as well as system-suggested cri-
tiquing roles through the cross-cultural validation. Therefore, a comparative user study
was included to compare the hybrid system with a list view based EC support.
9.4.1 Cultural Difference
It is commonly recognized that elements of a user interface appropriate for one culture
may not be appropriate for another. For example, Barber and Badre [BB98] claimed that
Americans prefer websites with a white background, while Japanese dislike the white and
Chinese favor the red background.
People are deeply influenced by the cultural values and norms they hold. Many
researchers have classified cultures around the world in various categories. The most
typical category is Western vs. Oriental Cultures. The Western culture, influenced by
the ancient Greek culture, puts greater emphasis on analytical thought, detachment, and
attributes of objects. On the contrary, the Oriental culture, influenced by the ancient
Chinese culture, focuses on holistic thought, continuity and interrelationships of objects
[LJM07].
In traditional and online shopping user-behavior research domains, one primary rea-
son identified for consumer differences has been based on the belief that western countries
generally have individualism and a low context culture, whereas eastern countries gen-
erally have collectivism and a high context culture [CCM+02].
Thus, it was interesting to recruit people from the two different cultures to see
whether the culture difference would influence their actual behavior and subjective per-
ceptions with our critiquing-based recommender system, when they used it to make a
purchasing decision. In our experiment, the participants were mainly coming from two
nations respectively representing the two different cultures: China (oriental culture) and
Switzerland (western culture).
9.4.2 Evaluation Criteria
In this experiment, the measured variables used in previous ones (e.g. Experiments 2 & 5)
was extended to include more subjective measures. These variables were closely related
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to the trust model we have established for recommender systems (see Chapter 6). For
example, we added questions directly asking about user trust, included perceived ease of
use, perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment in addition to decision confidence and
perceived effort for competence composition, and three subjective dimensions specially
associated with system-design features: perceived transparency, perceived recommenda-
tion accuracy and perceived control. The “intention to save effort” was also redefined
in the condition of repeated visits, rather than one spot effort-saving as addressed in
Experiment 5.
Table 9.4 lists all of the questions as measurements of these subjective variables.
Most of them came from existing literatures where they have been repeatedly shown to
exhibit strong content validity and reliability. Each question was required to respond on
a 5-point Likert Scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.
As for objective measures, the objective decision accuracy and the objective decision
effort (task time and interaction cycles) were still included to assess users’ actual decision
performance.
9.4.3 Materials and Participants
Two systems were prepared for this user study. One is the combination of preference-
based organization interface and example critiquing support as used in previous user
evaluation (Experiment 8). The second one does not show an organized view, but a
traditional list display of k-best recommended examples with “why” components for
explanations. The second system supports users to make critiques with the example
critiquing aid. Therefore, the primary difference between the two systems is on the
recommendation display: organized view vs. list view. Henceforth, they are respectively
abbreviated as Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC.
In the Pref-ORG+EC, Pref-ORG not only performs explanations, but also guides
users to consider suggested tradeoff directions. On the contrary, in the List+EC, only
one critiquing support was enabled: the user-initiated EC. 25 products that are with
the highest weighted utilities corresponding to the user’s current preferences are listed,
among which the user could select one as her final choice, or come to the example
critiquing interface to build her own tradeoff criteria.
In total, 120 participants volunteered to take part in the experiment. In collaboration
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Table 9.4: Questions to measure trust-related subjective constructs.
Measured variables Associated Questions each responded on a 5-point
Likert scale
Subjective perceptions directly associated with system-design features
Transparency I understand why the products were returned through the
explanations in the interface.
Recommendations This interface gave me some really good recommendations.
User control I felt in control of specifying and changing my preferences in
this interface.
Overall competence constructs
Perceived ease of use I find this interface easy to use.
Perceived usefulness
This interface is competent to help me effectively find prod-
ucts I really like.
I find this interface is useful to improve my “shopping” per-
formance.
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.69
Enjoyment I found my visit to this interface enjoyable.
Decision confidence I am confident that the product I just “purchased” is really
the best choice for me.
Perceived effort
I easily found the information I was looking for.
Looking for a product using this interface required too much
effort (reverse scale).
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.54
Trust
Satisfaction My overall satisfaction with the interface is high.
Trust in recommenda-
tions
I trust the recommended products since they were consistent
with my preferences.
Trusting intentions
Intention to purchase I would purchase the product I just chose if given the oppor-
tunity.
Intention to return
If I had to search for a product online in the future and an
interface like this was available, I would be very likely to use
it.
I don’t like this interface, so I would not use it again (reverse
scale).
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.80
Intention to save effort
in the next visit
If I had a chance to use this interface again, I would likely
make my choice more quickly.
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with the HCI lab at Tsinghua university in China, we recruited 60 native Chinese. Most
of them are students in the university pursuing Bachelor, Master or PhD degrees, and
a few of them work as engineers in domains of software development, architecture, etc.
Another 60 subjects are mainly students in our university, and 41 of them are Swiss and
the remains are from nearby European countries like France, Italy and Germany. Table
9.5 lists the demographical profiles of subjects from the two cultural backgrounds.
Table 9.5: Demographical profiles of study participants from two different cultures (120
participants in total).
Western culture (60) Oriental culture (60)
Original nations Switzerland (41); Other euro-
pean countries (19)
China (60)
Gender Female (15); Male (45) Female (23); Male (37)
Average age <21 (14); 21-30 (44); >30 (2) <21 (0); 21-30 (57); >30 (3)






ing, architecture, physics, en-
vironment, biology, etc.
Average level of com-
puter knowledge
4.08 (advanced) 4.34 (advanced)
Average frequency of
internet usage
4.98 (almost daily) 4.83 (almost daily)
Average visit to e-
commerce website
3.36 (a few times every 3
months)
3.69 (1-3 times a month)
Average prior pur-
chases online
2.91 (a few times very 3
months)
3.25 (a few times every 3
months)
9.4.4 Experiment Design and Procedure
A 23 full-factorial experimental design was used. The manipulated factors are: (Oriental
culture, Western culture), (Pref-ORG+EC, List+EC) and product catalog (digital cam-
era, tablet PC). Participants were evenly distributed into the eight conditions, resulting
in a sample size of 15 for each condition cell.
The two product catalogs were the same as used in most of previous experiments
(64 digital cameras and 55 tablet PCs extracted from a real e-commerce website). The
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online experiment procedure was also provided, with two primary independent variables
characterizing two between-groups sub-designs: culture difference and system difference.
In the beginning, the participant was first required to fill in a pre-questionnaire
about her/his personal information (age, gender and profession), compute knowledge,
e-commerce familiarity, online purchase experience, and so on. Then s/he was asked to
use the assigned system to locate a product s/he most preferred and would purchase if
given the opportunity. After the choice was made, the participant was asked to answer
post-study questions associated with all of the subjective measures in our evaluation
framework. Then the system’s decision accuracy was measured by revealing all products
to the participant to determine whether s/he prefers another product in the catalog or
stands by the choice made using the recommender system.
9.4.5 Hypotheses
Regarding the culture difference, we expected it would not have significant impact on
users’ decision behavior in the critiquing system (either Pref-ORG+EC or List+EC),
meaning that people would react similarly to the system no matter which cultural
background s/he is from. The Pref-ORG+EC was further hypothesized to outperform
List+EC in general, in terms of both objective and subjective standards (especially con-
structs related to user trust), due to the replacement of “why”-based list view with
preference-based organized view.
Compared to the experiment we did previously about the comparison of organized
view and list view (see Section 8.3: Experiment 5), the new study involved users to
practically interact with a system that was integrated with more components except for
the recommendation display, such as initial preference specification page, user-initiated
critiquing support, the “detail” link to see a product’s detailed specifications, and the
saved list to compare near-satisfying items before checking out. Therefore, the Pref-
ORG’s role could be more ideally identified in such an interactive circumstance, and
users’ objective decision quality and performance could be also feasibly measured. The
previous experiment showed that the organized view will more likely enhance users’
competence perception and behavior intentions, so it would be interesting to verify this
finding and extend to other trust-related variables via the new cross-cutural evaluation.
The validity of our established trust model could be also tested with user data from
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this experiment. We calculated the correlations and particularly the regression coeffi-
cients to see the causal relationships between different trust-constructs contained by the
model. For example, will the perceived recommendation accuracy or perceived trans-
parency necessarily lead to users’ perceived usefulness of the system, and furthermore
positively influence trusting intentions such as intention to save effort in the next visit
and intention to return?
9.4.6 Results Analysis
Critiquing Application
We first measured users’ critiquing applications in the two systems. Table 9.6 shows dif-
ferent comparison of the results: two groups of people from the same cultural background
but used different critiquing systems, two groups of people using the same critiquing sys-
tem but from different cultures, and the general comparison of the Pref-ORG+EC and
List+EC taking into account of all the participants. The analyses were done by the
Student t-test assuming unequal variance.
In terms of the critiquing cycles, there only exists a significant difference between
users of different cultures on the List+EC. That is, while using the List+EC, oriental
users were involved into a relatively less amount of critiquing cycles to locate their
choices, compared to the western participants. The total critiquing cycles consumed in
Pref-ORG+EC is averagely higher than in List+EC, but did not reach a significant level.
Furthermore, the application frequency of EC significantly decreased from List+EC
to Pref-ORG+EC, inferring that due to the appearance of Pref-ORG, people less fre-
quently consulted with EC to self-specify critiques, but more actively relied on Pref-ORG
to perform tradeoffs. This phenomenon is particularly obvious among western users. As
for the application of Pref-ORG, both Chinese and European participants exhibit similar
activities (average 0.8 times from both groups of users).
Therefore, it can be seen from Table 9.6 that in Pref-ORG+EC system the two
groups of people from different cultures in reality reacted nearly equally, in terms of
their applications of Pref-ORG, EC and overall critiquing sessions, whereas in List+EC,
western people acted more frequently in conducting self-initiated critiques.
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Table 9.6: Comparisons regarding critiquing applications.
Total critiquing cycles
Oriental users Western users p value (df) Mean (st.d.)
Pref-ORG+EC 1.4 1.5 .829 (55) 1.45 (1.77)
List+EC 0.73 1.6 .021 (45) 1.17 (1.46)
p value (df) .103 (42) .817 (57) .341 (114)
EC application
Pref-ORG+EC 0.6 0.63 .885 (58) 0.62 (0.88)
List+EC 0.73 1.6 .021 (45) 1.17 (1.46)
p value (df) .577 (58) .01 (43) .014 (97)
Pref-ORG application
Pref-ORG+EC 0.8 0.87 .837 (54)
Objective Measures
Two systems achieved a higher level of accuracy (above 60% on average) for both oriental
and western users, although the oriental participants’ accuracy was slightly higher (but
not significantly) in both systems (see Table 9.7).
The time consumption in Pref-ORG+EC is slightly less, but separate analysis showed
that oriental users spent more time in Pref-ORG+EC, while more time expended in
List+EC by western users. However, all of the differences were not significant.
Combined with the results of critiquing application, it indicated that the culture
difference did not show significant impact on users’ objective decision behavior in Pref-
ORG+EC. People behaved similarly to the preference-organization interface and example
critiquing support, and eventually reached similar level of decision accuracy with almost
the equal amount of time and critiquing cycles. There is also no significant difference
between Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC in respect of all the objective measures, except
the significant reduction of EC application in Pref-ORG+EC.
Subjective Measures
It was then interesting to examine whether the cultural background would influence
users’ subjective perceptions with the system, and which system would perform better
in respect of these subjective aspects.
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Table 9.7: Comparisons regarding objective accuracy and time consumption.
Objective accuracy
Oriental users Western users p value (df) Mean (st.d.)
Pref-ORG+EC 0.7 0.5 .118 (58) 0.6 (0.49)
List+EC 0.7 0.57 .292 (58) 0.63 (0.486)
p value (df) 1 (58) .612 (58) .710 (118)
Time consumption
Pref-ORG+EC 5.12 4.09 .219 (44) 4.60 (3.21)
List+EC 4.85 5.44 .564 (57) 5.14 (3.95)
p value (df) .788 (58) .121 (43) .41 (113)
13 subjective variables were measured (see Table 9.4). Pref-ORG+EC obtained pos-
itively higher scores on all of them, 6 of which reach significant levels. More concretely,
the participants using Pref-ORG+EC on average expressed higher perceived recommen-
dation accuracy, higher perceived ease of use, higher perceived usefulness, lower perceived
effort, higher satisfaction and higher intention to save effort in the next visit, compared
to the rates of another group with List+EC (see Table 9.8). In-depth analysis consid-
ering the culture impact showed that these significant phenomena were more strongly
among oriental users.
In addition, in Pref-ORG+EC, people from different cultures showed significant dif-
ference regarding perceived recommendation accuracy, decision confidence and intention
to save effort, for which oriental participants’ rates are all higher. In List+EC, two sub-
jective variables exhibited significant differences: western people perceived lower level of
cognitive effort and oriental users promoted higher intention to save their effort in the
next visit to it.
All of the results imply that Pref-ORG+EC will likely enhance its users’ subjective
perceptions, most of which are significantly better than List+EC. In particular, it seems
that oriental users reacted more intensely regarding half of measures. However, culture
difference did not significantly affect most of subjective constructs if only considering
one system, except three in Pref-ORG+EC and two in List+EC.
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Table 9.8: Comparisons regarding subjective measures (trust constructs).
Perceived recommendation quality
Oriental users Western users p value (df) Mean (st.d.)
Pref-ORG+EC 3.93 3.47 .018 (42) 3.7 (0.77)
List+EC 3.43 3.27 .503 (58) 3.35 (0.95)
p value (df) .014 (41) .414 (58) .029 (113)
Perceived ease of use
Pref-ORG+EC 3.87 4.13 .245 (58) 4 (0.88)
List+EC 3.6 3.83 .359 (58) 3.72 (0.98)
p value (df) .254 (58) .232 (57) .098 (117)
Perceived usefulness
Pref-ORG+EC 3.72 3.57 .439 (52) 3.64 (0.74)
List+EC 3.37 3.35 .937 (55) 3.36 (0.81)
p value (df) .047 (57) .344 .048 (117)
Enjoyment
Pref-ORG+EC 3.83 3.53 .110 (53) 3.68 (0.72)
List+EC 3.47 3.57 .681 (55) 3.52 (0.93)
p value (df) .052 (53) .891 (55) .276 (111)
Decision confidence
Pref-ORG+EC 3.87 3.57 .093 (53) 3.72 (0.69)
List+EC 3.57 3.63 .769 (55) 3.6 (0.87)
p value (df) .093 (53) .769 (55) .417 (112)
Perceived effort
Pref-ORG+EC 2.38 2.18 .302 (58) 2.28 (0.74)
List+EC 2.82 2.28 .013 (58) 2.55 (0.84)
p value (df) .033 (58) .623 (57) .069 (116)
Satisfaction
Pref-ORG+EC 3.73 3.5 .160 (58) 3.62 (0.64)
List+EC 3.33 3.37 .894 (58) 3.35 (0.95)
p value (df) .056 (52) .539 (49) .075 (103)
Intention to save effort in the next visit
Pref-ORG+EC 3.8 3.27 .032 (47) 3.53 (0.96)
List+EC 3.53 2.87 .005 (50) 3.2 (0.94)
p value (df) .130 (58) .162 (58) .057 (118)
Note: some subjective measures were not included because they did not show any sig-
nificant phenomena.
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User Comments
Users’ written comments were further collected to see their qualitative feedback or sug-
gestions on the system they evaluated. Decomposing all of comments into sub-episodes
showed that both oriental and western users provided similar comments respectively
on Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC (see Table 9.9). There are favorable appraises to Pref-
ORG+EC (3 from oriental participants and 4 from western ones), but none for List+EC.
Most of improving suggestions on List+EC are about the facilities the system did
not support, but they are quite popular in current e-commerce websites and users noted
that these complements would be helpful to assisting them in making a quicker or better
choice. The missing supports include the sorting facility by which users could sort the
search results by a main feature (e.g. price, brand, processor speed), the comparison
matrix (rows x attributes) to facilitate making side-by-side comparison among multiple
promising products, reviews or rates from experts or other users who have purchased
the product, and some functions in the preference specification area. In Pref-ORG+EC,
oriental users gave more suggestions than western users, like integrating the comparison
matrix, supporting other types of organizations, and providing user reviews.
From the user comments, we can see that Pref-ORG+EC is also qualitatively pre-
ferred to List+EC, since there are relatively more favorable judgments on it while none
on List+EC, and less suggesting comments than the ones on List+EC. In some sense,
it covers the sorting facility’s ability since no user commented it about this aspect but
some for List+EC.
Path Analysis between Subjective Constructs
Basically the two groups of participants from different cultures acted similarly in the
two evaluated systems, so we collected all of their responses to calculate the causal
relationships between different subjective constructs.
As shown in Table 9.4, all subjective variables were grouped into four categories.
We were interested to see how the perceptions of system-design features were associated
with the constructs for overall competence assessments, and then how the competence
constructs influence trust promotions, which would furthermore affect trusting inten-
tions. In Figure 9.4, only the regression coefficients that are highly significant (p < 0.05)
were represented by one-way arrows (in red). Table 9.10 shows the concrete regression
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Table 9.9: Participants’ written comments on Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC (the number
in bracket is the total number of episodes with the corresponding factor).
Pref-ORG+EC List+EC
Oriental users’ comments:
Comments in favor of the interface
– Good (3);
Comments suggesting improvements
– Comparison matrix (2): in-depth com-
parison between several products;
– Other organizations (2): organized by
brands or models;
– User reviews (1): reviews from other
users who have purchased the product
Oriental users’ comments:
Comments suggesting improvements
– Sorting facility (2);
– Comparison matrix (2);
– User reviews (1);
– Initial preference specification (1): in-
cluding more features and providing more
functions (e.g. “brand” can be multi-
selectable)
Western users’ comments:
Comments in favor of the interface
– Good (4): helpful, well exposed prod-
uct characteristics, good for information
searching;
Comments suggesting improvements
– User reviews (1)
Western users’ comments:
Comments suggesting improvements
– Sorting facility (3);
– Comparison matrix (2);
– User reviews (1);
– Missing products in the database (1);
– Initial preference specification (1): both
upper and lower bounds for some features
(e.g. display size)
coefficient and the p value from one construct to another. The explained variance (R2)
indicates how much of the upper-level construct’s variance can be accounted for by its
causal variables. For example, approximately 25% of variance in perceived ease of use
can be explained by the perceived transparency, perceived recommendation accuracy,
and perceived control. The returned explained variances all exceed the 10% benchmark
recommended by Falk and Miller [FM92].
More specifically, it is revealed that perceived transparency of a system will likely
lead to perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoyment, decision confidence and
perceived effort. Perceived recommendation quality can also significantly affect most of
the competence constructs, except the perceived effort. Perceived control is significantly
related to perceived usefulness, enjoyment and perceived effort. Trust in recommenda-
tions will be further caused by perceived usefulness and decision confidence, and overall
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satisfaction positively influenced by perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoy-
ment and decreased perceived effort. As for the relationships between overall trust
constructs and trusting intentions, it is shown that trust in recommendations will likely
lead to intention to return, and overall satisfaction with the interface will lead to all the
intentions: intention to purchase, intention to return and intention to save effort in the
next visit.
Therefore, it indicates that most of the measured subjective variables are indeed
significantly correlated between each other. Particularly, the increased perceptions of
the three system-design dimensions (transparency, recommendation quality and user
control) are all positively associated with the increases in most of upper-level competence
constructs (decrease in perceived cognitive effort), which will further likely positively
impact the overall trust building and important behavior intentions.
influence trust promotions that furthermore affect trusting intentions. In Figure ?, only the 
regression coefficients that are highly significant (p < 0.05) were represented by one-way 
arrows (in red). Table ? shows the actual regression coefficient and p value from one 
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It is revealed that perceived transparency of a system will likely lead to perceived ease of use, 
perceived usefulness, enjoyment, decision confidence and perceived effort. Perceived 
recommendation quality can also significantly affect most of the competence constructs, 
except the perceived effort. Perceived control is significantly related to perceived usefulness, 
enjoyment and perceived effort. Trust in recommendations will be further caused by 
perceived usefulness and decision confidence, and overall satisfaction positively influenced 
by perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoyment and decreased perceived effort. As 
for the relationships between overall trust constructs and trusting intentions, it shows that trust 
in recommendations will likely lead to intention to return, and overall satisfaction with the 
interface will lead to all the intentions: intention to purchase, intention to return and intention 
to save effort in repeated visits.   
Therefore, it can be seen that all of the mea ured subjective variables are indeed significantly 
correlated between each other. Particularly, the increased perceptions of the three dimensions 
related to system-design aspects (transparency, recommendation quality and user-control) are 
all positively associated with the increases in m st of overall competence-related constructs 
(decrease in perceived cognitive effort), which will further likely lead to the trust building and 
more importantly behavior intentions.  
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Figure 9.4: The significantly causal relationships (the one way arrows) between per-
ceptions of system-design features, competence-inspired constructs, overall trust and
trusting intentions.
Other R sults
In the pre-questionnaire, we also asked users to rate a set of statements about the
relative importance of factors influencing their perception of an e-commerce website’s
trustworthiness, their intention to purchase a product on the website and intention to
repeatedly visit it for products’ information. The goal was to understand the contribution
of a recommender system’s competence, relative to the website’s reputation, integrity
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Perceived transparency .230 .027
R2 = .250Perceived recommendation quality .391 ***
Perceived control .124 .138
Perceived
usefulness
Perceived transparency .219 .005
R2 = .407Perceived recommendation quality .428 ***
Perceived control .142 .023
Enjoyment
Perceived transparency .282 .001
R2 = .340Perceived recommendation quality .352 ***
Perceived control .162 .020
Decision
confidence
Perceived transparency .268 .003
R2 = .206Perceived recommendation quality .252 ***
Perceived control .052 .467
Perceived effort
Perceived transparency -.205 .031
R2 = .148Perceived recommendation quality -.147 .069




Perceived ease of use .017 .821
R2 = .294
Perceived usefulness .294 .002
Enjoyment .132 .125
Decision confidence .249 .004
Perceived effort -.150 .072
Satisfaction with
the interface
Perceived ease of use .124 .015
R2 = .577
Perceived usefulness .357 ***
Enjoyment .343 ***
Decision confidence -.024 .690
Perceived effort -.155 .007
Trusting intentions
Purchase intention
Trust in recommendations .161 .105
R2 = .185
Satisfaction with the interface .446 ***
Return intention
Trust in recommendations .169 .017
R2 = .473
Satisfaction with the interface .672 ***
Intention to save
effort
Trust in recommendations .125 .234
R2 = .112
Satisfaction with the interface .355 .003
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and price info, to the overall trust formation in an e-commerce website where the system
is applied. Through comparison of the responses from people of different cultures, it
may indicate whether oriental and western users would give different priorities on these
factors when they evaluate an e-commerce website from a global viewpoint.
Table 9.11 shows the priority order of these factors for each question from both
oriental and western subjects. All scores are beyond the medium level (“moderately
important”). The factors were ranked by their scores and the first one is the most
important for the average user. For the trustworthiness perception, the priority order of
the five factors is the same among both groups of users: the website’s integrity (product
quality, security, delivery service, etc.) is the most important, followed by its reputation,
price info and competences in helping users find ideal products and providing good
recommendations. However, when users were deciding whether to purchase a product on
the website, for western users, the most important is the product’s price, while for oriental
users, it is the integrity that most matters and the price info is the third important
following the website’s reputation.
Although two competence aspects were ordered the least important than the others
for overall trustworthiness perception and purchase intention by both western and ori-
ental subjects, they went up to higher ranks when the question about return intention
was asked. That is, the most important factor leading to users’ return intention is that
the website can help them effectively find a product they really like.
Therefore, the five considered factors are all crucial in building a trustworthy and
beneficial e-commerce website. Specifically, the website’s integrity, reputation and prod-
ucts’ price quality will likely positively affect users’ overall trustworthiness perception of
the website and conversion potential from visitors to buyers, and its competences in pro-
viding effective decision aids and good recommendations, as the recommender system’s
role, will particularly contribute to increasing users’ intention to return to the website
for future use.
9.4.7 Discussion
This experiment mainly evaluated the hybrid system (Pref-ORG+EC) with a cross-
cultural design. It shows that people from both oriental and western cultures basically
acted similarly in this system, in terms of their objective decision behavior (including
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Table 9.11: Average rates of five considered factors and their priority orders for each
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IN (3.72) RE (3.63)
Integrity (IN) The website can keep promises they make in terms of product quality,
security, delivery service and privacy policy.
Reputation (RE) The website has a good reputation.
Price (PR) The website provides good prices on the products.
Competence 1 (CO1) The website is capable of helping me effectively find a product I really
like.
Competence 2 (CO2) The website gives me some really good recommendations.
Pref-ORG application, EC application, total critiquing cycles and time consumption),
decision accuracy and most of subjective measures. The application of EC was signifi-
cantly decreased from the condition of List+EC to Pref-ORG+EC, due to the appearance
of Pref-ORG. Pref-ORG+EC also obtained relatively higher scores on all of subjective
variables than List+EC, and half of them reached significant levels, which phenomena
were additionally found more strong among oriental users. Users’ comments further in-
dicated that there are more favorable statements with Pref-ORG+EC than List+EC,
from both oriental and western subjects. Moreover, users suggested some improvements
to both systems, such as integrating comparison matrix, user reviews, and sorting facility
in List+EC.
Thus, the superior performance of the hybrid system that combines both preference-
based organization and example critiquing was further demonstrated by comparing it
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with the purely list-based EC. The role of the preference-based organization as recom-
mendation explanations and tradeoff assistance was more clearly identified. That is,
compared to the list view of recommended items with a “why” explanation for each
item, Pref-ORG can more effectively contribute to improving on users’ competence per-
ceptions of a recommender system, such as perceived recommendation quality, perceived
ease of use and perceived usefulness. Users, regardless of their cultural backgrounds, also
indicated higher overall satisfaction with it. Although the objective decision effort was
expended around equally in Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC, participants perceived lower
level of cognitive effort while using Pref-ORG+EC, and indicated that they would more
likely to make a quicker choice if they use it again in the future (i.e., intention to save
effort in the next visit).
The path correlations among all of subjective measures were also assessed with user
data. It shows that the three perceptions of system-design dimensions (transparency,
recommendation quality, and user-control) were all positively associated with some of
upper-level competence judgments. For example, the perceived recommendation quality
will be likely related to perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoyment and de-
cision confidence. These competence constructs will further lead to users’ overall trust
formation in the recommender system (for example, perceived ease of use, perceived use-
fulness, enjoyment and perceived effort are all highly significantly associated with users’
satisfaction with the interface), and eventually influence actual behavior intentions (e.g.
increase in satisfaction is significantly related to increase in purchase intention, return
intention and effort-saving intention in the next visit).
We also investigated how the system’s competence would contribute to the general
trustworthiness perception and trusting intentions in an e-commerce website where the
recommender system is applied. Analysis of users’ responses to pre-questionnaire with
this purpose showed that the integrity, reputation and price quality of an e-commerce
website were regarded more important than its decision aid’s competence, in respect of
making users feel the website is trustworthy and have intention to purchase a product
on it. However, when persuading users to return to the website for repeated uses, the
website’s competence in improving decision accuracy and providing good recommenda-
tions was more important. This priority order was basically identical among oriental and
western participants, and it can be inferred that for both populations, the competence
construct (from a recommender system) will be primarily contributive to establishing a
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long-term relationship between consumers and the website, given its outstanding effect
on stimulating return intention.
9.5 Summary
Two versions of hybrid systems were evaluated by real-users in this chapter. One was
the combination of example critiquing (EC) and dynamic critiquing (DC), where users
acted more actively to the user-initiated EC relative to the application frequency of
DC-based system-suggested critiques. Respective comparison of this hybrid system with
separate critiquing aids from EC and DC showed that it allows significantly higher user
decision confidence and return intention in both comparisons, inferring an optimal level
of user-control supported by the hybrid system.
The replacement of DC with the preference-based organization interface generated
the second hybrid design. By comparing the new implementation with the previous one,
we identified its significant ability in saving users’ objective effort while without sacrifice
of decision accuracy. Finally, a relatively larger-scale user experiment was conducted fur-
ther verifying the superior performance of the example critiquing plus preference-based
organization among people from different cultural backgrounds (western and oriental cul-
tures). Moreover, via this user study, we revealed correlations and causal relationships




Catalog of Design Guidelines
The important issue while designing a preference-based recommender system, especially
using the system to resolve multi-attribute decision problems (MADP), should be about
how to make it improve users’ decision accuracy with low requirement of effort con-
sumption, and increase their subjective perceptions including decision confidence and
trust. We have attempted to address these issues by not only proposing example cri-
tiquing agents, preference-based organization interfaces and hybrid critiquing systems
to support preference revision and tradeoff navigation, but also conducting a series of
experiments to measure these techniques’ performances and true benefits to real-users.
Motivated from these experiments’ results and user comments, a set of design guidelines
have been derived and we believe they will be helpful referred by other researchers to
develop their recommender systems in order to embody these demonstrated benefits.
In the following, the guidelines will be elaborated in terms of three primary system-
design aspects: transparency, recommendation quality and user-control in interaction.
In our experiments, we have mainly concentrated on these aspects to understand their
impacts on users’ objective decision performance and subjective attitudes.
10.1 Explanation Interfaces
The role of explanation interfaces in building user trust in a recommender system was
addressed through both user survey and quantitative evaluations. A significant finding
(from Experiment 4) is that most of surveyed users strongly agreed that they would
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trust more in a system with the explanation of how it computed the recommended
items. Although there was no evident tendency in terms of explanation modality (text
vs. diagram) and richness (detailed vs. concise), an alternative explanation technique,
the organized view of all recommendations, was largely favored than the traditional
“why”-based list view, given that it was perceived to more likely accelerate the process
of product comparison and decision making.
In order to in depth identify which trust construct the explanation would contribute
most and which explanation method would be in practice more effective, we have con-
ducted two user studies to evaluate user performance and subjective responses to two
types of explanation techniques. The list view was implemented by adding a “why”
component along with each recommended item explaining its pros and cons compared
to the top candidate, and the organized view was generated by our preference-based or-
ganization algorithm. The first user study (Experiment 5) demonstrated that when only
the two interfaces were compared, the organized view can significantly perform better in
increasing users’ perceived efficiency and ease of use, decreasing their perceived effort,
and eventually positively affecting their return intention. A lot of subjects also quali-
tatively commented that the organization interface made them feel at ease to compare
different products’ features, and more quickly locate their favorite item.
The second user evaluation (Experiment 9) was performed in a relatively larger scale
involving more amount of participants from two different cultural backgrounds (oriental
vs. western). In addition, the two explanation interfaces were integrated into interactive
systems where users could specify their preferences and make self-initiated preference
revisions by the example critiquing support. In this experiment, two compared systems
with the two different types of explanations were perceived of both providing a high
level of transparency by all of participants, and the organization-based system on average
obtained significantly higher scores on most of competence-inspired trust constructs such
as perceived usefulness, satisfaction and intention to save effort.
Therefore, according to the three experiments’ findings about explanation interfaces,
we propose the following two design guidelines:
Guideline 1: Explaining how the recommendations are computed will likely increase
competence-inspired user trust in the recommender system.
Guideline 2: Organizing recommendations into categories and explaining them with
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category titles will be more likely to enhance users’ competence perceptions and reduce
their cognitive effort in information searching, relative to the list view with an explanation
for each recommended item.
10.2 Recommendation Strategy and Tradeoff Assistance
10.2.1 Preference-based Recommendation Organization
We have compared two recommendation strategies: k-best items computed based on the
multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), and the preference-based organization algorithm
(Pref-ORG) to suggest different categories of items in consideration of users’ current
preferences and potential needs. Both strategies can help users to resolve preference
conflicts with a set of partially satisfied products, rather than returning “no matching
products can be found“ as in most of current e-commerce websites. These partially
satisfied products educate users about available options and facilitate them in specifying
more reasonable preferences.
A user study (Experiment 9) found that the two strategies required users to consume
around equal amount of decision effort, but the preference-based organization mechanism
achieved significantly higher user perception of recommendation quality. That is, most
of users rated it higher regarding its ability in providing good recommendations. The
preference-based organization method was hence demonstrated to enable a more effective
way of recommendation generation and display.
Compared to other existing clustering (also conceptualized as system-suggested cri-
tiquing) approaches, a simulation experiment (Experiment 6) proved that the preference-
based organization algorithm can reach higher accuracy in predicting users’ tradeoff
directions and higher accuracy in recommending targeted products. The results are
particularly significant in comparison with the dynamic critiquing method that is also
based on association mining tools, as Pref-ORG does, but purely data-driven to select
presented ones [RMMS04, MRMS05]. A follow-up real-user study (Experiment 8) proved
that Pref-ORG can indeed significantly save users’ objective decision effort (interaction
effort and time consumption) in locating their desired choice.
Thus, the preference-based organization technique was found not only performing
as an effective explanation method to positively influence user trust, but also of higher
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recommendation quality compared to k-best items list, and supporting higher recommen-
dation accuracy and critique prediction accuracy than related algorithms. The merits
should be mainly owing to its preference-focused recommendation computation and or-
ganization, in addition to its diversity and tradeoff reasoning characteristics. We hence
conclude the guideline:
Guideline 3: Considering to generate recommendations and categorize them according
to user preferences will likely produce higher recommendation quality compared to k-best
list display.
10.2.2 Tradeoff Assistance
The tradeoff assistance assists users in revising preferences, examining tradeoff alterna-
tives to a reference product and selecting the right items in their consideration sets. It is
the core component of a critiquing-based recommender system. The user study (Experi-
ment 1) measured the effect of tradeoff process on users’ decision accuracy improvement.
It was shown that by using the example critiquing support to perform a series of pre-
assigned simple and complex tradeoff tasks, users’ decision accuracy can be upgraded up
to 57%. Through such tradeoff navigation process, their preference certainty and deci-
sion confidence were also significantly augmented. It hence indicates that an intelligent
tradeoff support, that can stimulate its users to take effort in making tradeoffs, should
be able to observably improve the user’s decision accuracy and confidence.
We then measured users’ true performance in two typical critiquing-based recom-
mender systems to determine their effectiveness in aiding tradeoff-making: one is our
example critiquing (EC) support that focuses on facilitating users to make self-initiated
critiques (either simple or complex tradeoffs) to one reference product among multiple
candidates (so termed as k-item user-initiated critiquing), and another is the dynamic
critiquing (DC) system that proposes a product to be critiqued and a list of compound
critiques (complex tradeoffs) to be picked (termed as single-item system-suggested cri-
tiquing). The comparative user study (Experiment 2) showed that EC agent enabled its
users to achieve significantly higher decision accuracy, confidence in choice and trusting
intentions with lower interaction effort and cognitive effort, compared to the DC system.
Therefore, on one hand, the superior performance of the example critiquing system
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was demonstrated. On the other hand, this experiment revealed that users did voluntar-
ily conduct tradeoff processes in such systems and as a result they can in reality reach
a high level of decision accuracy and subjective satisfactions. Detailed exploration of
user-control issues for the design of tradeoff assistance will be elaborated in the next
section. Here we suggest that:
Guideline 4: Providing users with intelligent tradeoff assistance is likely to enable them
to willingly invest a certain amount of effort in achieving high level of decision accuracy
and confidence.
10.3 User Control in Critiquing-based Recommender Systems
Perceived behavioral control has been regarded as an important determinant of user
beliefs and actual behavior [Ajz91]. In the context of e-commerce, it has been found
to have a positive effect on customers’ attitudes including their perceived ease of use,
perceived usefulness and trust [NHY00, KHS02]. User control has been also determined
as one of the fundamental principles for general user interface designs and Web usability
[Shn87, Nie94].
In our studies, we have practically identified the optimal degree of user-control for
critiquing-based recommender systems’ design. Two crucial control-related aspects were
investigated: the critiquing coverage (the number of items that can be critiqued dur-
ing each cycle) and the critiquing aid (the tradeoff support by which users can specify
concrete critiquing criteria).
10.3.1 Recommending Multiple Items for Critiquing Coverage
In the comparison of two typical applications: example critiquing (EC) and dynamic
critiquing (DC) (Experiment 2), some participants commented that the reason of their
preference over EC was owing to its multi-item display strategy, relative to single item
in DC. People felt more control with it to compare products, choose critiqued object
and make a quicker choice. Motivated by the user comments, we conducted a follow-up
study (Experiment 3) to make the two compared systems only different on their critiquing
aids, and the same in terms of the number of recommendations returned during the first
round and the ones displayed after each critiquing process. It was found that there is
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no significant performance difference between the two modified versions regarding all of
the measured objective and subjective variables (i.e., objective decision accuracy/effort,
confidence, cognitive effort and trusting intentions).
However, the significant effects of k (k > 1) initial recommendations and k tradeoff
alternatives after each critiquing process were identified. That is, recommending multiple
k items (k = 7 in our experiments) for users to select critiqued reference will likely
perform more effectively than only showing one item. More specifically, if k items are
displayed after each time users posted critiquing criteria, users’ total task time and
critiquing effort can be significantly reduced. On the other hand, the first round of k
recommendations displayed right after users’ initial preference specification will be very
important to enhance their objective/perceived decision accuracy and trusting intentions.
Users did seriously take more time in the first round of recommended items to determine
their starting point for the following critiquing or even locate their best choice among
them.
The k items can be displayed in a list view or better in an organized view to increase
user trust and recommendation quality, as suggested by Guidelines 2 and 3. Regardless
of its display strategy, here we propose a guideline for the general design of critiquing
coverage:
Guideline 5: Returning multiple products (rather than one) for critiquing, especially in
the first round of recommendations, is likely to increase users’ sense of control, save their
interaction effort and even positively affect decision accuracy, confidence and behavioral
intentions.
10.3.2 Hybrid Critiquing Aid: System-Suggested Critiques plus User-
Initiated Critiquing Support
Although there was no significant difference between the two critiquing aids: the user-
initiated unit critiquing plus system-suggested compound critiques in DC, and the purely
user-initiated critiquing in EC (Experiment 3), we revealed their respective strengths
from users’ written protocols. The main reason of favoring system-suggested compound
critiques is that they provided a more global view of available products’ characteristics
and made the critiquing process more easily and quickly, and the reason for user-initiated
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critiquing support is that it allowed for detailed refinement of preferences and more user-
control over specifying users’ own critiquing criteria.
Therefore, a hybrid critiquing interface that combines both system-suggested com-
pound critiques and user-initiated critiquing facility should ideally perform better than
the separate aids. We have conducted a user study (Experiment 7) to evaluate such hy-
brid system. It was found that users reacted quite actively to both system-suggested and
user-initiated critiquing facilities and consumed a certain amount of time and critiquing
effort with each of them, with the resulting benefit of reaching a higher level of decision
confidence. Moreover, they expressed stronger intention to return to the hybrid system
for future use. Thus, an optimal level of user-control reflected by the hybrid critiquing
aid, where users could have freedom in choosing which kind of support they would like
to apply at a time, was practically proven to be capable of positively leading to two
important subjective perceptions: perceived decision accuracy and return intention.
The preference-based organization algorithm can be also applied to generate system-
suggested critiques. In fact, it was proven to be more likely to increase the critique
prediction accuracy than the other related approaches including the dynamic critiquing
method (Experiment 6). A new hybrid critiquing was then designed to integrate the
preference-based organization, where the category titles perform not only as explana-
tions but also as suggested tradeoff directions (compound critiques), and the products
contained by each category are the recommended items satisfying the corresponding cri-
tique. We have compared the new hybrid design with the original one (Experiment 8)
and found that it significantly saved users’ objective decision effort, without sacrifice on
choice accuracy and confidence.
Combining all of the experiment results, we propose that:
Guideline 6: The optimal degree of user-control for a critiquing aid should be provid-
ing both system-suggested critiques and user-initiated critiquing facility, by which kind
of hybrid system users will likely obtain higher level of decision confidence and return
intention.
10.4 Other Useful Components
In Experiment 9, after participants used the system with preference-based organization
interface plus example critiquing support (Pref-ORG+EC) or another system with the
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list view of recommendations plus example critiquing (List+EC), they came up with
some suggesting improvements on these systems.
One component suggested to both Pref-ORG+EC and List+EC is the comparison
matrix (CM). The CM, as described by Chapter 2, allows the user to make in-depth
comparisons among alternatives that appear most promising to her. It is implemented as
an interactive display format in which product information is presented in an alternatives
(rows) x attributes (columns) matrix. This technology was proven to augment the quality
of the consideration set and the quality of purchasing decisions [HT00]. From user
comments, it can be seen that it has been widely accepted by consumers as an effective
tool to help them especially in the final stage of their product comparison.
Another common suggestion to both systems is about the integration of user review
data. In recent years, with the increasing popularity of social network, more and more
users would like to share their experiences and opinions at the online platform, and they
also tend to depend upon other users’ suggestions to make decisions. Participants in our
experiment commented that the reviews from experts or customers who have purchased
the product could be helpful for them to judge the product’s true quality.
Users with List+EC also suggested to add a sorting facility in the list view by which
they could decide by which important feature to sort all of the displayed products.
All of the suggested components appear very popular in the current online environ-
ment. People regarded them as improvements because they felt that these complements
should be helpful for enhacing the critiquing-based recommender system (Pref-ORG+EC
or List+EC). We hence propose that:
Guideline 7: Integrating comparison matrix, user reviews and sorting facility (if items
are displayed in a list view) in critiquing-based recommender systems will be potentially
helpful to further increase the quality of users’ purchase decisions.
10.5 Take Home Messages
The tradeoff between decision accuracy and decision effort has long been studied. It is
commonly accepted that a higher decision accuracy usually demands the consumption
of more effort. For a decision aid such as the recommender system, its key goal should
be to enable its users to achieve high level of decision accuracy and in the mean time
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save their decision effort or stimulate them to willingly consume a certain amount of
objective or subjective effort to reach corresponding accuracy benefits.
We have derived a set of seven guidelines grounded on our experimental results (see
a summary in Table 10.1), which should be beneficial to the design of an intelligent and
effective critiquing-based recommender system, or even more general, an online decision
aid. Decision accuracy and effort were determined by both objective and subjective
facets, and we believe that subjectively perceived accuracy and effort should be paid
more attention since they will likely lead to users’ behavioral intentions such as purchase
and return intentions.
Among these guidelines, some will be quite useful to improve users’ objective deci-
sion accuracy and save their objective and subjective effort simultaneously (Guideline
5), some are particularly contributive to increasing user trust (Guideline 1) and building
specific competence-inspired subjective constructs (Guidelines 2&3), and some for en-
hancing decision confidence and trusting intentions with the effort users accept to invest
(Guidelines 4, 6&7).
These newly established guidelines extend the previous requirement catalog (see
Chapter 2) which includes “incremental effort of elicitation”, “any order”, “any pref-
erence”, “preference conflict resolution”, “tradeoff analysis” and “domain knowledge”.
We have put more focus on user-issues (e.g., user-control and trust building) and con-
ducted in-depth explorations of concrete impacts of different system-design features such
as recommendation computation, explanation, critiquing coverage, critiquing aid and
other useful components. It is worth mentioning that the preference-based organization
interface was identified actively taking several roles in a recommender system: expla-
nation technique, recommendation computation and system-suggested critiques. Three
guidelines were derived in consideration of its outperforming performance compared to
related work respectively in these three aspects.
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The abbreviations stand for: Rec. strategy: Recommendation strategy; OA: Objective
Accuracy; SA: Subjectively perceived Accuracy; SE: Subjective Effort; OE: Objective
Effort; IR: Intention to Return; IP: Intention to Purchase; ISE: Intention to Save Effort;
NIR: the Number of Initial Recommendations; NCR: the Number of Recommend items
after each Critiquing; SC: System-suggested Critiques; UC: User-initiated critiquing fa-




In this thesis, we described our approaches to confronting with current research chal-
lenges in preference-based recommender systems. We designed and implemented example
critiquing agents, preference-based organization interfaces and hybrid critiquing systems
to assist “adaptive” decision maker in tradeoff and decision making, especially for solving
multi-attribute decision problems (MADP). We established an effort-accuracy evaluation
framework and a trust model, containing important objective and subjective criteria for
judging the true benefits of a recommender system. We conducted a series of experi-
ments to measure our systems in terms of their roles in influencing one or more crucial
evaluation standards. We also revealed the causal relationships between objective and
subjective measures, and between different trust constructs. Moreover, based on the
experimental results, we derived a set of design guidelines that will be helpful for other
researchers to refer.
11.1 Contributions
11.1.1 Example Critiquing Agents
The example critiquing agent was first developed. It is composed of three main parts:
initial preference elicitation, preference stimulation by examples and preference revision
via tradeoff support. It sets up a basic interaction model for critiquing-based recom-
mender systems and provides a prototype framework based on which we have been
possible to continually improve the technologies. For example, the preference-based
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organization interface was an improvement on the part of example computation and dis-
play, and the hybrid critiquing aid was designed to combine the advantages from both
system-suggested critiques and the user-intiaited critiquing support to provide optimal
user-control in the tradeoff process.
Users’ preferences are modeled based on the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT),
under the assumption of mutual preferential independence. It is in accordance with the
weighted additive sum rule (WADD), which is the most normative and compensatory
decision strategy individuals use. This preference model performs as a fundamental
ranking mechanism in all of our developed systems.
Its initial preference elicitation part has been kept in all our prototype systems. It
obeys “any preference” and “any order” principles and integrates default preferences to
represent hidden needs.
In the example computation part, we have presented two primary retrieval strategies:
being adaptive to various product domains and showing partially satisfied solutions.
They serve as essential heuristics for computing examples no matter in a list view, or an
organized view of recommendations such as the preference-based organization interface.
The tradeoff assistance part is the core component and we have in detail analyzed
the tradeoff-making’s particular importance for people who have uncertain preferences
or preference conflicts. We have developed a critiquing aid by which users can freely
specify their own critiquing criteria for either simple or complex tradeoffs. Compared to
related single-item system-suggesed critiquing systems, we termed our example-critiquing
prototypes as multi-item user-initiated critiquing agents.
11.1.2 Preference-based Organization Interfaces
The organization interface was originally proposed mainly for an alternative explanation
technique, different from the traditional “why”-based list view. A set of five design
principles were derived from user interviews and past empirical findings. Based on these
principles, we have designed and implemented the organization algorithm.
The algorithm applied the association rule mining approach to organize items into
different categories and use the category titles to explain their similar tradeoff charac-
teristics relative to the top candidate. Users’ preferences and potential interests were
key standards while ranking categories (in consideration of their titles and contained
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products) and selecting the most prominent ones. It also addressed the non-domination
and diversity concerns.
Driven by its generation process and display format, the preference-based organiza-
tion interface was found not only being able to act as effective explanations, but also
the way of computing recommendations and the category titles being system-suggested
tradeoff directions (compound critiques). We have compared it with three existing typ-
ical critique suggestion methods to see their algorithm differences and identified the
superior advantages of our preference-based organization approach.
11.1.3 Hybrid Critiquing Systems
The idea of designing hybrid critiquing systems was indeed motivated by experimental
results from evaluations of example critiquing prototypes and preference-based organi-
zation interfaces.
A comparison of two types of critiquing aids: purely user-initiated critiquing facility
(in our example critiquing agents) and system-suggested compound critiques in addition
to user-initiated unit critiquing (in dynamic critiquing systems), showed that they both
reached the similar levels in terms of users’ objective decision performance, accuracy
and subjective perceptions. Their respective strengths were further revealed from user
comments.
The first proposed hybrid system was hence a simple combination of the two critiquing
aids on the same screen: the current recommended item followed by a set of system-
suggeted compound critiques and a user-initiated critiquing facility area. Inspired by
later empirical results about the outperforming ability of preference-based organization
relative to other system-suggeted critiquing approaches, we have generated a new version
of hybrid critiquing system, the preference-based organization plus user-initiated example
critiquing support. It contains almost all effective elements identified through previous
experiments. The preference-based organization provides explanations, system-suggested
tradeoffs and items to be critiqued (critiquing coverage), and the user-initiated critiquing




The development of an interface was always followed by an experiment with real-users or
prior user data to assess the interface’s performance. Our experiments were conducted
at different time but grounded on the same evaluation framework.
Evaluation Framework
Effort-Accuracy Tradeoff. The tradeoff relationship between decision effort and de-
cision accuracy was highlighted. Extending traditional effort-accuracy framework,
we included both objective effort/accuracy and subjective effort/accuracy in our
evaluation model. We also established detailed procedures to quantify these vari-
ables’ values. For example, the objective accuracy is determined by the switching
rate of participants who changed their mind in the whole product list. Objective
effort was assessed by two aspects: time consumption and interaction effort such
as critiquing cycles. The perceived accuracy and effort are measured by associated
post-questions.
Trust Model. Trust in recommender systems is another main issue that we have been
engaged in investigating. We have established a trust model being made up of al-
most all principal competence-inspired trust constructs. Three dimensions related
to system-design aspects (transparency, recommendation quality and user-control)
were defined as antecedents, which would influence a set of competence constructs
(such as perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoyment, etc.), and further-
more overall trust and trust-induced behavioral intentions (e.g., purchase intention
and return intention). This model was based on existing trust models for online
e-commerce environments, but we refined and expanded it specifically for recom-
mender systems.
Nine Experiments
In total, nine experiments were conducted with different focuses. Eight of them involved
real-users to participate, and one was a retrospective simulation based on a collection of
user data.
Three were about the example critiquing prototype which includes a list view of
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examples and a user-initiated critiquing support. At first, it was demonstrated to have
significant effect on improving real-users’ decision accuracy, preference certainty and
decision confidence, compared to the situation without it to aid tradeoff-making. It
was then compared to the dynamic critiquing, the representative of single-item system-
suggested critiquing systems, and proven to outperform it in terms of all the measured
objective and subjective variables. However, since it was uncertain about whether it is
its critiquing coverage (multi-item strategy) or user-initiated critiquing facility acting as
the primary success factor, a follow-up study was conducted to compare two modified
versions which were only different on the critiquing aid. No significant difference was
found in the third experiment, but the respective pros of system-suggested critiques
and user-initiated critiquing aid have been uncovered from user comments. Moreover,
combining the results with previous one showed the significantly positive impacts of
multi-item strategy for critiquing coverage against single-item display.
Another three experiments focused on evaluating the preference-based organization
interface. The first two identified its superior explanation ability, relative to the tradi-
tional “why”-based list view, in enhancing users’ perceived competence, return intention
and saving of cognitive effort. Correlation analysis also showed that the objective time
consumption is not related to the subjectively perceived effort, but subjective measures
(i.e., subjective effort, competence perception, return intention) are highly significantly
correlated with each other. The third experiment measured the preference-based or-
ganization’s algorithm accuracy (critique prediction and recommendation accuracy) by
comparing it with three typical critique generation methods in a simulation environment
with real-users’ data. The results indicated that the preference-based organization algo-
rithm has the highest accuracy in predicting critiques that real-uesrs intended to make
and recommending products that were targeted by users as their best choice. It was
also shown to have the highest potential to save users’ interaction cycles in target-choice
making.
The final three were emphasized on hybrid critiquing systems. The first one tracked
users’ actual behavior in a hybrid interface (example critiquing plus dynamic critiquing),
and found that it enabled users to achieve higher decision confidence and return inten-
tion with the level of effort users were willing to consume, compared to results on the
uncombined systems apart. We then developed a new hybrid system design, example cri-
tiquing plus preference-based organization interface. The new design was demonstrated
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to significantly perform better in saving users’ objective decision effort (time and cri-
tiquing cycles), without sacrifice on the decision accuracy and confidence. This system
was further measured in a larger scale user study with participants from two different
cultures: oriental and western, by comparing it with a list view based example critiquing
system. The results show that the organization-based hybrid system can significantly
impact on both oriental and western users’ competence-inspired subjective constructs,
including perceived recommendation quality, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
satisfaction, and intention to save effort.
Thus, as a conclusion, the first two categories of experiments respectively concen-
trated on the two techniques: example critiquing and preference-based organization,
and the final group of user studies was mainly oriented to evaluate the hybrid system
that combines them together.
11.1.5 Design Guidelines
According to all of the experiments’ results and corresponding users’ qualitative com-
ments, we have derived a set of 7 guidelines that should be helpful for the design of
an intelligent and personalized preference-based recommender system. They cover effec-
tive design directions for explanation interfaces, recommendation computation, tradeoff
assistance, critiquing coverage and critiquing aid.
Some components are primarily contributing to improving users’ trust-related con-
structs (e.g., organized view of recommendations), some are for accuracy improvement
with users’ acceptable level of effort consumption (e.g., hybrid critiquing aid), and some
can not only achieve benefits on accuracy and subjective perceptions, but also save de-
cision effort in the mean time (e.g., multi-item display).
11.1.6 Relationships between Objective and Subjective Measures
In some experiments that measured both users’ objective decision performance (accu-
racy and effort) and subjective attitudes such as trusting intentions, we calculated these
variables’ value correlations and path coefficients in order to understand their causal re-
lationships. We have found that the objective accuracy is highly significantly associated
with the subjective accuracy perception, implying that if the system could allow it users
to achieve high decision accuracy, these users will also subjectively perceive such benefit
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and accordingly obtain high decision confidence. However, the objective effort is lowly
related to the perceived cognitive effort. Especially, there is no significant influence from
actual time consumption, which infers that even though more time is consumed, it does
not mean that users will perceive of expending such effort. Increased perceived accu-
racy and reduced cognitive effort were further found to positively affect two important
behavioral intentions: purchase intention and return intention.
11.1.7 Validity of Trust Model
The trust model was completely validated in the final cross-cultural evaluation. The
causal relationships among all of trust-related constructs were identified. The three direct
perceptions of system-design features (transparency, recommendation quality, and user-
control) were all found positively associated with upper-level competence judgments.
The competence constructs further led to users’ overall trust formation, and eventually
trusting intentions. For instance, the perceived recommendation quality will be likely
causal to perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, enjoyment and decision confidence.
Perceived ease of use is further highly significantly associated with users’ satisfaction
with the interface, and the satisfaction will positively influence purchase intention, return
intention and effort-saving intention in the next visit.
The relative importance of a recommender system’s competence in an e-commerce
website, compared to the website’s integrity, reputation and price info was also analyzed.
It shows that it is less important in forming overall trustworthiness perception and
purchase intention, but more important in persuading customers to return. The findings
were identified being tenable among both oriental and western participants.
11.2 Limitations
Two limitations in our system developments are respectively about the assumption of
main product features chosen for user preference modeling and the assumption of mutual
preferential independence. For example, for the digital camera product domain, we
assumed eight features (manufacturer, price, optical zoom, etc.) as main features based
on which users could specify concrete value preferences and make critiquing criteria.
However, some users commented some of other features were also important to them
(e.g., memory type) to constrain retrieval results. A more adaptive interface is hence
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needed where users could add any feature that is important while entering into their
preferences.
Another assumption on mutual preferential independence was with the purpose of
simplifying the complexity of user models. However, in some conditions, the preference
on one feature may be dependent on the value of another feature. For instance, the
user’s requirements may be like if the brand is “Canon”, the price constraint is equal to
or less than $400, otherwise, it is less than $300. Relaxing the preference independence
assumption is therefore required to facilitate users inputting such constraints and also
for the system to compute more accurate satisfying items.
There are also some limitations existing in our experiment designs. For each user
study, we have tried to recruit participants as many and diverse as possible. The maximal
number of subjects was 120 in the final experiment and they were from two different
cultural backgrounds. However, in the field of marketing and e-commerce research,
this scale is still limited. The experimental environment is also less realistic since the
participant did not really purchase a product, although they were instructed to imagine
themselves as “potential buyers” with incentive bonuses (e.g. 10CHF for each subject or
a lottery reward). Another limitation is that most of experiments were performed among
university students who have a certain level of computer and internet knowledge. In order
to test our evaluation results’ scalability and universality, it is ideal to recruit users with
diverse ages, educations, and professions, and provide a real e-commerce platform where
users could make purchases. As for the product domain, it should include more products
such as books, musics and movies so as to see the system’s efficacy for such low-risk
products, in addition to high-involvement ones (e.g., apartments, tablet PCs and digital
cameras) focused in our current studies.
Moreover, some users pointed out the missing functions of comparison matrix, user
reviews and sorting facilities in the evaluated systems, motivating us to believe that
their appearances would further improve on a serious purchasing decision. It would be





For the future, we have proposed several directions with the aim to improve and extend
our technologies, and already started some investigations.
11.3.1 Example Critiquing in Social Map Search
One has been how to visualize critiquing process at a Web 2.0 platform with user reviews.
Nowadays, more and more people tend to refer to other users’ rates or recommendations
(e.g., on hotels, motives, etc.) to make their decisions in the online environment. Moti-
vated by the rapid development of social impacts, traditional search engine and decision
aids, which were built on relatively “static” data, are necessary to be evolved to adapt
to the increasing amount of user-provided information via social network.
We are interested in employing our recommender and tradeoff support technologies
into web-based geographical visualizations for an informative and interactive map search
tool, with the purpose of assisting users in efficiently targeting at their ideal choice (e.g.,
hotels or restaurants) when confronting with the large amount of updated user reviews
as well as static product data.
Concretely, the example critiquing agent will be implemented in a travel map to
support recommendation computation (e.g., a set of hotels with higher popularity) and
tradeoff navigation (e.g., “I would like a cheaper hotel”, “some hotels closer to the city
center and with higher traveler-rates compared to this one”). These critiques form the
critical feedback mechanism to help the system improve its recommendation accuracy,
and then directly update the items displayed on the visual map. We will identify the
example-critiquing’s positive role in guiding users’ decision process in such visualized
and social settings.
11.3.2 Adaptive Preference-based Organization Algorithm
We are also interested in improving the preference-based organization algorithm to make
it more adaptive to different demands. For instance, as observed from our user studies,
the first set of recommendations was examined more seriously than the later rounds
by a user since it was computed right after her initially specified preferences. If there
is no conflict among these preferences, completely matching products would be better
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organized in terms of their predictions on hidden interests so as to stimulate preference
articulation. On the other hand, if there are preference conflicts, the partially satisfied
set of products would be categorized regarding their matching degrees on more important
features and compromises on less important ones.
Another type of organizations, as exposed by users’ comments, is categorizing by
only one important feature such as the digital camera’s brand or model. Therefore,
future studies include embedding such additional organization methods into our current
algorithm and investigating the optimal way to adjust the organization outcome to the
user’s current needs.
11.3.3 Implicit Preference Elicitation
So far, we have mostly focused on modeling and refining users’ preferences through their
explicitly specified preferences and critiquing criteria. However, if the user still can
not state very certain preferences, even after she has viewed some sample products and
has some knowledge of product features, implicit preference elicitation methods may
supplement to increase the system’s accuracy in predicting the user’s hidden needs.
Two concrete technologies may be interestingly researched and integrated into our
systems: 1) demographics-based methods that classify users into groups based on their
demographic profiles and recommend interesting items that have been considered more
attractive to the group that the user belongs; 2) behavior-based recommenders that
infer preferences by monitoring the user’s actions, such as the links followed, click paths,
purchase history, time spent on a web page, and fixation areas of interest.
We believe that a synthetical method of combining both implicit and explicit prefer-
ence learning processes will be quite applicable for users with various degrees of product
knowledge and preference certainty.
11.3.4 Interface Evaluation with Eye-tracker
Eye tracking is a technique whereby an individual’s eye movements are measured so
that we can know both where a person is looking at any given time and the sequence
in which their eyes are shifting from one location to another. Tracking people’s eye
movements can help HCI researchers understand visual and display-based information
processing and the factors that may impact upon the usability of system interfaces. Eye
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movements can also be captured and used as control signals to enable people to interact
with interfaces directly without the need for mouse or keyboard input.
We are particularly interested in adopting the eye-tracking tool to help establish a
more stable evaluation framework. That is, in addition to current evaluation criteria we
have established including objective decision performance and subjective aspects, with
the eye-tracker we can trace a user’s real eye-moving behavior in a recommender system
and evaluate the practical usability of different decision aids contained by the system.
For example, it may be interesting to know whether users would really look at more
products in the organization-based recommender interface (given its grouping display),
relative to in the ranked list view.
11.4 Take Home Messages
We have concluded the main contributions of our work to resolve current research prob-
lems in preference-based recommender systems. We designed and developed two deci-
sion technologies: example critiquing and preference-based organization interfaces, and
combined them into a hybrid system. More contributions include the establishment of
accuracy-effort framework and trust model for recommender systems, user evaluations
of our systems and the derivation of meaningful design guidelines in this research area.
We also indicated our work’s limitations and recent on-going research directions.
Design and evaluation are two primary steps for the development of an intelligent
user interface. The interface will be eventually used by a user, so that the user’s actual
performance and subjective perceptions are principally important to judge the interface’s
true values.
Thus, the “user” is always the center of all our work. What we have done was to un-
derstand how users construct preferences, how their decision accuracy can be improved,
how they build their trust in a recommender system, and so on. We believe that if an
e-commerce application could well predict how its users would behave and help them
accordingly, it would certainly benefit in gaining the users’ favorable praises and even
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